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War brings glory and war brings death. Let 
no man think the former compensates the 
latter. This book is not dedicated to the glories 
of a great combat record. It is a memorial to 
those who gave their lives to make that record. 
They are the only heroes. No rank, medals, 
or words of praise can do justice to their 
sacrifices. 
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COMMANDING OFFICERS 
Colonel Alva L. Harvey ... first commander of the 444th .. . assumed command July, 
1943 . .. a veteran of twenty-seven years service with the Air Corps . . . participated in first 
Army Round-The-World flight in 1924 .. . . commanded Puerto Rico Bombardment Wing in 
1940 . .. selected as pilot for Harriman missiOJ?- to Moscow in 1941 .. . took part in first B-17 
daylight raid on Berlin ... led the 444th most ably while pioneering the B-29 from drawing 
board to combat . . . became Chief of Staff of 58th Wing in April, 1945 . . . now Director of 
Training, Randolph field, Texas. · 
Colonel James C. "Bromo" Seiser ... assumed command of 444th on Tinian Island June, 
1945 ... graduate aeronautical engineer from Georgia Tech ... Air Attache to Brazil for 
four years ... Deputy G-2 for Air with lOth Army under General Buckner for Okinawa in-
vasion ... a capable and fitting leader for a battle hardened group ... in command of the 
444th at time of deactivation ... presently C.O. 43rd Bomb Group (VH) and Davis-Monthan 
field, Tucson, Arizona. 
Colonel Alan D. Clark ... United States Military Academy graduate in 
1937 ... completed flying training with class of '38 C ... operations officer 
with 25th Group in Puerto Rico ... participated with Colonel Harvey in B-17 
flight to Brazil ... assigned as Deputy Commander of 444th in September, 
1943 ... commanded forward base of 444th in China through August, 1944 ... 
assigned Stateside to tactical school at Orlando . . . returned to 58th Wing 
on Tinian as Assistant Chief of Staff A-3 in June, 1945 ... at present A-4 8th 
Air Force. 
Colonel William P. Brett ... United States Military Academy graduate 
in 1938 ... completed flying training at Kelly Field in August, 1939 ... as-
signed to 58th Wing B-29 testing station at Boeing Wichita in July, 1943 .. . 
assumed duties of 444th group operations officer in September, 1943 .. . 
deputy group commander from August, 1944 to March, 1945 . .. assigned to 
Personnel Division, War Department General Staff in April, 1945 ... presently 
A-3 15th Air Force. 
Lt. Colonel John J. Thornhill ... Squadron Commander and B-17 pilot 
during "Battle for the Solomons" ... first C.O. of 676th Squadron . . . com-
manded forward base in China until his return to the "States" in early '45 .. . 
now assiqned test section Wright Field. 
Lt. Colonel William E. Kinney . .. graduate engineer from University of 
Dayton ... completed pilot training in May. 1941 .. . flew with 11th bomb 
group in South Pacific in early stages of the war . . . commanded 677th 
squadron from August. 1943 to October, 1944 ... killed test flying C-97 Air 
Craft Wright Field, May 1947. 
- ~·  ~ 
Lt. Colonel Alvan Moore ... graduated from flying school August, '39 ... 
stationed Langley Field until transfer to Puerto Rico where he served as 
S-4 officer and Squadron Commander . . . commanded B-17 squadron 
at Army Air Force School of Applied Tactics Sept., 1942 ... joined 444th 
June, '43 ... 679th and 676th Squadron C.O .... became Group Operations 
Officer March, '45 ... Deputy C.O. of Group at deactivation ... now C.O. 
63rd Bomb Squadron, 43rd Bomb Group. 
Lt. Colonel Winton R. Close ... graduated flying school August, 1939 .. . 
stationed Langley Field and Puerto Rico ... assigned ATC and flew South 
Atlantic ... pioneered routes to bases in Africa and Persia ... joined 444th 
in mid '43 ... assumed command of 678th squadron ... made Group Oper-
ations officer April, '45 , .. presently assigned A-1 division AAF Pentagon 
Building. 
Major Charles Hansen ... Flying class '40-B ... assigned ATC Long 
Beach, California ... Navigator on first mass B-17 flight from Hamilton Field 
to Hawaii ... transferred to Memphis Wing ATC ... holder of several records 
for South Atlantic flights ... joined 444th late '43 ... became 676th Squadron 
C.O. August, '44 ... killed on Aug. 20 daylight strike against Yawata. 
\ 
~·. - . 
Lt. Colonel Olbert F. Lassiter ... alumnus of University of Florida ... 
former lightweight and featherweight golden gloves champion . . . served 
29 months with ATC before joining 444th in October, 1943 ... commanded 
677th squadron from October, 1944 to July, 1945 ... group operations officer 
until return of group to stateside .. . presently S-3 43rd Bomb Group (VH). 
1 
l 
Lt. Colonel Virgil M. Cloyd ... graduate of Baylor University ... com-
pleted pilot training at Kelly Field in 1940 ... squadron commander at 
Sebring, Florida before joining 444th in September, 1943 ... assumed com-
mand of the 678th in February, 1944 ... commanded squadron until his 
return to stateside in March, 1945 . . . at present Squadron C.O. 509th Bomb 
Group (VH). 
Lt. Col. William H. Delacey ... native Kentuckian graduated pilot train-
ing Kelly Field 1940 . . . one of original B-17 instructors at Sebring, Florida ... 
joined 444th Sept. 1943 . .. Squadron C.O. 676 Squadron, Nov. 1944 to May 
1945 ... presently assigned in Germany with AAF. 
Lt. Colonel Robert C. Root ... completed flying school May, '40 ... one 
of first group of instructors at Sebring and later Squadron C.O .... received 
Group's first Purple Heart ... became 676th Squadron C.O. March, '45 ... 
returned to USA September, '45 ... at present, civilian Califorian. 
Lt. Colonel Charles J. Miller . .. class 41-F ... assigned ATC Long Beach 
... transferred ATC Great Falls, February, '42 where he pioneered Northern 
routes through Alaska ... joined 444th late in '43 ... Squadron C.O. 678th 
squadron from March, '45 until his return to "States" Sept., '45 ... now civilian 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Major F. C. Steinemann ... attended Ohio State University ... grad-
uated from flying school April, '41 ... flew with llth Bomb Group in early 
phase of war in New Hebrides, Solomon Island campaign . . . lead crew 
pilot ... assumed command of 677th squadron July. '45 ... now Air Inspector 
43rd Bomb Group. 
Lt. Colonel D. P. Wood ... Flying class '41-C ... instructor Advanced 
Training, Brooks Field ... instructor training command, Smyrna, Tennessee 
. . . C.O. of B-24 training squadron at Maxwell Field . . . assigned 444th 
November, '43 ... appointed Air Inspector February, '45 ... 678th Squadron 
C.O. from October, '45 to deactivation ... now A-3 Divic;!~n Strategic Air 
Command. 
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Jack Doran and crew . "Mac" McCarthy and crew 
Fearless Flint and crew "Jack" Yancey and crew 
Clyde West and crew "Mac" Reider and crew 
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Hal Bright and crew "Pappy" Essick and crew 
Spike Jones and crew Herman Smith and crew 
Ben Sisson and crew Frank Englert and crew 
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Charra 
CHARRA 
Were you in "Old Charra''? No? Sit down. It gets heavy. 
Charra is perhaps best known as the place where it was 
r-e-e-e-ally rough as well as the setting for the Group's theme 
song, "Down In Old Charra Where Shafting Was Born." The 
song was composed by members of the PSL (permanent 
second lieutenant) club whose membership was limited to 
2nd lieutenants with a year or more in grade. 
Personnel left Great Bend with the firm belief that no 
operational base in the world could ever be as bad as GBAAF. 
We had heard the normal rumors about the large well equip-
ped bases being built for the B-29 in England, Russia, China, 
India, Siberia, and elsewhere. We- had even been congrat-
ulated by some of the higher-ups on being able to go over-
.seas with such an organization as th~ 20th Air Force which 
would have nothing but the best bases located with access 
to large cities for recreation and relaxation. All the way 
across to India we would ignore the personnel of the smaller 
outfits such as the world girdling ATC and walk around with 
the air of "nothing is too good for me." We would hear small 
groups of personnel discussing the secret eighth wonder of 
the world with remarks such as these: "I heard one go over 
here today but couldn't see it. they fly at 40,000 feet", or "One 
called in from 35,000 feet over Karachi, flying from England 
to China", or "I heard a pilot say that he had flown over a 
secret base in India and there was nothing in the States to 
compare with. it." The last was the only rumor heard that 
<;ould be truthfully applied to Charra; there was nothing in 
the States to compare with it. 
Charra is located at the base of the Central mountain 
range of India, approximately 100 air miles northwest of Cal-
cutta and 50 miles north of Jamshedpur, the steel city of 
India. Its main communication with the outside world is a 
branch line of the Bengal to Nagpur railroad. 
The base was originally a British base for medium 
bombers and fighters. It consisted of two runways; one 6,000 
feet long and the other approximately 4,000 feet long at right 
angles. The runways sloped with the lay of the land. The 
land didn't lay too well. The short runway had a slope of 
about four degrees and the long runway resembled a sine 
curve. When landing, if the back slope or the top of one of 
the ridges was overshot, half of the runway was automatically 
unused. We attribute our lack of runway trouble to the con-
servative statement: We had the best pilots in the Air Force. 
The physical set-up of the field was typically British-
scattered all over Hell's half acre. The only buildings near. 
the runways were a small tower building and an outhouse 
used as the weather station. There were no hangars or shop 
buildings of any kind. A few revetments were scattered over 
the countryside in a camouflage fashion. The administration 
and living areas were divided into three distinct areas. The 
administration area consisting of two long buildings was 
located approximately one mile from the field. The two living 
areas, at intervals of one and two miles from the administra-
tion area, consisted of scattered barracks and mess halls 
with the accompanying outdoor latrines and wash houses. All 
buildings of military installations in India were built of sim-
ilar patterns and materials; concrete base and floor, pole or 
log framing, bamboo siding with plaster, straw thatched roofs, 
and wooden swinging doors and windows. 
The advanced echelon of supply personneL commanded 
_ .. \ 
by Lt. Buck, arrived at Charra on the 4th of March, 1944 and 
found the base abandoned of all personnel and supply. Their 
first few days were spent with the American Missionary of 
that area. (Missionaries were a leading and true source of 
information on the surrounding country and people). With 
little delay, supply channels were established with a Quar-
termaster Depot in Assansol, thirty miles to the north. After 
April Sth, personnel were arriving daily by ATC and the base 
took on the air of a Boy Scout camp. The days were occupied 
by telling the new arrivals how rough it was before they got 
there with the .old familiar greeting; you should have seen 
it when I got here. Some time was found to deal a few hands 
of pasteboards and rush to the chow hall for "C" rations. 
First come, first served; last come, no chow. The nights were 
spent consuming the spirits that all new arriving personnel 
carried in their B-4 bag, and getting accustomed to the weird 
night sounds of India. The combination of wild jackal call 
and native drums was anything but soothing to the dreams 
of civilized men so recently removed from home. The for-
tunate personnel with lanterns and insect repellent would 
brave the bugs for a card game. No one ventured forth at 
. ni9ht without a bath in insect repellent. Medical lectures and 
t)tie presence of the largest leprosy colony in the world only 
'"':mile away made everyone disease "happy" . 
• I' The necessary functions were established fOr tne sus~ 
tenance of life on the base. The O.D. was in charge of the 
one piece of transporta;ion, with the job of meeting the mail 
and personnel plane from XX )Bomber Command Head-
quarters and keeping the runway ~clear of sacred cows. The 
water supply was initially maintqined by the use of a gaso-
line refueling truck. The gasoline couldn't be tasted in. the 
water only beqatlse the water was permitted to mellow in 
lister bags. Lt. Col. Mathews, Executive Officer, acting Com-
manding Officer, and ambassador of good will, soon hqd 
the full co-operation of the Anglo-Indian officitds and British 
administrators of reverse lend-lease in making the base 
livable. Pumps were installed in wells for showers and fur-
niture of local manufacture was obtained for barracks and 
ddy rooms. 
The eagerly awaited event occurred on April 11th; the 
first plane arrived at Charra piloted by Major Hansen and 
his crew. Arrivals became a daily occurrence and the field 
came to life. Due to insufficient revetment space and inade-
quate taxi strips to the revetments, the planes were parked 
on the short runway wing tip to wing tip. 
The war situation in the India-Burma area, was at this 
time, most unfavorable. The Japs were on a drive through 
North Burma and Northeast India. The battle lines were with-
in easy fighter range of the B-29 airfields. Tokyo Rose kept 
us posted each night on the B-29 arrivals and named dates 
on which each of the four bases was to be bombed. All of 
these events, togetl:).er with the peace time parking of the 
planes at Charra, naturally put the base on a 24-hour alert. 
Numerous defense systems found their way unto paper 
but none could be adequate in a like situation. In case of an 
air alert the planes were to be scrambled and were to re-
main air-borne until "all clear". The planes not air-borne were 
to have all guns manned. Picture the operation of scrambling 
40 B-29s parked wing tip to wing tip with a maximum of two 
hours fuel aboard. At night this would have required the 
transportation of crews to the line. During daylight hours the 
crews were required to stay on the line, doing line mainte-
nance while on semi-alert. The zero in the statistical column 
of losses due to enemy action can only be attributed to the 
lack of enemy raids. 
No discussion of Charra can be complete without men-
tion of the weather or climate. The "r-e-e-e-ally" in the phras:::! 
"r-e-e-e-ally rough" is due to the weather. The months spent 
at Charra were the hot months of the year. The hottest month 
was June; just before the summer monsoon rains. The sky 
was generally clear and the scorching wind was from the 
India desert to the northwest. The only precipitation came 
from the afternoon thunderstorms and line squalls out of the 
northwest. The line squalls were preceded and accompanied 
by thick blowing dust and strong gusty winds. The normal 
maximum temperature was 115 degrees and the normal min-
imum at night was 85 degrees. Due to heat the working hours 
• were from 0700 to 1500. 
Because of the decreased lift due to heat and an increas-
ing number of engine fires on take-off, the times of flying 
were set at a maximum of lOS degrees, which meant no flying 
between 0900 and 1700 each day. 
The operational difficulties at Charra were many; the 
greatest being the complete lack of fuel and fueling facilities. 
All operations were staged out of the other three bomb group 
bases of the 58th Bomb Wing, with Charra acting only as a 
maintenance and administrative base. Chakulia, 40th Bomb 
Group base, 50 miles to the south, was designated the stag-
•. ing base for the first hump trips. The SOP was to fly to 
Chakplia in late afternoon, get serviced, and take off at 
dawn for China. The return was made the next day; again 
via Chakulia. Although all servicing and emergency main-
tenance was performed at Chakulia, no personnel were 
de~ched there. The facilities and supply of the 40th were 
supposed to be available. The 40th naturally took the atti-
tude of. "the 40th comes first." 
The 87th Service Group, formed by a split of the 25th 
Service Group at Chakulia, moved to Dudkhundi on July l, 
1944 and the mass movement of the 444th in convoy style 
ocCUJi:red on July 3rd, 1944. Only a small detachment for the 
clearing of the base was left behind at Charra. A few ·planes 
with engine changes were delayed in departing and the 
final gesture to "Old Charra" was given by Major Blackwell 
when he blew the roof from the mess hall with ci neat "buzz 
job." 
The only valuable thing salvaged from Charra is the 
reply an old Charra veteran will give when you approach 
him with your troubles-"YOU SHOULD HAVE BEEN IN 
CHARRA." 
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Dudkhundi 
Dudkhundi, the second and last permanent base o! the 
444th i:q India, is a pleasant memory, especially when com-
pared to that of Chana. Dudkhundi was c:n air base long be-
fore It became the home of the 444th. The British built it and 
leased it to the Americans lock, stock, and "Basha." To the 
87th Service Group and to thousands of anonymous Ind ia n:, 
goes the credit for making a B-29 base of the materials at ha nd 
The two together managed this before the arrival of the ad-
vanced echelon and the combat crews that followed. These 
latter gave deserved thanks for efforts made, built a bar, a nd 
called Dudkhundi "home." - •- - -, 
. Many have moved that th~ sec.tion of th!,; ho6k. de"Ctlitlg 
with Char;,a be deleted on t.~e gro~~ds that -~y?nd --il1_~ ll~~ 
scnptlve, Re-e-e-ally rough, Charr<;x _is J u.S't) do _horrible t6 
talk about. Amen. Dudkhund~ op the other-.hcmd, lives P.lea;,-
antly in retrospect so that even now when a former de"nizen 
hears the crunching of a tertnite he. goes ba~ in" nostalgic 
memory to the shores of "Kaboon Lagoon," the loc:J, bathing 
puddle- just four grazing cows, a group of playing chiidren, 
and a broken down ox cart from the town of Dudkhundi. 
The town itself, remained "Off Limits To All Troops" by 
the Americans, did not amount to much. The in}abitants were 
Hindu, untouchables, proud in their caste. The cast~ ~ystem 
is exclusive of India and works like this: Ea~h higlleJ;,. c~ste 
makes life unbearable for the caste beneath It. 'Jh'e p(9g~es­
sion ends with each individual of the \ lqwest cci~t~. the Un-
touchables, making life unbearable for himself. The impq-;rtd,nt 
thing is to be unhappy. Toward this end _ metnbers of the '444~ 
were willing contributors. " _ 1 \ 
The fact of little to do became evident, soon after ·~nitittfiorl'1 
to Dudkhundi, so many Group members in lassitude woulcf lie 
beneath their mosquito nets listening to the everla sting 
"Crunch, Crunch" of Dudkhundi's aborigines, the teqnites. 
These were restful periods and one had little to do but dream. 
Then, from nearby would come the patter of bare feet on the 
cement floor. "Ahh, the bearer." Eyes would thin to scheming 
slits. "The bearer. I'll wait. He's bound to make a wrong move. 
He always does. I'll watch. Easy now, don't let him guess. Ha, 
just as I thought. He looked at me." "SPYING, HUH! WHY YOU 
::;-&$()&;:;:~; )?S~r! CAUGHT YOU, DIDN'T I! WHY AREN'T 
YOU DOING MY LAUNDRY OR SHINING MY SHOES OR 
SWEEPING THE FLOOR OR FIUJNG THE WATER BUCKET OR 
MAKING MY BED OR AIRING MY FLYING CLOTHES OR 
PICKING UP PAPERS AROUND THE AREA? GET TO WORK! 
MOVE! GET! JAO! AND IF I CATCH YOU SPYING ON ME 
AGAIN I'LL BREAK YOUR NECK! UNDERSTAND?" Bearers 
were always good for a little diversion. 
Most Indians did not like the Americans especially after 
the Americans got wise to their continual plea of, "No Momma, 
no Poppa, no per diem, baksheesh, Sahib." On the other hand 
there are those who will think of the Americans from time to' 
time with favor. There are the fortunate who either stole or 
were given a pair of GI shoes. As each elder in generations to 
come passes on his families pair of shoes he will affectior; .. ately 
tell the story of the time the Americans occupied Dudkhundi. 
The robber bands who pilfered our guns and ammunit1on will 
always be grateful to the "Sobs" who furnished them a means 
of livelihood beyond their wildest. dreams. Ali, who lives alone 
in the mountains of Assam, is thankful for the salvoed bomb 
bay tank in which he makes his home. The chief of ari Indian 
village in Bengal is thankful for the Rupees he got from the 
Americans who accidentally destroyed half his tribe. He hopes 
the "Iron Bird" will come again. The people most happy to 
have known the Americans, though, are the owners of ·Carew~ 
Distilleries. "Carews Booze for Combat Crews" was their slo-
gan. One cannot imagine how many pairs of Indian feet were 
employed, beyond normaL crushing grapes for consumption 
by the 444th. The most conservative, the bi-weekly inebriates, 
alone must have doubled Carews output. Fortunately for 
Carews these were a minority, the mild gastric disturbances. 
The acute indigestions made Carews Distilleries a national 
institution. 
A favorite pastime of most of the indolent during a hot 
afternoon was to sit on the "Basha" veranda, sip a cool beer, 
and watch ·the Lizards. If one had no ice he could sip a warm 
beer and watch the lizards. Without either, one could sit and 
watch the lizards. The laxness was not antire, however, for 
this was a time for strenuous mental activity along one of two 
lines. One, wishing for a beer; two, devising new ways to 
defeat the censor. 
The Censor was a curse because readers at home wanted 
avidly to know exactly where "Somewhere in India" was. Had 
they but known "Somewhere" was "Nowhere" spelled "Dud-
khundi" ·all would have been well but that fact was secret to 
all at home except the friends and families of returnees and 
Time magazine. Here was a challenge. "How to tell people 
at home. Dudkhundi. Think of the sensation that would cause 
at the next Church social." And so it went until each man de-
vised an absolutely fool proof and unbreakable code to con-
vey his message. Many of these absolutely fool proof and un-
breakable codes can be examined at the Office of the FBI 
in Washington; classification secret and with the author's right 
index finger attached as a file marker-or so we were given 
to believe. 
Both in and away from Dudkhundi. India afforded many 
pleasures. There were softball rivalries, drinking, flying, drink-
ing, trips to Calcutta, drinking and trips to Karaya Road. 
Planes went occasionally to many of the famous cities of In-
dia. Perhaps one month a plane might be going to Delhi and 
the next to Bombay or Agra. Always the cross country ships 
carried a full loading list so that most of the Group members 
got at least a glance, now and then, of fabulous India outside 
of the base itself. If one could not get a plane ride to distant 
cities the other bases of the XX Bomber Command were near 
enough to 'be reached by truck. One could visit occasionally 
with friends of~former, stateside days. 
The pleqsures at home consisted, for the most part, of 
thrice weekly movies and sparse but pleasurable parties at the 
Group and Service clubs which entailed eating free, fresh bar-
becued beef. drinking free gin, and exchanging Rupees over 
the crap table-. This latter sport was exceptionally popular be-
cause even should one lose he could always console himself 
with the thought that, "After all. it's not as if Rupees were 
really money." 
To understand Dudkhundi is to realize that the period 
spent by the Group in India was a revelation in time. Every-
one was vitally concerned with time-not the time of day 
but the day itself-all the days as they slowly crawled by. 
Everyone tried to ignore the "watched pot" of time slowly 
passing but each day was so definite and considered a step 
in the direction of home that few could actually, by any pre-
tense, ignore its passage. Days were long and started typically 
with a slow early awakening to the already bright warm morn-
ing. There always seemed to be a few moments than for quiet 
observation of surroundings from the partial concealment of 
the ever present mosquito net. It seems tha t all India moves 
on a well organized twenty-four hour working day. I know 
that in the scan of our surroundings, regardless of the hour, 
I would always see a number of the natives seemingly al-
ready awake for hours doing the usual menial tasks that -were 
their lot. Perhaps the party this morning would be a group of 
the women stolidly filling their baskets with the sparse fruit 
of a nearby tree, oblivious now in the early hour, to the few 
white men stirring about. Barefooted, dirty, breasts exposed, 
they ignore even one another as they quietly pick the fallen 
iruit from the ground never from the tree-and by the time 
the majority of the camp is awake they are gone. Another 
morning one might see a group of native sweepers, ignored 
any other time, but noticed this morning from the simple fact 
that they are the only humans in view. These men are busy, 
from the neck up at least, with the hubba hubba of Hindustani. 
Physically this group is scrawny, underfed, and, of course, 
dirty. Their work consists of waving a crude broom, which 
they make themselves, back and forth over a designated area 
for a given period of time in a gesture which looks for all the 
world like sweeping-an Indian version, of course, but sweep-
ing none the less. 
Always, in the distance can, be heard the squeak of dry 
wood against dry wood heralding the fact that a caravan of 
oxcarts is passing through the camp going or coming from 
the market. The team of man, bull, and cart is an interesting 
one. The cow in India may be sacred, but the bull, wretched 
creature, is used as a beast of burden until he is too old to 
walk, at which time he may be eaten. The age then is ten 
years or over. The pitched battle between man and bull has 
been going on for centuries. One can see, watching an ox 
team under the guidance of a capable driver, that man through 
the countless generations has attained a measure of success. 
In fairness, when one sees an ox cart standing askew at the 
~ide of some road with a broken wheel or tongue, and the 
driver shouting oaths at his bull scampering madly across the 
prairie, he must admit that through the generations the bull 
also has met with a measure of success. One can dwell just 
so long dreamily abed of a morning though. So after washing 
and dressing, in once of native Indian custom, most every-
one would head for the mess hall for at least an orange and 
a cup of coffee. 
Breakfast at Dudkhundi consisted usually of powdered 
eggs, bacon, coffee, and a fresh and a dried fruit. Once in a 
,while, it's true, the cook would round up fresh eggs. An ad-
vance. notice of these days always brought the entire group 
to breakfast. With b,reakfast over thoughts turned to less pleas-
ant things like ground school or working on an• dirplane. Either 
subject is better forgotten so let us jump quickly into the after-
noon. 
Afternoons were the time for blood rivalries on the soft 
ball field or the volleyball court. These games always seemed 
to take place tli'e very hottest part of the very hot days. Any-
way, it gave both palticipants and hecklers the chance to work 
up a good sweat which made the ceremony of the before 
dinner shower and shave even more enjoyable. 
Dinner was the meal at which cooks, bearers, and per-
sonnel alike put their best foot forward. The reason, undoubted-
ly, I that the ~uadrons made a ceremony so conscientiously of 
this meal is that they had so little else to be ceremonious about. 
A shower, shave, and clean, if not fresh, uniform were manda-
tory. Most succumbed to a pleasurable two or three drinks 
before sitting down to what then looked like a good meal any-
way. 
After eating, if one hurried, he could play a rubber or 
two of bridge or consume a few more drinks before the leis-
urely walk to the movies at the Group Club or open air theater. 
Something should be said of these movies!"'"'They were always 
old, in poor focus, and the sound was bad. They were always 
enjoyed; if not by the Group personnel, then by the Indians 
staring fixedly at the screen. They understood not a word or a 
who were always crowded around the fringes of the audience 
gesture but they enjoyed the movies none the less and they 
always came back for more. The movie over, not much re· 
ma'ined of the day but some conversaticn or a card game 
with friends. "Lights Out" was usually early, and after one 
carefully tucked his mosquito net beneath the mattress, he 
could mentally chalk off another day to his indefinite stay in 
Dudkhundi. 
The time tc leave Dudkhundi came one day. We left, 
bound for another "Somewhere." This time in the Marianas. 
We left with a bag full of memories. Some good. Some bad. 
We left with a furtive doubt that we would ever again, as a 
Group, enjoy the comradeship, the friendly rivalries. the pro-
ficiency , or the Esprit de Corps so firmly founded at Dud-
khundi. 
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The Harvey House 
Early Morning "Buzz Job" 
S.O.P. 
Some other shack 
Gears at Ball Game 
"Built a Bar and called it home" 
Red Cross Club 
"Drunk last night ... 
Drunk the night before ... 
Gonna get drunk tonight!" 
"CASTE SYSTEM" 
Left to right: 
Puller 
Puller's Helper 
Puller's Helper's Puller 
Pusher 
Pusher's Helper 
Pusher's Helper's Pusher 
Pusher's Helper's Pusher's 
Pusher coming up 
BEARER!!! 
Clean up Squad 
Road Repair Gang ( ll 0) 
Road to Kharagpur 
Outskirts of Calcutta 
Railroad Station 
At Kharagpur 
"Ladies First" 
Calcutta!! 
We thought so too, lady 
You too?? 
}ain Temple Governor's Mansion 
Taj Mahal 
Kaboon Lagoon 
Bleaching the ·Tattle Tale Gray 
Shooting at the moon 
Howrah Station 
Rickshaw Wall a 
Crowbait. LiJ. 
Chowringhee Intersection 
At the Tolleygunge Race Track 
• 
'\ 
Howrah Bridge 
"Oh that Jim Jam Jumpin, 
Jumpin Jive!" 
"Shave and a Haircut · 
Eight Annas" 
"Waiting For My Man To 
Come Home" 
Calcutta street scene 
Git along old Dogie 
The town pump 
Views from Darjeeling Rest Camp 
Mt. Everest-Highest 
Mt. Kuenchenjunga-Second 
Incendiaries 
Displayed 
At Dudkhundi! 
China 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai Chek, in accordance with 
agreements made at the Big Four meetings, directed that four 
airfields, capable of handling the new Giant of the Air, the 
B-29, be built. Some hundred and fifty thousand-odd coolies 
were conscripted and put to work near the town of Kwanghan 
in the Chentu area. In the short space of about four months an 
airfield was completed. 
This base was an engineering miracle in consideration of 
the construction factors-the primitive tools employed, the 
hand-broken and hand-set rocks, the ten-ton roller drawn and 
pushed by hundreds of ragged Chinese, and the endless tasks 
of watering, hole filling and tamping. This accomplishment 
left us with a great respect for the humble Chinese coolie. 
Work on the airfield was still in progress when the first 
ships, piloted by Major "Chuck" Hansen and Captain D. P. 
Wood, flew over the "hump" and landed at the new base. 
The majority of the coolies had never seen an airplane and 
a Jeep had to be dispatched to chase the coolies from the run-
way when the first planes landed. After a hundred or so air-
craft had landed at the base, they finally realized that the 
big birds' right-of-way wasn't to be disputed without harmful 
physical consequences to the individual. Some still persisted 
in exposing themselves to the on-rushing giant, in the belief 
that their close proximity to the viciously spinning props would 
remove their evil dragons-with the result that both coolies 
and dragons were unavoidably removed. 
Sites were selected and tents were put up to house the 
men of the advance echelons, and preparations were made to 
accommodate the coming of the combat crews. Huge gasoline 
tanks had been installed, and fuel and bombs began arriving 
- from the India bases. One coolie, puzzled as to what was being 
delivered in the, drums by the ATC airplanes, lit a match over 
the opening to better view its contents. His name has not b 
disclosed nor have his fingerprints been found. 
The winfers in the Chengu Valley were severely cold 
very damp. · Open tents were the only slee ing <%d~& a 
able, and a long, unheated, thatched hut s as • . ~Ilia<~"' 
Coal sto4res provi ed scant comfort in th~~ £ rmsy struetures. 
Inevitably, wveral tents were burned. tQ t}le ground by over-
enthusiastic< qoal ~k~rs. Our Air Cor · · Arctic sleeping 
bags fut;nit>heCl perfect sleeping comfotti ,aftd the crews spent 
all their 1· hours in them. · 
Will ny of us ever forget the unwelcome soun of the 
slirill, harsl:{ ~pistle used to awaken the combat crews for a 
mission-th~··t:nhrem.e reluctance wit_h which we abandoned-the 
solid comfort of our "'sleeping "sacks"-the sick feeling ex-
perienced in the pit of the stomach on viewing the mission 
weather, heavy overcast douds and scud wreathing the tent 
tops, and drizzling rain-the "eggus" and coffee served by the 
ever-smiling, hustling Chinese boys in the cold, drafty mess 
hall. This was the prelude to a China-based combat mission. 
The monetary system was not to be dealt with lightly. 
The rate of exchange when the Americans first arrived in the 
area was approximately one hundred and seventy-five Chinese 
dollars for one American dollar. The rate of exchange before 
fue 444th left China was six hundred and fifty to one and in 
some places nine hundred to one. The children didn't play 
with toys; they were given paper money and told to be sat-
isfied to have anything at all to play with. 
This was China. 
s 
Shower and washroom at Hostel # 2 
Coolies pulling small roller 
·-
Roadside market near Hostel #2 
... -
The well at A-3, Hostel #2 
Chinese Guard and Sentry House 
Coolies operating irrigation 
water wheel 
Restaurant in Kwanghan 
A Silversmith and Apprentice 
Modern Carpenter Shop 
Chinese Beggar 
Brothers of the House of Fu Manchu 
Barefoot Boy with Cheek 
"Ding Haow" 
Pepsodent contains Irium 
"Chow" 
A Gate to the City of Kwanghan 
Kwanghan street scene 
Roving Merchant with store 
on his back 
Squeaking and squealing 
to market 
Moving family and belongings 
to Kwanghan, PCS 
Junks on river 
Fire alcrm and lookout 
Street scene 
Grinding Mill near A-3 
Street scene 
Kwanghan Cemetery 
Homeward Bound 
One of her many children 
The Chinese Dionnes 
Wealthy Merchant 
Field worker 
Harrowing, ain't it? 
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These tokens of friendship 
made walking out of China 
easier 
VISITORS AT A-3 
Jinx F alkenburg 
:Betsy Eaton 
Pat O'Brien 
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CBI 
OPERATIONS CBI 
The need for very long range bombers has been a controversial matter in the High 
Command ever since the fracus involving that grand old soldier, General Billy Mitchell. 
Military strategists will decide the timeliness of this weapons arrival but only those early 
men who readied this plane and flew it can fully know the harsh pains of its birth and dan-
gerously rapid development. Like a proud parent they hide their pride because of the 
hopelessness of attempting to explain their sense of achievement to another. 
Perhaps to those not air minded, matters of explosive decompression at altitude, of_ en-
gine temperatures soaring a:Qove 300° C, of props that refused to "feather", of remote con-
trolled turrets "cooking off" and spraying widly, of multiplied stresses from unprecedented 
loads, perhaps these and other situations are uninteresting and unimpressive. To the men 
who flew these early planes they were, at the least, serious and often fatally dangerous. 
They meant engine fires (perhaps consuming a wing before men could "bail out"), gun-
ners "cannon balled" from the cabin when their "blister blew," planes shuddering and 
mushing off the runway and hugging the ground until they disappeared in the distance in 
their pitiful attempt to gain speed and engine cooling, ships in formation riddling each 
other or themselves with 50 caliber bullets-friendly fire but none the less destructive. Each 
crew member pondered over these possibilities and forcefully dismissed them or quit. No 
one quit. 
The Air Staff promised Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Chek at the Cairo Conference in No· 
vember 1943 that the B-29 would be ready for combat in June of 1944 in the China-Burma-
India Theater. For the 444th this meant preparing the B-29 for combat and training crews in 
six ,months-a job that normally would have taken two years. 
Pilots and crew members met at Tucson, Arizona, organized and several months later 
moved to the training base at Great Bend, Kansas. Planes were slow to arrive and, after 
arrival. were immediately ferried to modification centers at Omaha, Marietta, Birmingham, 
San Antonio, and Oklahoma City. Two weeks before departure overseas the Group had 
received its full quota of airplanes which were placed in the hands of an army of civilians. 
They proceeded to attempt the thousands of last minute modifications directed by tech or-
ders. Crew members stood by helplessly while these technicians sawed, hacked, and drilled 
their planes-and in despair viewed the inevitable results-landing gears collapsing, bomb-
bay doors opening on actuation of gun switches, etc. One of the Group members aptly 
termed this last minute rush, "A proving ground for organized confusion." Despite the pres-
ence of over-whelming trouble and a multitude of pressing final preparations, the 444th 
Group planes taxied out and took off from Great Bend during the first week of April for 
destination-unknown. 
April 12, the first B-29 rolled to a smoking, brake screeching stop on a short runway in 
India-a place called Charra. Bewildered crews climbed out into the blast furnace heat 
and viewing the single short dusty runway, the bone dry rice paddies, the dark emaciated 
dirty natives, attempted to reconcile this scene with the reports they had heard of super 
luxurious B-29 air bases. Fortunately, the need for becoming operational immediately ab-
sorbed most of the attention, leaving little time or energy for contemplation of the minor 
woes of living and operational comfort. 
Within a week of arrival, the planes were ready and a program of ferrying gas, bombs, 
food, and supplies to the forward base at Chengtu, China was announced. This trip neces· 
sitated a stop at Chakulia, another B-29 base for loading since Charra had neither the fore-
mentioned supplies or a runway long enough to permit a heavy take off. Take offs were 
made early in the morning-that being the coolest time of the day (the hot rarefied air of 
mid-day did not provide the substance for a heavy take off and was also conducive to en-
gine fires). One B-29 in each of the Squadrons was stripped of turrets and converted into 
a gas tanker and the Group entered into the "back breaking" air transport business. 
Jap fighters were encountered occasionally en route but were a slight menace alongside 
of the weather-~ertainly the foulest in the world's atmosphere. Lives and planes were lost 
flying cargo over the "hump"-a sorry end for a trained combat crew. The violent thermals 
which grasped the heavily loaded B-29s like toys and threw them thousands of feet up or 
down were not, however, the greatest peril. Ice, the almost non-existant and much sought 
after commodity on the ground in torrid India, was plentiful and undesired here in this in-
strument pilot's proving ground. It appeared suddenly and built up rapidly, leaving the pilot 
prayerfully pulling full power in his attempts to hold altitude and sometimes, in final desper-
ation, lightening the plane by salvoing his load. Often a plane would land in China with 
less than three hundred gallons to deliver to the thirsty storage pits-sometimes, as a result 
of engine troubel or exceptional severe weather, a plane would be forced to refuel with a 
few hundred gallons in order to safely return to India. Against these often hopeless odds, 
the crews battled stubbornly to push across the cloud and ice wreathed "hump" at the low· 
est possible altitude and mm1mum consumption of precious gas. At the same time the Al-
lied Offensive in Burma was driving the Japanese continually further south, permitting us 
to fly on mc;>re southerly and lo:ner altitude routes. This fact coupled with the steadily im-
provmg mamtenance and growmg share of the load by ATC gave added impetus to our 
supply efforts. Month by month, the stream of gas, bombs, and materials increased, per-
mitting large scope and more frequent blows against the Japanese. 
Mere words are inadP.quate to describe the superior ingenuity, exacting care, and almost 
fanatical energy displayed by the engineering personnel in "licking" the manifold prob-
lems which arose in the furnace heat and drenching rains of Monsocn India and the damp 
piercing cold of China. These men labored with burning determination and prayerful hope 
in efforts to get their airplanes "over the hump" and off on missions against the enemy-
and they ill concealed their mental anguish when their plane "aborted." 
Probably the greatest defect of the R-3350 engine lay in the constant failure of ex-
haust valves and vale guides on the critical top cylinders. These "swallowed valves" usually 
resulted in complete engine failure and often serious fires in flight. Crew chiefs learned 
to prevent this condition by side play checks or compression checks of the critical cylinders 
after each flight. Other causes of engine fires were worn ball joints and "burned out" short 
stacks on the exhaust collector rings (which were aptly termed a ten cent gadget on a mil-
lion dollar airplane), broken off carburetor duct baffles which fell on the carburetor "air in" 
screens, and carburetor baffles which had a habit of vibrating loose. . 
Resistors on the electric prop governor control often failed making it impossible for the 
pilot to change prop position. At times the dump valve in the base of the prop governors 
would fail allowing the prop to run away. Wing cell gas leaks were also quite common .and 
usually traced to an access door in the cell itself. The lower wing panels were removed and 
the change effected with the aid of native bamboo as wing braces. This simple recital of 
maintenance troubles sounds commonplace now but at that time the solution of these diffi-
culties was of life and death concern to the pilots and crews who flew these planes with 
soaring cylinder temperatures, run away props on take off, flaming and disintegrating en-
gines with props that refused to feather in flight. During the iirst few months the record 
engine time before change was 100 hours, average take off cylinder temperatures were 
290° and four forced landings because of fire were accomplished in one day. At the end 
of four months in India, the ironic boast was that it was now a proven fact that a B-29 could 
be raised from the ground twice in one week without the aid of jacks. 
June 5, 1944 the first B-29 bombing mission was executed-against Bangkok, Siam. The 
offensive was on. Early in the morning the B-29s staggered into the air with vapor trails 
pouring off the wings. This was the beginning of the pay off for the men who had built this 
machine, the finest airplane on earth, and the proficiency test of the air crews who flew her. 
It proved to be a deadly combination. The Jap fighters discovered that they were no match 
for our speed and fire power. Weather prevented our planes from joining in formation and 
effectively bombing the target but the crews returned with high confidence in the B-29 and 
in their own abilities. The green light was on. 
The next raid, Yawata, Japan-the homeland. This was the first raid staged from the ad-
vanced base in China and the first bombing of Japan itself since the B-25 Doolittle Raid. 
Crew members, nervous with anticipation sat on pine benches that rainy morning in China 
while the Intelligence Officer announced the target and described its value and defenses. The 
Imperial Iron and Steel Works,producers of one fifth of the steel for Japan's War Machine 
would be struck. Silence broken only by the sound of rain on the crude bamboo and mud 
roofs followed the dramatic announcement as each crew member considered the long dis-
tance to be flown, the unknown enemy defenses, the mechanical condition of his individual 
airplane, and his own reaction to the dangers and strain of the hours ahead. At the conclusion 
of the briefing everyone rushed out to his plane. It wasn't time for take off and everything 
had been double checked but they wanted to be near the conveyance that was to carry 
them 3200 miles over mountains, occupied territory, and open sea within the next few hours. 
It was nearly dusk when the first of the silver planes rolled down the muddy runway, im-
mediately followed by the rest of the striking force facing a rendezvous with-what? The 
hours rolled on, each man occupied with his own thoughts until their reverie was shattered 
by the navigator's announcement, "One hour from the 'Initial Point'." Soon thereafter the 
radar operator reported his set working and the I. P. in sight. Radar, the gadget we had look-
ed upon as a fancy but impractical non-workable device in the B-29 received its baptism of 
fire this night and showed itself to be an invaluable navigational and bombing aid. Dead 
ahead lay the target with searchlights stabbing upwards and B-29s shining in their piercing 
rays. Each plane drove into the lights a!ld was suddenly bathed in the dazzling brightness. · 
The night sky was filled with orange bursts from the thundering AA guns far below. Angry 
fighters made passes to the tune of chattering 50 caliber turrets on the 29s. Each bombardier 
salvoed the full weight of his bombs on the city below, the "bombs away" light flashed on 
the pilot's panel, and the ship dove away in a shallow turn to the right in an effort to pick 
up additional speed and gain the comparative safety of the China Sea. With engines purr-
ing smoothly, each crew member listening to the tail gunner's description of the inferno stead-
ily retreating on the eastern horizon. 
The exciting post mortem on the bomb run completed, everyone relaxed. Cigarettes 
were lit, K rations broken open and canteens passed around. With the dawn, the gunners 
were alerted but no Japanese interception challenged the passage. As Occupied China 
rolled by beneath the planes. the night's efforts were clearly visible in the drawn faces 
and blood shot eyes of the crew. At last the snow capped mountains surrounding the Cheng-
tu area were visible on the horizon and at their sight, every man had visions of hot food, 
shower baths, and, most of all, a long uninterrupted tour in the sleeping bag. This mission 
proved that Japan could be bombed from land bases. Systematic destruction of Japanese 
industry and war potential by air was feasible. 
The deadly raids continued: the daylight Yawata, Palembang. (the longest bombing 
mission in history), Singapore, Saigon, Form::> sa, Anshan, and Mukden were pounded by the 
far reaching 29s. The Jap mainland was struck again and again-Nagasaki, Omura, and 
Sasebo. 
The "lead crew" system of bombing was adopted in September by order of General Le-
May. Precision bombing results sky rocketed. Mission by mission the Superfort was proving 
itself, and the men who flew her had become acquainted with her every whim and foible. 
These men were now thoroughly indoctrinated in the harsh school of combat and they ac-
complished their mission with cool precision and deadly "know how." Squadrons hit the 
targets and withdrew in tight defensive formation bristling with coolly manned and accu-
rately fired SO caliber gun turrets. Flight engineers calculated their gas consumption and 
established power settings which returned them to base within SO gallons of the expected 
ISO gallon reserve. Navigators felt their way across the uncharted and ever changing vast-
ness of China with obscure landmarks and exacting celestial navigation and termi-
nated their 3200 mile trip by splitting the home air field. Let downs into the mountain walled 
Chengtu valley were effected by pilots feeling, timing, and guessing their way in the heavy 
soup and often severe icing on multi-split bent radio range legs through passes, over low 
ranges, and within the 20,000 foot west wall until successful contact was accomplished-
sometimes a bare SO feet above the ground. The men of the 20th considered these extreme 
operational conditions-but continued to carry on. 
From India bases our planes ranged down the Malay Peninsula as far as Singapore; 
blasting one of" the Jap Navy's principal supply and repair depots and mining the Johore 
Channel and naval approaches. 
On the 3rd of November the railroad marshalling yards at Rangoon, Burma, was sub-
jected to the heaviest bomb load ever carried by individual airplanes-40 SOO lb. bombs. 
All formations bombed with excellent results and the target was erradicated. In tactical 
support of the Allied attempt to halt the Japanese winter offensive in China, the 444th ran 
a maximum effort with incendiaries against the warehouses and docking facilities at Han-
kow. Results again were excellent and a large percentage of the warehouses were com-
pletely razed, cutting off the supply of Jap armies in the south. During the invasion of the 
Philippines our bombs rocked the air fields of Formosa and obliterated the aircraft assem-
bly and repair plants at Keeling Harbor, Kagi, Okayama, and Shinchiku. Formosa was the 
staging area for Nipponese air power en route to repel the American landings in the Phil-
ippines. 
On the 24th of February the King George V Dock, the largest floating dry dock in the 
world, was sunk at Singapore by precision bombing from 20.000 feet. 
March, 194S marked the end of a year's overseas operations for the 444th-and the 
termination of combat operations in the CBI. The Group could not claim to have crippled the 
Japanese war potential or even to have inflicted damage comparable to the results of later 
operations in the Mariannas. Nevertheless, the prime purpose of the organization had been 
achieved with skill and distinction- namely to combat test the B-29. The airplane had been 
successfully flown and maintained in the maximum extremes in temperature. Operations had 
been truly global in their range from Equatorial Singapore to the Polar reaches of Man-
churia. Forty five missions were completed against primary targets and over four hundred 
enemy planes were shot down by the Bomber Command-a record of more planes shot 
down per sortie than any other command in tb e Air Force. A workable tactical doctrine had 
been evolved around the Lead Crew system. Finally ingenous maintenance devices and tech-
niques had been perfected to meet our particular problems with the airplane and truly 
spectacular maintenance results were achieved. The Group takes well deserved pride in 
the fact that the hundreds of B-29s which struck Tokyo and later, in an ever growing flood 
overwhelmed Japan, incorporated modifications and changes which were a direct result of 
the selfless pioneer spirit and combat experience of the 444th. 
MISSION BREAKDOWN 
JUNE 5. 1944 ... . . . ... BANGKOK. SIAM .. . 2261 miles . . . 9 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 23,000 feet . . . 430 500 lb. GPs 
. on target . . . results were poor . . . first B-29 mission of the war. 
JUNE 15, 1944 ....... . YAWATA, JAPAN .. . 3182 miles . .. 11 aircraft hit primary 
target . .. night mission at 8-18,000 feet .. . 96 500 lb. GPs on 
target . . . results were good . . . first American aircraft to 
strike the Japanese mainland since the Doolittle raid. · 
JULY 7, 1944 . . . . . . .. . SASEBO, JAPAN ... 3118 miles ... 5 aircraft hit primary tar-
get . . . night mission at 16-18,000 feet . . . 40 500 lb. GPs and 
40 Photo-Flash bombs on target ... results were good. 
JULY 29, 1944 . . . . . . . . . TAKU, CHINA ... 2661 miles ... 15 aircraft hit primary tar-
get ... daylight mission at 20,000 feet ... 114 500 lb. GPs on 
target . . . results were good. 
AUGUST 10, 1944 . ... .. PALEMBANG, SUMATRA ... 3603 miles ... 9 aircraft hit 
primary target ... night mission at 10-17,000 feet ... 36 500 lb. 
GPs and 16 Photo-Flash bombs on target . . . results were un-
observed. 
AUGUST 10, 1944 .. . . . . NAGASAKI, JAPAN . .. 3120 miles ... 7 aircraft hit primary 
AUGUST 20, 1944 .. . . 
target ... night mission at 18,000 feet . . . 85 incendiary, 20 
frags, and 3 Photo-Flash bombs on target .. . results were un-
observed ... mission run in conjunction with Palembang mis-
sion. 
YAWATA. JAPAN ... 3182 miles .. . 14 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 26,000 feet . . . 93 500 lb. GPs 
on target ... results were fair. 
SEPTEMBER 8, 1944 .. .. ANSHAN, MANCHURIA .. . 2791 miles ... 26 aircraft hit 
primary target . . . daylight mission at 24,000 feet . . . 252 
500 lb. GPs on target ... results were good. 
SEPTEMBER 26, 1944 . .. . ANSHAN, MANCHURIA ... 2760 miles ... 26 aircraft hit 
primary target ... daylight mission at 25,000 feet ... 243 
500 lb. GPs on target ... results were unobserved. 
OCTOBER 14, 1944 .. .. . OKAYAMA, FORMOSA .. . 2301 miles . .. 26 aircraft hit 
primary target . . . daylight mission at 26,000 feet ... 295 in-
cendiary and 385 500 lb. GPs on target . . . results were ex-
cellent. 
OCTOBER 16, 1944 .. . .. OKAYAMA, FORMOSA .. . 2301 miles ... 21 aircraft hit 
primary target . .. daylight mission at 26,000 feet ... 60 in-
cendiary and 220 500 lb. GPs on target . . . results were ex-
cellent. 
OCTOBER 25. 1944 ... . . OMURA, JAPAN ... 3081 miles ... 18 aircraft hit primary 
target .. . daylight mission at 25,000 feet ... 76 incendiary · 
and 159 500 lb. GPs on target ... results were good. 
NOVEMBER 3, 1944 .. . .. RANGOON, BURMA .. . 1502 miles . . . 10 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 22,000 feet .. . 440 500 lb. GPs 
on target .. . results were excellent. 
NOVEMBER 5, 1944 .... SINGAPORE. MALAY STATES ... 3752 miles . .. 13 aircraft 
hit primary target ... daylight mission at 22,000 feet . . . 40 
1,000 lb GPs on target . . . results were unobserved. 
f 
NOVEMBER 11, 1944 .... OMURA, JAPAN ... 3081 miles ... 9 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 23,000 feet ... 40 incendiary 
and 79 500 lb. GPs on target ... results were unobserved. 
NOVEMBER 21. 1944 .... OMURA, JAPAN ... 3081 miles ... 27 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 23,000 feet ... 116 incendiary 
and 244 500 lb. GPs on target ... results were unobserved. 
NOVEMBER 27, 1944 .... BANGKOK, SIAM ... 2261 miles ... 14 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 22,500 feet ... 444 500 lb. GPs 
on target ... results were excellent. 
DECEMBER 7, 1944 ..... MUKDEN, MANCHURIA ... 2710 miles ... 21 aircraft hit 
primary target ... daylight mission at 22,300 feet . . . 98 in-
cendiary and 194 500 lb. GPs on target . . . results were poor. 
DECEMBER 14, 1944 . . . . BANGKOK, SIAM . . . 2261 miles . . . 11 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 20,000 feet . . . 126 1,000 lb. 
GPs on target ... results were excellent. 
DECEMBER 18, 1944 .... HANKOW, CHINA ... 1382 miles ... 24 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 22,000 feet ... 704 incendiary 
bombs on target ... results were excellent. 
DECEMBER 19, 1944 .... OMURA, JAPAN ... 3081 miles ... 10 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 23,000 feet ... 26 incendiary 
and 26 500 lb. GPs on target ... results were unobserved. 
DECEMBER 21. 1944 .... MUKDEN, MANCHURIA ... 2710 miles .. . 10 aircraft hit 
primary target ... daylight mission at 23,000 feet . . . 64 in-
cendiary and 75 500 lb. GPs on target ... results were poor. 
JANUARY 2, 1945 . . . . . BANGKOK, SIAM ... 2261 miles ... 12 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 20,000 feet ... 96 1,000 lb. GPs 
on target ... results were excellent. 
JANUARY 6, 1945 ...... OMURA, JAPAN ... 3081 miles ... 10 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 25,000 feet ... 61 incendiary 
and 55 500 lb. GPs on target ... results were unobserved. 
JANUARY 9, 1945 . . . . . KEELUNG, FORMOSA ... 2406 miles ... 10 aircraft hit pri· 
mary target ... daylight mission at 25,000 feet ... 147 in-
cendiary and 145 500 lb. GPs on target ... results were un-
observed. 
JANUARY 11, 1945 ..... SINGAPORE, MALAY STATES ... 3624 miles ... 5 aircraft 
hit primary target ... daylight mission at 21,000 feet .. . 10 
1,000 lb. GPs on target ... results were fair. 
JANUARY 14, 1945 KAGI. FORMOSA ... 2321 miles .. 20 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 24,000 feet ... 548 500 lb. GPs 
on target ... results were excellent. 
JANUARY 17, 1945 ..... SHINCHIKU, FORMOSA ... 2212 miles ... 21 aircraft hit 
primary target ... daylight missicn at 25,000 feet ... 7.00 in-
cendiary and 398 500 lb. GPs on target . . . results were fair. 
JANUARY 25, 1945 ..... SINGAPORE, MALAY STATES ... 3878 miles ... 17 aircraft 
hit primary target ... night mission at 4-5,000 feet ... 101 
aerial mines on target ... results were excellent ... the 
444th was commended by Lord Louis Mountbqtten, the Su-
preme Allied Commander of the theatre. 
FEBRUARY 1. 1945 ..... SINGAPORE, MALAY STATES ... 3,722 miles ... 18 ai-
craft hit primary target ... daylight mission at 21.000 feet ... 
99 1,000 lb. GPs on target ... results were poor. 
FEBRUARY 7, 1945 SAIGON, INDO-CHINA ... 3121 miles ... 31 aircraft hit pri-
mary target ... daylight mission at 21,000 feet ... 629 in-
cendiary bombs on target . . . results were unobserved. 
FEBRUARY 11, 1945 . . . . RANGOON, BURMA ... 1419 miles ... 15 aircraft hit pri-
mary target ... daylight mission at 19,000 feet ... 1058 frag-
mentation bombs on target . .. results were good. 
FEBRUARY 19, 1945 .. . . . KUALA-LUMPUR. MALAY STATES . . . 3362 miles ... 27 air-
craft hit primary target .. . daylight mission at 11,500 feet . . . 
162 1,000 lb. GPs on target . .. results were excellent. 
FEBRUARY 24, 1945 . . . . SINGAPORE, MALAY STATES ... 3769 miles ... 29 aircraft 
hit primary target ... daylight mission at 23,000 feet . . . 225 
incendiary bombs on target .. . results were fair. 
FEBRUARY 27, 1945 . . .. JOHORE STRAITS, MALAY STATES ... 3841 miles ... 10 
aircraft hit primary target .. . night mission at 4,000 feet . . . 
55 aerial mines on target .. . results were excellent. 
MARCH 2, 1945 . .. .. .. SINGAPORE, MALAY STATES ... 3762 miles ... 16 aircraft 
hit primary target .. . daylight mission at 23,200 feet ... 125 
500 lb. GPs on target . .. results were excellent. 
MARCH 12, 1945 . . .. . . BUKUM ISLAND, MALAY STATES ... 3786 miles .. . 16 air-
craft hit primary target ... daylight mission at 23,000 feet ... 
42 incendiary and 146 500 lb. GPs on target ... results were 
fair. 
MARCH 17, 1945 . .. ... RANGOON, BURMA ... 1499 miles ... 21 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 30,500 feet . .. 818 incendiary 
bombs on target ... results were excellent. 
MARCH 22, 1945 . ...... RANGOON, BURMA ... 1499 miles ... 13 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 28,300 feet .. . 390 500 lb. GPs 
·on target .. . results were poor. 
MARCH 28, 1945 . . ... . SINGAPORE, MALAY STATES ... 3821 miles ... 19 aircraft 
hit primary target .. . daylight mission at 4-6,000 feet ... 125 
aerial mines on target . .. results were excellent. 
,, 
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Maiagon Marshalling Yards, Rangoon, Burma 
Nov. 3, 1944 
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KAGI AIR BASE 
Kagi, Formosa 
Jan. 14, 1945 
Practice Bombing Range 
off coast of India 
Bomb Truck and Practice Bombs 
HALLIDAY ISLAND 
250,.lfEAC1- 4500' 
~--~~ ~--~--------~ 
500 lb. Comp. B's 
Arriving at Dudkhundi 
Bomb Dump 
Hauling Bombs from Dump to plane 
Attaching Shackles and Tail fins 
Side Gunner 
Tail Gunner 
..,. 
Top Gunner 
Loading the SO's 
Before a Mission 
Fiqhter Cover 
--.-------- -~ -------- - - ---------------.-
Washing down the plane 
Bomb Bay trouble 
Engine ch~nge 
Taxiing out for take-of£ 
Most take-offs were like this 
A few ended like this 
Take-offs like this 
Chaplains and Medics 
Also sweated out 
- and this 
Mission End 
Also Rough 
A Ditching 
THE HUMP 
---
THE HUMP 
-~--~------~ .. ~--------------------------
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TINIAN 
"An Emerald" 
set in the Azure Sea 
caressed by the Pacific 
Tinian 
An emerald set in an azure sea! Palm trees swaying 
'neath a star-studded sky! The caress of the soft Pacific breeze! 
Moonlight ... shimmering, golden, romantic! Curse it if you 
wilL but Tinian was all of that and more. 
But is that what we will remember of the "Rock?" Hell 
no! Read on, MacDuff! Here is what Tini meant to the G. I. 
of the 444th: 
5 May, 1945! The sam::l old story; tlO ess, no buildings. 
no nuthin'. Let's take that back. There wa cane, sugar cane, 
more (censored) cane than you'd ever th~ght existed. Some-
one pointed out a patch of seven foot sugdt cane-"Pitch your 
tent there." Someone pq,inted out anothe;r tch-"This is the' 
supply room, clear it out!' .J'here were mU} ns of stalks leer-
ing at you, and behind each-- -was an im · ary Jap. 
Somehow the area was clear and 
rations were replaced by Australian 
present outhouses arose over the drea 
consolidated mess began 
function in what is 
By the 15th of 
move 
to plan. 
Long before this stage of 
dream of those frosty bottles 
magazine ads assured 
jungles. You know the 
Jap out of his 
a sarong-bedecked, 
And we dream~d too of 
the free use of tHe ord 
was no beer. 'l;he 
c 
cars. The 444th area looked like State and Madison at high 
noon. By midnight it took on the appearance of an American 
Legion convention to end all conventions. And, believe it or 
not, there were women there too. Not many of course, but 
enough to make one swoon at the smell of paint and powder. 
There were women to be seen at the beaches too. Few 
will ever forget Yellow Beach. The scientifkally minded bor-
rowed underwater goggles and studied the shape and color 
of the coral. The majority just put their 20-20 to work and 
studied the shape and color of the assorted two piece bathing 
suits. Competition on the sland was rough. perhaps 1000 men 
to a girl but the girls loved it. No one of the ever asked fo_r 
a transfer. · 
There was other entertainment, mainly in the fp m of 
galloping dominoes, the usual pastebo<:<rds~ Qnci th movies. 
Have you ever seen Lana Turner with rmh running down her 
face? Have you ever seen Lana Turnex; with rain ru Jiling gqwll 
your face?-and down our e ~your'! eV'~s a.;d 
pants legs? 
Yes, it rained on Tinian. It rain 
It rained as your worked. It rained 
how accustomed one can becom 
soggy bed. "Just wait till the qu 
rain on us any more." The quonset 
in worse than before. 
d e-pty hour on the, hour. 
ou slept. It's amazing 
sleeping soundly, in a 
ts arrive. Then it won't 
id arrive. The rain -came 
At last the rotation policy beet me an estgblished reality. 
Homesickness took hold worse ttiRn ever before. It ha · just 
about reached its peek when the fils! peace rumors hit the 
Island. August 7, 1946. What a night that was. Never haq am-
munition been expentled so freely. The only safe place in the 
area was in a foxhole. 
The actual surrender was an anti-climax. The celebra-
tions had all been held days before. Rumors reached a new 
big,. Going home. Show of strength. Mass flight to the States. 
The day finally did come. October 1st the first plane left for 
holl'le. Few. if "Cllly. looked back. 
The Rock 
Before 
and After 
Oh, Please 
Don't Burn 
My- House Down 
Canvas Village 
Maytags finest model 
Formerly Tinian town 
Supplies coming 
Mess Halls were completed 
Hurry up and wait! 
Free Beer 
Legs and Lemonade and legs 
At Group Party 
I 
Yes it rained on Tinian} 
-Liquor at Tasa Club 
-Raindrops on Lana Turner 
And Ramey reigned here 
Review 
Reviewing 
Reviewed 
I 
-------------------~ Extra Curricular 
Activities 
"Au Naturel" 
• 
Dear Lady Mary, Queen of the Heavens, 
Once again we dedicate ourselves to you. 
Protect your Knights of the skies, 
Give strength to our wings, and fidelity to our 
arms . 
Help us ever to chart our course towards your 
Divine Son. 
We are sorry for ever having offended Him, 
Because He is all good and deserving of all 
our love. 
With your help we purpose never more to 
offend Him again. 
Qthcers' Club 
• 
Japanese Shrine 
Prehistoric Monument 
Saipan in background 
• 
Ships returning from last mission 
Some flew home 
And some sailed home 
RANDOM TINIAN 
- -.~· .,, ", 
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OPERATIONS TINIAN 
ISLAND TINIAN 
AIR OFFENSIVE JAPAN 
"The all out offensive to end the war in 90 days!" That's 
what they called it when the 444th arrived on Tinian on May 
4th, 1945. Within six days after arrival the Triangle "N" was 
pointed north, straight at the heart of Japan. One hundred and 
three days later the last mission of the war was flown. On 
September 2nd the battleship Missouri rode at anchor in 
Tokyo Bay. The 444th hadn't won the war, but its record proves 
it was in there hitting the Japanese Empire hard, hitting it 
where it hurt the most. 
During the campaigns of China, Burma, and India, the 
13-29 was an experiment, a dream, a tempermental bird some-
times held aloft only by the fighting hearts of the crews who 
flew her. During. the Air Offensive Japan she became a fine 
tactical weapon, a precision machine, aimed at the complete 
destruction of the enemy's war making potential. 
During the campaigns of China, Burma, and India the 
flight crews and ground crews were learning, sometimes under 
incredible handicap, the thousand-odd minute details of tac-
tical efficiency and maintenance that go into the formation 
of a smooth running team. During the Air Offensive Japan 
this knowledge was put into use. The B-29 had come into its 
own. The 444th Bombardment Group had become a powerful 
and efficient fighting force. The Rising Sun had begun to set. 
Thirty-two missions were flown from the Marianas. There 
were the so-called "snap" missions like Fukui and Tsu, night 
m-issions with no fighters and little or no flak . . But there were 
also the Tokyo raids on May 23rd and 25th. Five B-29s failed 
to return from the first; one was lost on the second. There 
was the daylight Osaka raid when nearly every ship of the 
444th received battle damage and one broke in two over the 
target. Night after night the crowds gathered to watch the 
heavily laden ships roll down the two mile runway, slowly 
leave the ground and skim the hill, and fade into the night. 
Some were called "snap" missions, but not before 'the 
mission. For the combat crews preparing for takeoff and for 
the ground crews remaining behind, there was always the 
heavy takeoff, the hill at the end of the runway, the weather, 
and the danger of engine failure during 3000 miles of over-
water flight. 
A typical mission flown from Tinian was the Osaka raid 
for which the 444th was awarded the second of its Unit Cita-
tions. It is the 23rd of July. Briefing is held the evening before 
the raid. As the tense nervous crews listen to the flak brief-
ings, the possibility of fighter attack, the weather analysis, it 
becomes obvious that this is to be no snap mission. This is a 
full scale attack against heavy opposition. 
An hour before dawn the hushed stillness of the night is 
broken by the roar of the first powerful engine coming to life; 
then another and another. Crews scramble into position, check 
equipment, and then follows the long, nerve wracking taxi 
out to takeoff position. Back on the line the Chaplains and 
Medics are making their rounds offering advice, wishing God 
speed. The usual crowds of watchers climb the tower, assem-
ble at vantage points. 
A green light flashes! Brakes off! One hundred and thirty 
five thousand pounds of men, bombs, and machinery slowly 
gain momentum. The co-pilot calls off airspeed; the engineer 
studies his instruments; pilot and crew sweat out the last 
thousand feet of runway. Finally, reluctantly, the ship is air-
borne and slowly clears the hill. All aboard breathe more 
easily and settle down to seven long hours of waiting, seven 
hours of wondering what the mission will be like. Will the 
engines hold out? Will the fighters be there? Intelligence said 
there was the possibility of up to 300! Were the flak diagrams 
accurate? 
Dawn breaks majestically. You haven't lived until_ you've 
seen the dawn of a new day from high above the Pac1hc. But 
j 
to the keyed up combat crew it only means another hour closer 
to the hot spot. The sun will soon burn tired eyes straining to 
see the fighters before they press in to attack. There is a 
momentary break in the monotony as Iwo Jima is sighted. 
Four thousand Americans gave their lives for this bleak, .God 
forsaken bit of volcanic ash. Countless thousands of lives were 
saved because of it. 
At last the navigator announces Japan 50 miles ahead. 
There is a flurry of activity as flak suits are donned, guns 
checked, safety belts tightened, and one by one the ships join 
formation. The lead squadron heads for the target. The other 
squadrons jockey into position. Up ahead a few enemy fight-
ers come out to meet the formation. It becomes obvious that 
these are anti-aircraft spotters. The flak will be accurate. The 
lead ship's bomb bay doors open. Your bombardier opens 
yours. Now the flak comes up thick and black and ugly, and 
it's close, too damned close! You hear it rattle against the 
sides of your ship, feel the concussion buffet you about. You 
pray; Oh, God, how you do pray! 
Bombs Away! Your squadron breaks away to the right. 
The flak is still there but concentrating on the second squad-
ron now. You feel a lump in your throat as your tail gunner 
calls out, "B-29 breaking in two over the target." No one gets 
out. Your crew checks in. No one hurt. No obvious battle 
damage. 
The formation breaks up and heads for home. But as the 
ships near Iwo Jima it becomes apparent that many have been 
badly damaged; others are short of fuel. There is a mad 
scramble to set down on the long runway. There is cursing and 
griping and sweating as the crippled ships fight for a place 
in the landing pattern. Finally the last ship has landed. Over 
two hundred and fifty ships have made emergency landings 
within a few hours. Iwo Jima has paid off again. 
A few hours later, plane refueled and checked, the weary 
crew takes off to complete its flight home. You didn't think 
you could ever come to call a quonset hut "home" but it cer-
tainly looks like a palace when returning from a mission. 
There is the interrogation, the shot of "hundred proof", a warm 
meaL and so to a well earned rest. 
More spectacular, more deadly than the daylight raids 
were the night fire raids; outstanding feature of the operations 
from Tinian. No one who has even seen the glow of a dying 
city from 80 miles out to sea will ever drive the memory from 
his mind. Only the men who were there can describe the 
horror of flying over a city completely engulfed in flames, 
flames that reach hungrily toward your ship thousands of feet 
above. Nor. can these men who were there ever forget the sick-
ening stench of burning flesh, the violent updrafts, the eerie 
orange and red smoke clouds towering to twenty thousand 
feet. Spectacular, deadly, sickening, whatever they might be 
called, the raids were effective. City by city was written off 
bringing home to the Jap the real meaning of total war. 
The day came when the radio began the most daring 
phychological attack ever directed against an enemy. The 
cities to be destroyed were announced in advance. Hour after 
hour the voice droned on, "People of Japan. Evacuate the fol-
lowing cities. The B-29s are coming soon. Your War Lords are 
powerless to stop them. The next cities on the list are : Yawata, 
Osaka, Tsu, Fukui . . . " The names went on. The cities were 
destroyed. New names were added to the list. 
Suddenly the Atomic Age was born. At first the men of 
the 444th were stunned; then came the realization that the end 
was near. 
At last there was a final mission. The target: Hikari Naval 
Arsenal. The results : The finest example of precision bombing 
in the history of aerial warfare. 
The job was done. The celebration was wild but short 
lived. The officers and men of the 444th turned their eyes to-
ward new horizons, toward a new life, toward home. They had 
done their part and done it well. 
MISSION BREAKDOWN 
MAY 10, 1945 . . . . . . . . O-SHIMA, JAPAN ... 3220 miles . .. 20 aircraft hit primary 
target . . . daylight mission at 17,000 feet ... 432 500 lb. GPs 
in target . . . results were excellent . . . first mission from 
Tin ian. 
MAY 11. 1945 . ... . ... KOBE, JAPAN . . . 3038 miles .. . 12 aircraft hit primary tar-
get .. . daylight mission at 16,000 feet . . . 244 500 lb. GPs on 
target . . . results were 39 'lc of target destroyed. 
MAY 14, 1945 .. ... . . . NAGOYA, JAPAN ... 3059 miles . . . 28 aircraft hit primary 
target .. . daylight mission at 17,000 feet . .. 581 incendiary 
clusters on target ... results were fair. 
MAY 16, 1945 ....... . NAGOYA, JAPAN . .. 3092 miles ... 27 aircraft hit primary 
target . . . night mission at 13,600 feet . . . 852 incendiary 
clusters on target .. . results were 13.7 7<; new damage. 
MAY 19, 1945 . . . . .... HAMMAMATSU, JAPAN . .. 3050 miles .. . 16 aircraft hit 
primary targe t ... daylight mission at 19-26,000 feet . .. 336 
500 lb. GPs on target .. . results were poor. 
MAY 23, 1945 .. . . . ... TOKYO, JAPAN . .. 3058 miles ... 32 aircraft hit primary 
target ... night mission at 10,000 feet . .. 1149 incendiary 
clusters on target .. . results were excellent. 
MAY 25, 1945 .. . .. . .. TOKYO, JAPAN ... 3068 miles ... 30 a ircraft hit primary 
target ... night mission at 8,000 feet ... 968 incendiary Dombs 
and clusters on target . . . results were 22 square miles burned 
out for the two Tokyo missions. 
MAY 29, 1945 . . . .... . YOKOHAMA, JAPAN ... 3049 miles ... 26 aircraft hit pri-
mary target ... day mission at 19,000 feet ... 636 incendiary 
clusters on target . . . results were 34 '/c destroyed. 
JUNE L 1945 .. ... . . .. OSAKA, JAPAN ... 3071 miles ... 18 aircraft hit primary tar-
get ... daylight mission at 20,000 feet ... 21 frags and 609 
incendiary clusters on target . .. results were poor. 
JUNE 5, 1945 .. . .. . .. KOBE, JAPAN .. . 3081 miles . . . 22 aircraft hit primary tar-
get ... daylight mission at 15,000 feet . . . 25 !rags and 4355 
incendiary clusters on target .. . results were 28 o/c destroyed. 
JUNE 7, 1945 ........ OSAKA, JAPAN ... 3071 miles .. . 21 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 20,000 feet .. . 24 frags and 
601 incendiary clusters on target . . . results were unobserved. 
JUNE 9, 1945 . ... . .. . OSAKA, JAPAN ... 3038 miles .. . 28 aircraft hit primary 
target . .. daylight mission at 19,000 feet ... 347 1.000 lb. GPs 
on target . . . results were 78 % of aircraft plant destroyed. 
JUNE 15, 1945 ... . ... . OSAKA, JAPAN .. . 3050 miles . .. 18 aircraft hit primary 
target . .. daylight mission at 18,000 feet ... 4248 incendiary 
clusters on target . .. results were unobserved. 
JUNE 17, 1945 .. . ... . OMUTA, JAPAN .. . 3297 miles . . . 33 aircraft hit primary 
target . . . night mission at 7,000 feet . 1191 incendiary 
clusters on target ... results were fair. 
JUNE 19, 1945 .. . .. . .. TOYOHASHI, JAPAN ... 2970 miles ... 34 aircraft hit pri-
mary target . . . night mission at 7,800 feet ... 6177 incendiary 
bombs . . . results were 52 % of target destroyed. 
JUNE 22. 1945 . . ...... HIMEJI, JAPAN ... 3038 miles ... 30 aircraft hit primary tar-
get . .. daylight mission at 15-17,000 feet ... 808 500 lb. GPs 
on target . .. results were 96.1 o/c of target destroyed. 
JUNE 26, 1945 ........ KAGAMIGAHARA, JAPAN . , . 3120 miles . . . 19 aircraft 
hit primary target .. . daylight mission at 15,500 feet . · . . 1067 
500 lb. GPs on target ... results were 35 '/c of target destroyed. 
JUNE 28, 1945 . . . . . . . . OKAYAMA, JAPAN .. . 3148 miles .. . 35 a ircraft hil pri-
mary target ... night mission at 11,000 feet ... 6362 incendiary 
bombs on target ... results were 63 % of target destroyed. 
JULY L 1945 ..... . ... KURE, JAPAN ... 3184 miles . . . 33 aircraft hit primary tar-
get ... night mission at 10,000 feet . .. 1503 incendiary bombs 
on target . .. results were 64 % of target destroyed. 
JULY 3, 1945 .. .. . . .. TAKAMATSU, JAPAN ... 3158 miles . .. 28 aircraft hit primary 
target .. . night mission at 10,000 feet .. . 4906 incendiary 
and 33 500 lb. GPs on target . . . results were 78 '/c of target 
destroyed. 
JULY 6, 1945 . ....... CHIBA, JAPAN . .. 3032 miles . .. 30 aircraft hit primary tar-
get .. . night mission at 10,000 feet .. . 40 frags and 1157 in-
cendiary bombs on target . . . results were 43.4 'l( of target 
destroyed. 
JULY 9, 1945 . ... .... SENDAI, JAPAN . . . 3344 miles .. . 31 aircraft hit primary 
target ... night mission at 10,000 feet . . . 4 Photo-Flash and 
1101 incendiary bombs on target .. . results were 27.8 '/c of 
target destroyed. 
UTSONOMIYA, JAPAN ... 3210 miles .. . 29 aircraft hit pri-
mary target ... night mission at 13,800 feet ... 5219 incendiary 
bombs on target . . . results were 32 % of target destroyed. 
JULY 12, 1945 
JULY 16, 1945 . . . . . . . . NUMAZU, JAPAN ... 3418 miles .. . 31 aircraft , hit primary 
target ... night mission at 10,800 feet ... 1199 incendiary 
bombs on target ... results were 89.5 % of target destroyed. 
JULY 19, 1945 . ...... . FUKUI, JAPAN ... 3190 miles ... 31 aircraft hit primary 
target ... night mission at 12,800 feet .. . 5681 incendiary 
bombs on target ... results were unknown. 
JULY 24, 1945 . . . . . . . . OSAKA, JAPAN . . . 3198 miles . . . 43 aircraft hit primary 
target ... daylight mission at 19,500 feet ... 115 4,000 lb. 
bombs on target . .. results were 85 % of target destroyed. 
JULY 28, 1945 ........ TSU, JAPAN ... 2980 miles ... 39 aircraft hit primary tar-
get . . . night mission at 10,800 feet ... 1148 incendiary bombs 
on target . . . results were unknown. 
AUGUST L 1945 ...... HACHIOJI, JAPAN .. . 3053 miles ... 40 aircraft hit primary 
target ... night mission at 15,000 feet .. . 3150 incendiary 
bombs on target .. . results were unknown. 
AUGUST 5, 1945 ...... . IMABARI, JAPAN ... 3118 miles . .. 30 aircraft hit primary 
target ... night mission at 12,000 feet . . . 30 frags and 1202 
incendiary bombs on target .. . results unknown due to smoke 
over target. 
AUGUST 7, 1945 .... . . TOYOKAWA, JAPAN ... 3021 miles ... 17 aircraft hit pri-
mary target . .. daylight mission at 20,000 feet . . . 271 500 lb. 
GPs on target . . . results were unknown. 
AUGUST 8, 1945 . . . ... YAWATA, JAPAN . .. 3417 miles ... 29 aircraft hit prima ry 
target ... daylight mission at 20,000 fee t .. . 681 incendiary 
clusters on target . .. results were unobserved due to smoke. 
AUGUST 14, 1945 . . .. . . HIKARI, JAPAN . . . 3196 miles . .. 37 aircraft hit primary tar· 
get ... daylight mission at 15-16,000 feet .. . 902 500 lb. GPs 
on target ... results were 95.5% of bombs within LOOO feet of 
the target ... recorded as probably the best ~r~cision bo~bing 
record in the annals of World War II .. . a fittmg last mlSSion 
for the 444th. 
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July 18, 1947 
To the Personnel of the 444th Bomb Group V.H; 
I wish to take this opportunity to cmanunicate with all of you am 
express my gratitude and that of the Army Air Forces for the all 
out cooperation and unstinting sacrifices exerted by each of you 
individually while overseas with the 444th Bomb Group. 
I feel that this book is a valuable and realistic pictorial and 
written histor,y of this great combat group. This book renews in 
my mind, as I'm sure it does in yours, all the misery and discom-
fort, the fears and sorrows and the human arrl simple pleasures 
which were characteristic of our life overseas. 
As I reflect on the past, I recall with pleasure and pride the 
close associations, the numerous deeds of self-sacrifice and bravery, 
and the satisfaction at vlar's end of a job well done. 
My most sincere good wishes 
to all of you, 
uames C~ Selser, Jr. 
Colonel, Army Air Forces, USA 
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Bobash, George )., 125 Bacon Street, Rossford, Ohio 
Bobb, Elwood L., 611 Ash Street, Watontown, Pennsylvania 
Bobeldyke, Ernest L., Box 342, Huron, South Dakota 
Bodenhausen, Orville H., P.O. Box 104, Mr. Eden, California 
Bodie, Ivan L .. General Delivery, State Center, Iowa 
Bodnyk, Russell, 658 East 20th Street, Northampton, Pennsylvania 
Boehl, John)., 1534 Homestead Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
Boehm, Fred, 1314 South Eye, Tacoma, Washington 
Boehm, Fred )., 2335 Olladay Drive, Seaside, Oregon 
Bees, Kenneth W .. Fluffs, Illinois 
Bogan, Sammie H .. P.O. Box 223, Granger, Texas 
Bogges, Lone;• B., 1834 South 5th Avenue, Maywood, Illinois 
Boglino, Thomas ) .. 247 Harrison Avenue, Garfield, New Jersey 
Bolden, Wyman C .. Route 2, Graceville, Florida 
Bolnick, Joe, 1503 Oak Park N. Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Bollinger, Paul M .. 5142 Argus Drive, Los Angeles, California 
Bollinger, Paul M., 1304 Pine Street, South Pasadena, California 
Bolt, Bob B., 2015 Prast Blvd., South Bend, Indiana 
Bomberger, Lloyd C., 2742 Alpha Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 
Boneko, John, Kief. North Dakota 
Bonura, Frank E., 745 Doucette, Bea umont, Texas 
Bookshar, William, 513 Redstone Vesta Street, Republic, Pennsylvania 
Boone, Roy D., 106 Pearl Avenue, Kannapolis, North Carolina 
Bore!o, Frederick ) .. 25 Rawley Street, Rochester, New York 
Borden, Robert C., 213 Harrison Avenue, S.W., Canton, Ohio 
Boring, Palmer L .. Route I. Cleveland, Tennessee 
Bomstein, Arnold W., 1411 East 65th Place, Chicago, Illinois 
Bosworth, Earl S., Jr .. 77 High Street, Farmington, Maine 
Batt, Kenneth W., 750 South 44th Street, Louisville, Kentucky 
Bouck, john H., 16 Church Street, Alexander Bay, New York 
Bourgeois, Harry A.-, Box 211, Raceland, Louisiana 
Boyd, Charles L .. 125 Raab Avenue, Bloomfield, New Jersey 
Boyd, )ames E., 857 Kipley Street, Memphis, Tennessee 
Boyko, Peter, 81 joiner Street, Rochester, New York 
Boyle, John F., 762 Franklin Street, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Bowen, Verney G., 2311 Ralmar Avenue, E. Palo Alto, California 
Bowerman, Francis E., 1270 Van Dyke, Romeo, Michigan 
Bowers, Joseph F., 681 Chilton Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York 
Bowers, William E., 306 Virginia Avenue, Bluefield, Virginia 
Bowling, Paul B., Bowlington, Kentucky 
Bozanich, John C .. Bovey, Minnesota 
Bozman, Dale A., Edna, Kansas 
Braaf, Irving W .. 991 President Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Bradley, Frank B .. Mt. Oliver, Kentucky 
Brady, Dale R., 209 East Locust Street, Maquokata, Iowa 
Brallier, Dale E., Rockford, Iowa 
Brandenburg, Herbert D .. Beattyville, Kentucky 
Brandes, Fritz R .. 1565 Emile Street, Beaumont, Texas 
Brandon, Ralph. 102 North Regan, Hominy. Oklahoma 
Brannon, Richard P .. 3931 Drexel Drive, Toledo, Ohio 
Brant, Peter R., 48·36 47th Street, Woodside, L. I., New York 
Brashears, Albert V., 722 lOth Street, Alamogordo, New Mexico 
Braun, Harold F .. 1318 North Highland, Hollywood, California 
Brawers, William, 445 Burroughs, Detroit, Michigan 
Brawley, Paul V., 2012 6th Street, Madison, Illinois 
Brazn, Virgil L., 207 South 9th, Hartshorne, Oklahoma . . . . 
Brauerier, Elmin I.. Jr .. 727 South Columbus Street, Alexandna, Vugm10 
Breaux, Elysses )., P.O. Box 564, Opelousas, Louisiana 
Breisacher, Charles F., 204 President Street, Passaic, New Jersey 
Bremer, Royce E., 317 Dove Street, Dunkirk, New York . . 
Bremmer, Harry I., )r., 1803 North Wilton Place, Hollywood, Cahforma 
Brenneman, Albert K .. 321 North 4th Street, Pottsville, Pennsylvania 
Brestrup. Donald D., 4140 22nd Avenue, S., Minneapolis: Mi~nesota 
Brett, William P., 704 Villa Fidge Road, Falls Church, V1rgm10 
Brettell, Robert E., 427 Washington, Terre Haute, Indiana 
Brewer, Douglas B .. 227 Doyle Street, Toccoa, Georgia 
Brewer, Gaylord D .. Galien, Michigan . 
Breymaier, Darrell D., 364 Gessner Street, Toledo, Oh10 
Briggs, Charles ) .. 1900 Central Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee 
Brickl"Y· Stanley P .. 8 Wells Street, Windsor, Vermont 
Biley, James , General Delivery, Hampton, Virginia 
Briley, )ames E .. Robersonville, North Carolina 
Brittingham, Russell A., Jr .. 2923 Sylvan Avenue, Baltimore, Missouri 
Brockway, Kenneth E .. 308 Cottage Street, Rome, New York . . 
Brodek, William D .. 4848 Lexington Avenue, Los Angeles, Cahforma 
Brokowski, Stephen E., 34 White Street, Norwich, Connecticut . . 
Brookings, Frank G., 329 Westminster Avenue, Los Angeles, Cahforma 
Brooks, John A., IS South Cleveland Avenue, Fort Meade, Florida 
Broom, Robert M., Sumrall, Mississippi 
Bronson, Edward W ., Church Street, South Shaftsbury, Vermont 
Bronson, Hale. (No address available) 
Bronstein, Sewell P .. 56 Franklin Street, Rumford, Maine 
Brothers, Philip R., 2443 Moreno Drive, Los Angeles, California 
Breton, Bernard W., 227 W. Walnut Street, Hazelton, Pennsylvania 
Browder, Charles W .. 231 Bayard Avenue, Wilmington. Delaware 
Brower, Charles W .. Jr., 224 Woodlawn Avenue, Wilmington, Delaware 
Brown, Calvin W .. c/ o P.O. Williams, RFD I. Garland, Texas 
Brown, David) .. 1233 946h Street, Niagara Falls, New York 
Brown, Earle P., 161 Roland Avenue, Lackawanna, New York 
Brown, James W., Milan, Missouri 
Brown, john R .. 1317 Avenue D, Brownwood, Texas 
Brown, joseph E., 52 Hillsboro Street, Monticello, Georgia 
Brown, Marshall 0., 104 Iris Drive, Binghamton, New York 
Brown, Ralph W., Box 84, Bruin, Pennsylvania 
Brown, Ray E .. Giltner, Nebraska 
Brown, Robert ) .. Route I. Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania 
Brown, Robert T .. 2236 N.W. 28th Street. Miami, Florida 
Brown, Verna W .. Jr .. 1317 17th Street, Wichita Falls, Texas 
Brown, Wallace L., Cross Roads, North Dartmouth, Massachusetts 
Browne, )ames R .. 1315 Elmwood Avenue, Sharon Hill, Pennsylvania 
Brownlee, Robert R .. Zenith, Kansas 
Bruce, Daniel A .. )r., Box 56, Lake Monroe, Florida 
Bruce, Saxon J., 603 Washington Avenue, Le Grande, Oregon 
Bruder, john E., 609 New Street, Allentown. Pennsylvania 
Brugger, Gheodore H .. 4 East Hayatt Avenue, Mt. Kisco, New York 
Bruno, Michael D., 30 Redwood Avenue, Paterson, New Jersey 
Brussell, Harold ) .. Route I. Michigan Avenue, Rockford, Illinois 
Brusso, Harold E .. 755 Linden Place. Elmira. New York 
Bruny, Lawrence H .. 540 Main Street, Wadsworth. Ohio 
Brzoska, Stanley 0 .. 432 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, New Jersey 
Buck, Charles A .. College Corner, Ohio 
Buck, Robert E .. 3504 Leona Street, Tampa. Florida 
Buckley, Harry, 27 Oak Street, Hartford, Connecticut 
Buckley, Laverne E .. 413 North Bates Street, Saginaw, Michigan 
Bucher, Eugene E., 27 East Orchard Avenue, Belle~ue, Pennsylvania 
Bucilley, Harry )., 27 Oak Street, Hartford, Connect1cut 
Bucy, Ralph F., Route !, Paris, Tennessee . 
Buehre, Allison L., 1356 Oliva Way, Apr 102, Seattle, Washmgton 
Buenting, Otto W .. 512 East End Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvama 
Buescher, Robert R .. 341 West Agarith Avenue. San Antomo, Texas 
Buettgen, Winand C .. 6423 Royce Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Buker, Samuel L., 1424 Sherwood Street, Missoula, Montana 
Buhai, Stanley, 1510 Greenfield, West Los Angeles, California 
Bull, Edwin B .. 1914 Roosevelt Avenue, Richmond, Cahforma 
Bullis, Russell H., Union P.O .. RFD I. Middletown, New Hampshire 
Bulmer, Ralph W., Livermore, Iowa 
Buonone, john, 454 Humbolt Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Bunch, Thomas E., 202 Boswell Avenue. Lexington, rennessee 
Burch, William P .. II, !59 Whaley Street, Freeport, L. I .. New York 
Burger, Harry) .. 3211 Park Avenue, Bronx, New York 
Burger, john, 1863 Palmette Avenue, Rid9ewood, New York 
Burger, Lewis H., 708 Mayo Street, Carhnvllle, Ilhno1s 
Burgess, Charles B., 414 Stone Avenue, Georgetown, Kentucky 
Burghduff, )ames, 618 South Hanover, Hastings. Michi~an 
Burke, Edward P .. 1!03 High Street, Alameda, Cahforma 
Burks, )ames B .. 213 Federal Street, Greenfield, Massachusetts 
Burkland, Arthur L .. Route 2, Box 110, Bothell, Washington . 
Burmeister, Theodore W .. 611 Meriden Road, Waterbury. Connecllcut 
Burnett, William G., New Albony. Mississippi 
Burner, Donald T .. Jeffersonville, Vermont 
Burner, Paul T., 3422 Pelham Road, Toledo, Ohio 
Bums, Howard F., Michigan Valley, Kansas 
Burns Willie Lee, Route 3, Box 98, Buffalo, Texas Burre~. Edmond R .. 432 Atltair Place, Venice, California . 
Burrows, Russell H .. )r., 929 Winchester Street, Daytona Beach, Flonda 
Busek, Frank W .. RFD 2, Box 496, Chechalis, Washington 
Bushnell, Nelson S., Sloan Road, Williamstown, Massachusetts 
Busiek, Edward F., 430 Huffmeister, Lemay, Missouri 
Bussart, Dean W .. 14!0 East Kellog Street, Wichita, Kansas 
Bussell, David A .. Jr .. 334 West Cook Street, El Dorado, Arkansas 
Buster, George E., General Delivery. Ogden, Arkansas . . 
Butler, jack P .. 3353 Glenhurst Avenue, Los Angeles, Cahforma 
Butler, Robert F .. 3601 Leybourne, Toledo, Ohio . . 
Butter, Benjamin F., Box 448, Route 5, St. Louis County, M1ssoun 
Butterworth, Charles, c/o Mrs. Roy P. Lodge, Pitman, New Jersey 
Butts, William R .. Route 2, Shamrock, Texas 
Byars, Charles F .• Apt. 5, Speed Blvd .. Plainview, Texas 
Byerly, Perry D., 6037 Contra Costa Road, Oakland, California 
Byrq, ). C .. !701 Cache Blvd .. Lawton, Oklahoma 
Cacciatore, john L .. 190-17 33rd Avenue, Flushmg, New York 
Cadieux, Paul D .. 13327 Robson Street, Detroit, Michigan 
Calandra, Dominic A., 163 Shiller Street, Buffalo, New York 
Callahan, Francis P .. 704 President Street, Brooklyn. New York 
Calhom, H. ) .. 144 N. 3rd Street. Cornellsville, Pennsylvama . 
Callahan, Regis joseph, 39 North 22nd Street, Columbus, Oh10 
Callahan, William E., c/ o John H. Kay. Marlton Pike Medord, New Jersey 
Calvird, Harry R., Box 378, Dennison, Texas . . 
Cambeuzzi, Charles)., 28 Highland Avenue, Westmoreland C1ty. Pennsylvama 
Camp, )ames R .. 780 Blvd., N. Atlanta, Georgia 
Campbell. Floyd L., Route 2, Greenfield, Tennessee 
Campbell, Herbert H .. Langley, South Carolina. . 
Campbell. joseph. G .. 1! Chiles Avenue, Ashev1lle, North Carohna 
Canada, William E .. 30-32 E. 5th Street, Woodside M1lls, Greenvllle, S. C. 
Canepa. Angelo J.. 40 North Branciforte Avenue, Santa Cruz, Cahforma 
Cantey, Robert V .. 3!0 West King Street, Quincy. Florida 
Cantrell, Clere, Route 3, Marshall, North Carolina 
Capone, john F .. 4366 White Plains Avenue, Bronx, New York 
Caputo, john L .. 62 Maple Street, Girard, Ohio 
Carcaterra. Nicholas A .. 1613 64th Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Cargile, Shelby M .. Route 3 B, Troy, Alaboma 
Carinci, Domenick A., 32 Linden Avenue, Mt. Vernon, New York 
Carle. Harvey E .. RFD 3. La Harpe. Illinois 
Carley. Albert J .. RFD I. Hemlock, Michigan 
Carlton, Burl D .. 1020 3rd Avenue, Iowa City, Iowa 
Carmona, Antonio C., Box 357, Peoria, Arizona 
Carnill, John T., 1906 Mt. Deablo Blvd., Walnut Creek, California 
Carpenter, Charles H., 189-30 116 Avenue, St. Albans, New York 
Carpenter, Harold W .. St. Paul. Indiana 
Carrender, Leo, Route L Lohman, Missouri 
Carrera, Henry E., Box 213, Westmoreland City. Pennsylvania 
Carrier, Herbert E .. Route 3, Bluff City, Tennessee 
Carrier, Herbert F., 2519 llth Street, Great Bend, Kansas 
C:moll, Hubert G .. Bulan, Kentucky 
Carter, Ernest R .. South Quin, Utah 
Carruth, Frank E .. 36 Lenox Avenue, Maywood, New Jersey 
Cartwright, Myron T., 20570 Albany Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 
Caruso, Joseph J .. 70 Wilson Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 
Carwile, Earnest D .. Eox 532, Gustine, Texas 
Case, Paul H .. Jr., 742 Bryson Street. Youngstown, Ohio 
Casella, Raymond F., 5039 Kansas Avenue, N. W. Washington, D. C. 
Casey, John L .. 4337 Laclede Street, St. Louis, Missouri 
Cashin, Jack, 4109 Avenue 'G', Austin, Texas 
Cass, Edward M .. Blue Springs, Nebraska 
Castellano, Louis J .. 94 Jackson Avenue, Jersey City, New Jersey 
Castello, Robert)., 1283 Broadview Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 
Castaneda, Joe G .. 135 Ruiz Canyon, Globe, Arizona 
Castracane, Alexander R., 103 Chestnut Street, Coraopolis, Pennsylvania 
Catanzanite, joseph P .. 121 Spruce Street, Archbald, Pennsylvania 
Cote, William F., 329 North 15th Street, Phoenix, Arizona 
Catron, John R., 405 South 2nd Street, Marshalltown, Iowa 
Cattleer, Alexander C .. 3120 Montrose Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Cegarski, Henry C., 2916 West 8th Street. Los Angeles, California 
Cervino, Louis, 118 Pulaski Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Chaffee, Donald, 117 40 Meyers Road, Detroit, Michigan 
Chalker, Cecil E., Box 142, Langley, South Carolina 
Chamberlain, Robert, 3700 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D. C. 
Chambers, Paul D .. 3800 6th Avenue, South, Birmingham, Alabama 
Chambers, Tidren N., Route 1, Bowdon, Georgia 
Chambliss, Robert N .. 418 North Hermitage Avenue, Lookout Mt .. Tennessee 
Chanak, Nick, Box 51. Bingham, Utah 
Chapman, Frederic S., Box 92, Route 5, Seattle, Washington 
Chapman, William M .. Flatwoods, Kentucky 
Charles, Elliott B., 1130 Estudillo Avenue, San Leandro, California 
Cheyne, Leland L., Route l. Box 873, Klamath Falls, Oregon 
Chicquette, Louis L., Box 14, Bay City, Wisconsin 
Childress, John H., 1144 Pleasant Street, Oak Park, Illinois 
Chin, Henry W. F., 476 Broadway Chelsea 50, Massachusetts 
Chleteos, Demetrius P .. 1008 Pine Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Choud, jess W., 1000 Victoria Avenue, Hampton, Virginia 
Christen, Donald W. 0 .. Route l. Box 66, Holland, Ohio 
Christensen, Ernest H., 267 Tremont Avenue, Long Beach, California 
Christner, Samuel L., 270 East Main Street, Somerset, Pennsylvania 
Christopherson, Richard B .. 523 South Washington, Spokane, Washington 
Chrnalogar, Stanley J .. 2490 Faber Hamtramck, Michigan 
Chu, Euclid, 2598 California Street, San Francisco, California 
Chunn, Irving V .. 134 E. Main, Sparta, Illinois 
Cilibrasi, joseph. 4130 N. Keystone Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Cipollone, Domenic, General Delivery, Hibbing, Minnesota 
Clark, Alan D., 1649 Mount Eagle Place, Park Fairfax, Alexandria, Virginia 
Clark, john H., 6733 S. Elizabeth Street, Chicago, Illinois 
Clark, Robert B .. 109 Chestnut Street, Weston, Massachusetts 
Clark, Sherwood P .. 7 Cottage Street, Sharon, Massachusetts 
Clark, William J., 2218 Rosedale Street, Baltimore, Maryland 
Clary, WilliamS., Route l. Bpx 174, Gaffney, South Carolina 
Clasen, Robert C .. 21950 Wilmore, Euclid, Ohio 
Clayton, Ralph A., )r., 4730 North Kedvale Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Clayton, Robert W., 3200 Homan, Waco, Texas 
Cleary, Russell S., 1607 North Bristol Street, Santa Ana, California 
Cleland, Ralph S .. 1115 Line Street, Leesburg, Florida 
Clemonds, Archie, Graniteville, Missouri 
Clemmer, Fred L., Route l. Philadelphia, Tennessee 
Clements, George F .. Route l. Chattaroy, Washington 
Clerkil,, Richard M., 225 6th Street, North, Vernon, Indiana 
Cleveland, Roland M .. 1000 Austin Avenue, Waco, Texas 
Clinton, William M .. 1000 Whitmore Road, Detroit, Michigan 
Clock, Ernest W .. Box 22, Litchfield, Connecticut 
Close, Winton R., Marland Heights, Hollidays Cove, Weirton, West Virginia 
Closser, Vernon A., 2088 Hamburg Turnpike, Lackawanna, New York 
Cloud, Jess W., 1000 Victoria Avenue, Hampton, Virginia 
Claw, Hugh D.; 409 Franklin Avenue, Des Moines 14, Iowa 
Cloyd, Virgil M .. Jr., 2620 Parrott Avenue, Waco, Texas 
Clutter, Arvin ·N .. RFD Box 116, Alvin, Texas 
Clutts, James A .. 27 West Hickaman Street, Winchester, Kentucky 
Coccaro, john R., P.O. Box 28, Chowchilla, California 
Colley, Wayne L., Route 4, Columbus, Nebraska 
Cofer, Harland E., Jr .. 137 West Hill Street, Decatur, Georgia 
Cohen, Eugene, 406 Williams Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 
Cohen, Harry, 127 Clinton Street, New York, New York 
Cohen, Henry Y .. 3461 West 14th Avenue, Denver, Colorado 
Cohen, Irving R., 176 63rd Union Turnpike, Flushing, L. I.. New York 
Cohen, Shale H .. 1514 South Kostner Avenue, Chicago. Illinois 
Cohen, Sidney. 259 Norfolk Street, Dorchester, Suffolk, Massachusetts 
Cohen, Thomas) .. 226 N. Vermont Avenue, Atlantic City, New Jersey 
Cohn, Morris, 95 Fairmount Street, Hartford, Connecticut 
Colella, Louis)., 1013 William Street, New Castle, Pennsylvania 
Coleman, john )., HFD l. Chestertown, Maryland 
Coleman, Willis )., Cranyville, New York 
Coleman, Willis) .. Base St. Paul. Smith, New York 
Colizzi, John D., 320 Je fferson Street. Norristown, Pennsylvania 
Collins, Edward A .. 113 Erie Street, Oswego, New York 
Colson, William B., ( No address available ) 
Columbo, Louis F.. 36 Waltham Street, Maynard, Massachusetts 
Combs, Edgar F., Fall River, Kansas 
Comeaux, Duvillier J., Box 4, Morga nza, Louisiana 
Compton, Cecil M., 815 South Fell Street. Normal. Illinois 
Compton, Lester T., 805 N. Kansas Avenue, Springfield, Missouri 
Condon, Harold D., 561 E. 33rd Street, Paterson, New Jersey 
Condon, Edward T .. 53 Sunnyside Avenue, Pleasantville, New York 
Condron, Francis X., 262 Main Avenue, Passaic, New Jersey 
Conigliaro, Salvatore, 645 40th Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Conklin, Sheridan 0., 136 North Painter Avenue, Whittier, California 
Conley, Byron L., 730 Raymond Avenue, Akron, Ohio 
Connely, John J .. 90 Monantum Street, Brighton, Massachusetts 
Connelly, Thomas J., Harden Rowe Street, Hopkinton, Mississippi 
Conover, john C .. 229 Allen Avenue, Allenhurst, New Jersey 
Conrad, Ellis W., 2141 17th Street, Akron, Ohio 
Conrad, john H .. 2121 North 53rd Street, Seattle, Washington 
Constantiuides, Theodore, 2816 Northern Parkway, Baltimore, Maryland 
Cook, Albert A .. 1811 Madison Avenue, Huntington, West Virginia 
Cook. Emerson T., Fountain Green, Utah 
Cook, Erwin L .. Castle Dale, Utah 
Cook, joseph C .. 8 Griffin Road, Peabody, Massachusetts 
Cook, William B .. 1121 25th Street, Des Moines, Iowa 
Cook, William L .. Route 3, Opp. Alabama 
Cook, William T., Jr., 665 15th Oakland, California 
Cooke, Hereward L .. Jr., c/ o Professor H. L. Cooke, Princeton University, N. J. 
Cooke, Rowland E. H., Jr., 5427 Geer Street, Los Angeles, California 
C::>oper, Cassius, General Delivery, Inez, Kentucky 
Cooper, Ralph P., 67 Hudson Street, Dover, New Jersey 
Cooper, William, 3124 West 56th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 
Cope, Nathan, 27 Wilmont Street, Portland, Maine 
Corcoran, Dale K .. 523 North Grage Avenue, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
Cords, Everett W., ~/o Will Heise, Lake City, Minnesota 
Corey, Robert R .. 110 Franklin Street, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Corgey, Barnie, Route 2, Huntsville, Texas 
Corlette, Tom N .. )r., 5615 Richmond Road, South Euclid, Ohio 
Cornell, Frederick A .. St. John, North Dakota 
Cortelyou, Peter B., 2930 Strand, Hermosa Beach, California 
Cosgrove, john R., 114 West 183rd Street, New York City, New York 
Cosich, Edward P .. 6606 South Bell Avenue, Chicago, illinois 
Couch, Carl Nelson, Route l. Sturgis, Kentucky 
Couch, john T., 511 Douglas Street, Big Spring, Texas 
Coughlin, joseph T .. 1931 Fairmount Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Coulombe, Guy C., 147 Maxfield Street, New Bedford, Massachusetts 
Courtney, Donie )., 21 Thaxter Road, Newtonville, Massachusetts 
Courtwright, John S .. Box 113, Columbus, New Jersey 
Covington, Charles W .. Box 330, Groves, Texas 
Coward, Arthur M., Princeton Junction, New Jersey 
Cowley, William B., Albany, Indiana 
Cox, Dyson W .. 4466 College Avenue, Indianapolis 5, Indiana 
Cox, Lawrence T., Groveport, Ohio 
Cox, Maxwell E., 306 East 66th Street, New York, New York 
Coy, Raymond W .. 315 Ash Street, Dallas, Oregon 
Cragoe, john H., 3806 Gramercy Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 
Cramer, Willard C .. Fulton, Michigan 
Crane, William A., 2119 Alive Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 
Crase, William G .. c/ o Police Dept., Eugene, Oregon 
Crawford, Russell C., South Connellsville, Pennsylvania 
Cray, Kenneth W., Route l. Stockton, New Jersey 
Creecy, Marvin E .. 206 Melton Street, Texarkana, Texas 
Cresap, James H .. Route 2, Iuka, Mississippi 
Cressey, Donald R., Box 511. Anoka, Minnesota 
Cressy, Donald R .. 612 N. Cleveland Avenue, Fergus Falls, Minnesota 
Crist. Neal S .. RFD l. Claysburg, Pennsylvania 
Crockett, David F., 203 McClannahon Place, Roanoke, Virginia 
Cronhardt, Robert S., Green Spring Avenue, Lutherville, Maryland 
Cronin, joseph E., 162 St. Nicholas Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 
Cronk, Albert L .. Route 2, Box 394, Lakeworth, Fort Worth, Texas 
Croso, Richard L., 722 Leonard Street, Muskegon, Michigan 
Crouch, Harry B .. Jr .. P.O. Box 74, West Brownsville, Pennsylvania 
Crowingshield, Edward D .. lOll Paul Avenue, Schenectady, New York 
Crowl. Edward ) .. 3545 Filth Street, Baltimore, Maryland 
Crowley, ). C .. 2838 E. Rosedale, Fort Worth, Texas 
Crowley, Ward W .. Greenbank, West Virginia 
Crown, Edward J., 3545 Filth Street, Baltimore, Maryland 
Cuddebach, Edwin W., RFD l. Skaneateles, New York 
Culver, Jack, 10725 Drew Street, Chicago, Illinois 
Culp, Chester H .. 14619 Elm Avenue, East Cleveland, Ohio 
Cummings, Leonard P., Grimms, Wisconsin 
Cummings, William B., 4813 S. 6th Street, Louisville, Kentucky 
Cummings, William E., 117 Clendenny Avenue, jersey City, New Jersey 
Cummo, joseph S .. 130 Brighton Avenue, New Brighton, Staten Island, N.Y. 
Cundall, Loqrence H., 121 School Street, Mansfield, Massachusetts 
Cundall, Lawrence H .. 245 Prall Street, Mansfield, Massachusetts 
Cunningham, Floyd L., Star Route, Niangua, Missouri 
Cunningham, James C., 465 East 2nd N. Avenue, American Fort, Utah 
Cunningham, john ) .. 4415 N. E. Garfield, Portland, Oregon . 
Curran, Tom W., 396 Huntington Street, New Haven, Connechcut 
Curtis, Virgil L., 3115 Oxford Street, Des Moines, Iowa 
Curtis, William B .. 1744 McGee Street, Berkeley, California 
Cushman, Frederick C., 67 Elm Street, Bangor, Maine 
Cutler, William, 2420 N. 56th Street, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 
Cuvrell, Davil A., 417 West Paterson Street, Flint, Michigan 
Dabrowski, Walter ) .. 3446 East 66th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 
Dachenski, Stanley P .. 3906 W. Blemont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Dalton, Walter E., 2001 South 14 Street. Abilene, Texas 
Dallas, Leonard, 221 West 2nd Street, East Liverpool. Ohio 
Dalto, Joseph ) .. 5 East Ridge Street, Coaldale, Pennsylvania 
Damberg, Fred, 357 S. Maple Drive, Beverly H1lls, Cahforma . 
D'amato, Frederick A .. 196 Green Street, New Have n, Connecticut 
D'Amico, John A., Hoboken, New Jersey 
Dandurand, Richard H., 523 Springfield Street, Chicopee, Ma•sa cllusetts 
Danelz, Richard E., 209 14th Street South, Benson, Minnesota 
Danica, Floyd W., Box 92, Ellworth Falls, Maine 
D'Anico, john A, 404 Ma dison Street, Hoboken, New Jersey 
Daniels, Arsen S., 2473 Centre Street, Roxbury, Massachusetts 
Daniels, Howard D., 38 Elm Street. West Springfield, Massachusetts 
Danie ls, Leon F., 411 North Main Street, Athens , Pennsylvania 
Dansereau, Alfred D .. 351 Greenville, johnston, Rhode Island 
Darper. Wallace R., Box 214, Franklyn Grove, Illinois 
Daubs, James F., Box 332, Camarillo, California 
David, Bernard )., 37 Colony Court, Keene, New Hampshire 
David, Franklin C., 220 North Van Buren Street, Moscow, Idaho 
David, George M .• 280 Georgia Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia 
David, Roy 0., 3456A Keokuk, St. Louis, Missouri 
Davidson, Donald D., 45 Mirabel Avenue, San Francisco, California 
Davis, Allen C., 161 West Montana Street, Pasadena, California 
Davis, Alva R .• Jr., !!59 Keeler Avenue, Berkeley, California 
Davis. Buster 0 .. P.O. Box 117, Noble, Oklahoma 
Davis, Charley W .. Jr .. 925 North Street, Woodland, California 
Davis, Earl R .. 302 West Foster Street, Pampa, Texas 
Davis, Homer L .. !04 Damon Street, Terrell, Texas 
Davis, George M .. 280 Georgia Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia 
Davis, )ames P .. )r.,l006 Hugh Street, Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Davis, John H .. Route I. Harpers Road, Beckley, West Virginia 
Davis, Richard C., 420 South Ocean Avenue, Freeport, New York 
Davis, Paul E .. 309 East Michigan Avenue, Saline, Michigan 
Davis, Walter R., Route I. Cartersville, Oklahoma 
Davis, Walter T .. 71 Locust Street, Lynn, Massachusetts 
Davison, Donald D., 45 Mirabel Avenue, San Francisco, California 
Day, Raymond A .. Gilman, Illinois 
DeAntonis, Robert T., 42 Lane Street, Morgantown, West Virginia 
DeBelles, lgnazio R., R.D. 4. Oswego, New York 
DeBellonia, Nicholas C., 79 Green point Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 
DeCanio, Fred C .. 316 Park Avenue, Williamsport, Pennsylvania 
DeCutler, Robert, Route I. Box 149, Ripon. California 
De Leece, Nicholas, 663 Henry Street, Brooklyn, New York 
DeLisio, joseph G .. !031 Hall Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
DeMeo, Michael, 919 East 2llth Street, Bronx, New York 
D'Emilio, William, 235 W. Lippincott Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
DePetris, Joseph A., 3128 Woodhome Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
DeRaimo, Freddie, Box 5, Notomine, West Virginia 
Del Signore, Arthur F .. Thomas, West Virginia 
DeSoiza, Louis ) .. 401 3rd Avenue, New York, New York 
Dean, Willis C., 517 Bashford Lane, Alexandria, Virginia 
Dean. William R., 334 Y2 West 75th Street, Los Angeles, California 
Decker, Wilford M .. Route I. Bellevue, Ohio 
Decker, Nelson L., 99 Maple Avenue, Fort Richmond, Staten Island, New York 
Deegan, William, West Collingswood, New Jersey 
Deegan, William)., 128 Richey Avenue, West Collingswcod. New Jersey 
Degget, Jimmy, Star Route, Scottdale, Pennsylvania 
DeLacy, William H .. Utica. Kentucky 
Delorme, Raymond, 640 Madison Street, Lowell, Massachusetts 
Delorme, Raymond, 640 Middlesex f.treet, Lowell, Massachusetts. 
Dellano, Paul. 2725 N. Main Street. Los Angeles, California 
Delling, Martin) .. 3150 North 15th Street. Milwaukee 6, Wisconsin 
Demblowski, Paul F., 1919 Marcims, Pittsburgh 3. Pennsylvania 
Demmarey, David, Choteau, Montana 
Dempkew Ske. Matthew P .. 10!0 Ames Street, Hammond, Indiana 
Denis, Albert E., 616 N. Brice Street, Boltimore, Maryland 
Denner. Elton D .. 1624 S. Parton, Santa Ana, California 
Denham, Robert )., Lady Lake, Florida 
Denhart, Joseph C .• Grand Island. Nebraska 
Dermer, Milton R., Green Lane, Bedford, Pennsylvania 
Derkach, Stephen, 307 2nd Avenue, Canonsburg, Pennsylvania 
Derreth, Henry H., !8!0 Edminson Avenue. Baltimore, M9J.yland 
Desroche, Emild, 61 Oxford Avenue, Lawrence, Massachusetts 
Desourmiers, Eugene, 26 Lincoln Place, Bristol, Connecticut 
Devlin, Wallace L., 1254 S. Emerson, Denver, Colorado 
DiLoreti, Ernest A .. 2!!7 N. 13th Street, Boise, Idaho 
Diaz, joseph A., 2267 Market Street, San Diego. California 
Dickey. George A .. Liberal. Missouri 
Dickman. John W .. 4507 Church Street, Covington, Kentucky 
Dickenson, Homer G .. !500 N. 9th Street, Waco, Texas 
Diedrich. John ) .. New Diggings, Wisconsin 
Dilday, Dennis N .. 400 E. Cypress Street, Holdenville, Oklahoma 
Dillard. Donald Pierce. 418 S. Fisher, Blackfoot, Idaho 
Dillard, Harry F .. 1401 S. Rogers Street., Bloomington, Indiana 
Dilluvio, Salvatore, 24-15 243 Street, Astoria, New York 
Dimaggo, Marion,l29 North Walnut, Duquion, Illinois 
Dingus, Malsolm, )r., Dungannon, Virginia 
Dion, )ames)., !85 N. Dirision Street, Buffalo, New York 
Ditzer, Joseph, Ill Union Street, Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania 
Dlott, Herman, 1225 Vernon Drive, Dayton, Ohio 
Dloughy, james, !7!0V. S. 15th Street, Omaha, Nebraska 
Dmytriw. Salter J., 2118 Cornaga AvenuP., Far Rockaway, New York 
Doods, William G., 214 S. Wimebiddle, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvama 
Doerr, Edwin C., 5941 4th Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 
Doherty, joseph F .. 3457 82nd Street, jackson Heights, New York 
Dohm, Orville F .. 504 S. Maple Street, Marshfield, Wisconsin 
Dolbinski, Stanley, 3906 W. Belmont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Donaldson, Archie S .. Dresback, Minnesota 
Donnelly, Deronda W .. Route I. Creston, North Carolina 
Doucet. Elton, 1005 Clements, Lake Charles, Louisiana 
Douglas, Barry A., 612 E. Lincoln Street, Marion, Indiana 
Doran, William P .. 75-72 !78th Street, Flushing, New York 
Doram, jack K .. 304 W. Louisiana, Midland. Texas 
Dorrel Carlos W .. RFD 3, Hamilton, Missouri 
Dyson: joseph S .. 609 Old Orchard Street. Excelsior Springs, Missouri 
Downs, Chester G .. Jr .. 927 S. 6th Street, Louisville, Kentucky 
Dowd, William F., 791 N. Main Street, Pittston, Pennsylvama 
Doyle, Donald G .• General Delivery. Brookfield, Ohio 
Doyle, joseph W .. 315 W. 13th Street, New York, New York . 
Doyle, William B .. Jr., 1129 N. Englewood. Arhngton. Vugm1a 
Dozier, James C .. RFD 3. Marion. South Carolina 
Drake, james D .. !500 Whitesburg Drive, Huntsville, Alabama . 
Dreisbach, Edward G., !59 S. 4th Street, Lehighton. Pennsylvama 
Driscoll, Timothy E., 112 Seminary Street. New .canaan, Connecticut 
Drummy. William) .. 3rd. 301 Henry Clay. Lexmgton. Kentucky . 
Drummond, Chades M .. Catawba Street, Mount Holly. North Carohna 
Drum:nond, Arthur, 632 Milton Road, Rye. New York 
Dubanevich. Frank j .. 78 Valley Street, Springfield, Vermont 
Dubberly. Claude M .. Route 2, Baxley. Georgia 
DuBuske, Eugene M .. 360 Van Nostrand Avenue, Jersey City. New York 
Duce, Donald F., 1339 E. 17th S., Salt Lake City, Utah 
Dudley, Clinton R., (No address available) 
Duffey, )ames E .. 302 N. Euclid Avenue, Tucson, Arizona 
Duhami, Henry A., 69 Alexander Street, Province of Quebec, Canada 
Duke, Harold, 1204 N. Second Avenue, Rome, Georgia 
Dukman, H. John A., 4507 Church Street. Covington, Kentucky 
Dulong, Lawrence C .. 5 Fowle Street, Woburn, Massachusetts 
Dulz, William M .. 301 Fair Oaks Street, McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania 
Dumouchel. Francis ) .. 72 Florida Avenue, Granston. Rhode Island 
Dunckel, Ray A .• 47~ Main Street, Independence, Oregon 
Dunham, Charles L .. Jr., 2816 N. 26th Avenue, Portland, Oregon 
Dunn, Howard F .. 78 E. Sutton Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Dupont, Louis L., Bretz, West Virginia 
Duseberry. George Ried, Jr., Due West, South Carolina 
Dwight, Warren 0 .. 6 Chaney Avenue, Topper Lake, New York 
Dyer, Walter H .. 1808 Dimond Avenue. South Pasadena. California 
Dzen, Anthony A .. Broad Brook No. I. South Windsor, Connecticut 
Dziadosz, Georgia E .. 1529 Arthur Street, Gary. Indiana 
Eareckson, John L., Moscow. Pennsylvania 
Earl, Robert W .. 2154 Midlothian Drive, Altadena, California 
Earnest, James M .. Linn Creek, Missouri 
Earney. Lyle P .. Wabasha, Minnesota 
Eason, Bernard C .. 617 Wabash Avenue. Belleville, Illinois 
Eaton, Allan H., !Ill Lincoln Blvd., Santa Monica. California 
Eaton, Vernon W .. General Delivery. County Line, Oklahoma 
Eaues, Ray D .. R.D. I. Box 85, East jaffrey. New Hampshire 
Eavenson. G. W .. Box 443, jackson. Mississippi 
Eberle. Melvin E., 210 Webster Street. Peoria, Illinois 
Echeverria, Paul C., Mountainside Road, Menoham, New Jersey 
Eck, Garrett C .. 14 Chestnut, Jersey City, New Jersey 
Eckard, Richard. Sugar Grove, West Virginia 
Eckenrode, Paul S., !016 Marshall Street, Youngstown. Ohio 
Eckmann, John C .. 12513 5th Northeast, Seattle 55, Washington 
Eddy, Arthur R., Greensboro. Pennsylvania 
Edmonson, james L .. Route 5, Box 467, Fresno, California 
Edmunds, Vernon L .• Route 2, Box 179, Puyallup. Washington 
Edwards, Bruce B .. 1808 West Cypress. Covina, California 
Edwards, Claude L., Route I. Box 30, lena, Michigan 
Edwards. Harold C .. 1!39 East Broadway. Tucson, Arizona 
Edwards, John B .• Macks Creek, Missouri 
Edwards, Millard E .. Route I. Adairsville. Georgia 
Eeds, )ames T .. 1613 Rogers Avenue, Fort Smith, Arkansas 
Eggers,Harvey H., Ashland. Nebraska 
Egginton, Oliver M .. 73 South Walnut, East Orange, New Jersey 
Ehman, Herford E .. 502 Cedar Street, Madison, Wisconsin 
Ehrhardt, Williard G., 318 South 12th Street, Easton. Pennsylvania 
Ehrler, Lucien, 43' Harrison Avenue, Garfield, New Jersey 
Eichler, Fred J .. 723 Knickerbocker Avenue, Brooklyn. New York 
Eigenberger, Eugene ) .. 2819 Pinard Street, Dubuque, Iowa . 
Eigenberger, jerome H.. 101 Bishop Street. Plymout~. W1sconsm 
Eillespie, jesse R., 305 Burwell Avenue, Adel, Georg1a 
Eilurrett, Ernest A .. 155 'K' Street. South Boston. Massachusetts 
Eknes, Oscar, Box 21. Scanlon, Minnesota . 
Elder, Clarence P., Box 342. Grove City. Pennsylvama 
Eldon. Howard B .. 120 East Mo Street, Floydada. Texas 
Elkin, Richard, Cobalt. Connecticut . . 
Elliott. Bert D .• Route I. Box 532, Huntington Beach. Cahforma 
Elliott, Roy V .. RFD I. Revis, Tennessee . 
Elliott, Walden W .. 1705 Knight Avenue, Waycross, Georg•a 
Ellis, Arthur H.. Jr .. 7607 Santa Monica. Normandy, M1ssoun 
Ellis, Edwin H., 36 Frye Street. Marlboro, Massachusetts 
Ellis, Glenn C .. Saratoga. Arkansas . . _ 
Ellis, Richard 0 .. 637 Grand Avenue. South San Fr~:mc1sco, Cabforma 
Ellis, Robert ) .. 8801 Roberts, Kansas City, M1ssoun 
Elten, Richard H .. 3027 Lyndale Street, Chicago. lllinois 
Elzig. Robert R., Route 2, Box 40, Santa Ana, California 
Emery, Forrest H .. 30 Sycamore Street, Brockton, Massachusetts 
Engel. Bernard D .. Route 2, Hating. Nebraska 
Engle, Clifton G .. ( No address available) 
Englert, Frank ) .. !0 Highland Boulevard, Lynbrook. New York 
English, Billy B .. 4309 Templeton. Greenville, Texas . 
English, Michael S., 4268 Bangor Street, Detrmt, M1ch1gan 
Erb Paul W .. Freeport, Pennsylvania 
Er~. Robert H .. Route 2, Rockford. lllinois . . . 
Erdmann, Walter H .. 332 Union Place M. Mamtowoc. ~1sconsm 
Ernst, Benjamin H .. 2817 N. W. 12th Street, Oklahoma C1ty. Oklahoma 
Ernstberger, Robert G .. 421 East 3rd Street, New Albany. Ind1ana 
Erwin, Leyland W .. 701 Fell Street, San Francisco, Cahforma 
Escano. jesus F .. 564 Riverside Drive, New York. New York 
Esco, joe F .. Route 2. Mountain Creek, Alabama 
Esposito, Nicholas) .. 1207 Ogden Avenue. Bronx, New York 
Essick, James H .. Lodge on the Desert. Tuc~on~ Anzona 
·Estes, Wayne A .. RFD 4. Mount Vernon. Ilhnms 
Etra, Max j .. 9036 !49th Street, Jamaica. New York . . . 
Evans, George M .• Route I. Box !00. Brooklyn. M1ss1SS1pp1 
Evans, joseph B., St. Pauls. North Carolina . . . 
Evans, Marvin E .. •904 Pennsylvania, Kansas C1ty, M1ssoun . 
Evans, Richard L .. 1434 Woodward Avenue, New Castle, Indwna 
Evaneskes, Edward B .. 6009 White Avenue, Cleveland, Oh1o 
Everson. Claude L .. Fall River, Kansas 
Evjen, Clayton D .. 2203 South lOth. Missoula, Montana . . 
Fahe Russell E. 5925 Monadnock Way. Oakland. Cahforma 
Fairchild. Carlton. F .. 935 Linwood Avenue, Collingswood. New Jersey 
Fair, Thomas N .. c/ o 0. D. Cox. Kopperl. Texas . 
Falatko. Frank W .. P.O. Box 25. Weston, Pennsy!vama 
Fancher. Thomas M .. Pipek. Alabama 
Farina. Frank C., 6263 Austin Street, Long Island. New York 
Farnum. George W .. 8831 !79th Place, jamaica, New York C1ty. ~ew ~crt 
Farrell. james A .. Jr., 9122 86th Avenue. Woodhaven, Queens, ew or 
Parries. john R .. Jr .. Cabe's Hatchery. McMinnv11le, Oregon 
Farrington, Norris L., RFD 1. Monmouth, Mame 
( ' 
Faulkenberry. Oscar W .. Box 48, Leslie, South Carolina 
federsriel, Leon L., 632 Grenney Street, Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Felemming, Frederick W., Nolanis Pr., Lake Hodatcong. New Jersey 
Felder, Charles H., 431 East Railroad Street. Sandwich, Illinois 
Felts, Ernest T .. Batesville, Mississippi 
Fenstermacher, Charles, 310 S. 62nd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Fenstermacher, Clayton F., 208 Hanover Street, N. Cumberland, Pennsylvania 
Fenwick, Walter F .. 26 Smith Street. Poughkeepsie. New York 
Ferguson, Wallace D .. La Harpe. Illinois 
Ferre, Paul S., 934 East 3rd Street, Provo, Utah 
Ferrara, Carmine S .. 39-29 57th Street, Woodside, New York 
Ferraw, John A .. Jr .. 17\1, Liberty Street. Danbury, Connecticut 
Ferro, Jerry ) .. 11585 Riverside Drive, North Hollywood, California 
Fescher, Elmer, 103 Chapter Avenue, Cheektourzaz, New York 
Ficke, Robert H., Hqs .. Air University, Malcwell Field, Alabama 
Fiebeager, Gordon A .. 508 Hillside Avenue, Webster, Missouri 
Fiebrich, Louie L .. Route I. Lexington, South Carolina 
Field, Arthur P .. 112 36th Place, Manhattan Beach, California 
Field, jess~ L .. Braidwood, Illinois . 
Filipek, Henry J .. 65S9 Hanso11 .. Detroit. Michigan 
Filteau, Henry G .. 65 Crescent Street, Lawrence, Massachusetts 
Findley, Chest R .. )r., 303 Ndrth Walnut Street, Olney, llljnois 
Findrell, George, 2929 Morgan Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Fiorello, joseph F., 555 Howe Avenue, Shelton, Connecticut 
Firth, Richard, 220 Irwin Street, Phillipsburg, New Jersey 
Fischach, Andrew ) .. 313 Erie Street, St. Paul. Minnesota 
Fisher, Charles, 326 Mulberry Street, Trenton, New Jersey 
Fisher. Edward S .. 24 Lincoln Blvd., Merrick, New York 
Fisher, Kenneth W., 17 .Rounds Avenue, Buffalo, New York 
Fisher, Willard S .. 932 Fifth Avenue, San Diego, California 
File, Aubry, Route 3, Fort Core, Caddo, Oklahoma 
Fitzgerald, John E .. 83 Warren Street, New York, New York 
Fitzgerald, Russell G .. 30 Brigham Street. West Medway, Massachusetts 
Fitzpatrick, Morris, 311 B. lndeP.,ndence A venue, Rockford, Illinois 
Fleetwood, Haldon T .. 1541 Shenandoah, Los Angeles, California 
Fleisher, Gilbert G., Elmwood, Illinois 
Flemming, Frederick W., Nolans Point, Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey 
Fletcher, Frederick H .. Hewell Ridge, Virginia 
Fletcher, Earl. 110-50 207th Street, Albany, New York 
Flinn, Joseph W., 442 South Hudson Street. Denver 7, Colorado 
Flint, Gordon W .. 932 Court 'K' Wheldon Park, Springfield, Ohio 
Florek, Florian F.. RFD I. Edinboro, Pennsylvania 
Florence, Elvin E., Box liS, North Bend, Washington 
Florsheim, Stanley C., Springer, New Mexico 
Flory, Charles F.. Jr .. 18226 Mendota, Detroit, Michigan 
Fogland, Walter R .. Route 3, Central City, Nebraska 
Folk, Edward F .. 179 Center Street, Nutley, New Jersey 
Foor, Robert G .. 4425 Magoun Avenue, East Chicago, Indiana 
Fontana, Louis, Jr.. 5320 Emerson Street. St. Louis, Missouri 
Forgea, Raymond A .. 168 Central Avenue, Albany, New York 
Forrest, Roger F., 1613 Roger Street, Richmond, Virginia 
Forsythe, George P., 1402 79th Street, North Bergen, New Jersey 
Fort, George E., 610 W. 14th Street, Rolla, Missouri 
Fortson, Charles W.,Madison, Georgia 
Foster, Eugene F., 1520 University Avenue, Madison .. Wisconsin 
Foster, Orville G., Route 5, Kaupman, Texas 
Foster, Raymond B., Lincoln Street. Gorham, Maine 
Foust, Troy J .. Truman, Arkansas 
Fox, Raymond J .. ll!O N. Broad Street, Mankato, Minnesota 
Fox, Robert, 30 Grandview Avenue, Station H, Buffalo, New York 
Fox, Robert L., 812 South Broad Street, Lancaster, Ohio 
Fracalossi. Dominic, 650 Scott Street, Kulpmont, Pennsylvania 
Fraker, Grant E., Route 2, Fountain City, Tennessee ' 
Francescone, Ralph A .. 176 Wilson Street, Haver~ill. Mas_sach_usetts 
Frank, Milton, Jr., 3740 Fillmore Street. San Franctsco, Cahforma 
Franke, Arthur E., 93 Elmer Avenue, Buffalo, New York 
Franklin, Lloyd E .. Five Point, California 
Franklin, Ovis W., Route 1. Epps. Louisiana 
Franzen, Joseph )., RR !, Hillsdale, Michigan 
Frazier, Davis, Box 57, Cooper Street, Almonesson A, New Jersey 
Frederick, Clarence, Route 1. Krum, Texas 
Fredrickson, Ernest W., 55 Livingston Street, Bridgeport, Connecticut 
Freeman, Lawrence W .. RFD 4. Kenton, Tennessee 
Freedman, LioneL 38 East 4th Street, New York 3, New York 
Freier, Iktvid C .. 1605 Detzen Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 
French, Vernon R., 334 Mammoth Road, Lidwell, Massachusetts 
Freyman, William D .. 276 E. Main Street, Westminster, Maryland 
Frie, Mike J., Route 3. Box 213, Shiner, Texas . . 
Frieberger, Gordon A .. 508 Hillside Avenue, Webster Groves, Mtssoun 
Friedman, Edwin M .. 1254 Garner Avenue, Schnectady, New York 
Frier, Allan, Route 2, Seaquoville. Texas . 
Frisbie, William C., 2932 South 5th Street, Ironton, Oh10 
Fritz, Robert D .. Roda, Virginia . . . 
Froesehner, Dave F., 5272 Thrush Avenue, St. Louts, Mtssoun 
frost, Norris R., Route 5, Medina, Ohio 
Fruitkin, Robert L .. 7 East Gunhill Road, New York, New York 
Frumen, Harry H., Route 1. Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania . 
Fry, Leroy C .. 169 East Main Street, Adamstown, Pennsylvama 
Fryer, Alton D., Jr., Garden City Route, Savannah, Georgm 
Fuentes, Isabel H .. Box 587, Elsa, Texas 
Fuhrer, Fred W .. 505 Willard Street. Jamestown, New York 
Fulenwider, William E., Jr., 5225 Mulford Street, Houston, Texas 
Fuller, Leonard J .. 1124 Ellis Boulevard, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Fultz, Charles W., Route L Nortonville, Kansas . 
Funk, Dewayne G., 407 N. Whitcomb Street, Fort Collms, Colorado 
Funk, DeWayne, 4719 Madison Avenue, Fresno, Cahforma 
Funk, Karl M., RFD 3, Abilene, Kansas . . . 
Funkhouser, Charles, Star Route, Strasburg, V1rgmm 
Fuqua, William H., RFD I. Amory. Mississippi 
Furchner, Fred T .. 915 East D Street. Grants Pass, Oregon 
Furlong, Gale E .. RFD !, Wilcox, Pennsylvania 
Furnald, Raymond W .. 829 Merk, El Monte, California . 
Furtick, Jesse, Jr., 128 Sumter Avenue, Columbia, South Carolma 
/ 
Fusco, Anthony J., 649 Reed Street, Clairton, Pennsylvania 
Gable, Alex S., 328 E. St. Johns Street, Lake City, Florida 
Gabiielli, Thomas J .. 6342 Gist Street, Ridgewood, Long Island, New York 
Gadberry, Dwight L .. Jr .. I II Burleigh Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia 
G:tddie, Lawrence R., Greenville, Illinois 
Gage, Ralph H., 238 North Husband Street, Stillwater, Oklahoma 
Gage, Tames L., 101 Tower Street, Schnectady, New York 
Galioto, August 1 .. 3545 94th Street, Jackson Heights, New York 
Galka, Anthony R .. 2387 Wyandotte Street, Hamtramck, Michigan 
Gallagher, James G .. Melrose, Minnesota 
Gallagher, John V .. 624 Taylor Street, New Castle, Pennsylvania 
Ga'lagher, John W., 10 Upland Road, West Concord, Massachusetts 
Ganek, William M., 2424 North Lotus Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Ganley, Thomas V .. 85 Boyd Avenue, Jersey City, New Jersey 
Garapolo, Harry, 763 South Kilbourne Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Garbarine, Bruce N .• Route 1. Elton, Pennsylvania · 
Garbowitz, Hyman, 1869 Bergen Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Gardner, Charles S .. Route I. Oakland, Kentucky 
Gardner, George E., 538 G Street, Apartment 2, San Bernardino, California 
Gardner, Paul E .. 835 West Thoman, Springfield, Missouri 
Garland, Robert L 31 Hilltop' Road, Anson, Maine ' 
Garneau, Ernest P .. Irving Street. Woonsocket, Rhode Island . 
Garrison, Floyd G., 2536 North 'I;ejon Street, Colorado .Springs, Colorado ' · 
Gasper, Theodore F., Jr., 4 North Mcintosh Avenue, Clarendon Hills, Illinois 
Gassert, William R .. 125 South Front Street, Steelton, Pennsylvama 
Gathright, Leon C., Jr .. RFD 6, Box 209-A, Richmond, Virginia 
Gatzke, Lawrence C., 2301 Mt. Vernon Road, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Gault, Stanley C .. 731 Cpllege Avenue, Wooster, Ohio 
, ~ay, ,Milo L .. 609 South 12th .. St':"et, Clarida, Iowa • . ., . , 
·'Gaylor, Ramon G., ·Aydeh, Norlh Carohna . . , • · , -. 
Gearhart, John E., 1305 Union Avenue, Breckenridge, Pennsylvama 
Gean, David M., Route 4, Oxford, Mississippi 
Geiger, Richard L .. 1000 Portola Drive, Arcadia, California 
Geiger, Raymond C .. 3034 Holton Avenue, Fort Wayne, lnd10na 
Geis, Robert)., 315 York Street, Newport, Kentucky 
Gelineau. Victor A., 306 Nashve Road, Dracut. Massachusetts 
Gemeinhardt, Alfred M .. Route 3, Box M-5, Orlando, Florida 
Genter, Olen V .. Route 4. Napoleon, Ohio 
George, Edward F .. 1639 Belmont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Gerace, John S .. 900 West Newport Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Gerber, Carl R .. 2609 Branch Avenue, South East, Washington, D. C. 
Gerhardt, Glenn R., 4547 N. Rockwell, Chicago, Illinois . 
Gernacher, Frank C., 223 South Penn. Street, Allentown, Pennsylvama 
Gemey, Victor E., 1932 Grove Avenue, Berwyn, Illinois 
German, Raymond F .. II Mary Street, Attleboro, Massachusetts 
Gerotz, Henry W .. 450 40th Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Gerritz, Glenna, 772 Glasgow Avenue, Astona, Oregon 
Gerth, Robert C .. Route 2, Box 262, Saugerties, New York 
Gibbs, Edward C., 669 Cavalier Boulevard, Alexander Park, Portsmouth, Va. 
Gibbs, Charles E .. Syracuse, Ohio 
Gibbs, Gordon M .. Jr .. 561 Tenth Street, Brooklyn, New York . 
Gibson, Herbert M .. 218 East Church Street, Laurinburg. North Ca:oima 
Gigliotti, Alexandre, 10 Speer Street, Belle Vernon: Pennsylvama 
Gilbertson, Gerald, S3 7th Avenue, St. Paul. N.E., Mmnesota 
Giles, William F .. 3710 Platt, Tampa. Florida . . 
Godoy, Peter C., 145 South Ditman Avenue, Los Angeles, Cahforma 
Goldstein, Leonard D .. 3659 Davenport, Omaha, Nebraska . 
Gombos, Edward J., Linden Avenue, Noroton He1ghts, Connechcut 
Goldberg, Arthur, 1653 Schaffer Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota 
Goldberg, Arthur, 711 Dayton Avenue, St. Paul. Minnesota 
Goldberg, Morris, 342 East 8th Street, New York, New York 
Goldberg Bernard, 1426 East 29th Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Goldberg: Dan, 3631 Shakespeare Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Golden, Thomas F .. Newark, New Jersey ' 
Goldenberg, Albert L. , 1900 Avenue West, Brooklyn, New York 
Goldstone, Paul. 1896 Pacific Avenue, San Franc1sco, Cahf_orm<:t 
Goldsworth, Harold, 2442 27th Avenue, San Francisco, Cahforma 
Goold, Robert G., 968 West lOth South, Provo, Utah . 
Goodall, Henry R., Jr .. 31 Harding Street, Greenville, North Carohna 
Gooding, John S.,' 1326 Bennett, Flint, Michigan . . 
Goodwin, Howard E., 409 South Spring Street, Geneseo, Illm01s 
Gourley, Edwin P .. 1517 Navarre Road, Canton, Oh10 . 
Gordon, John D., 761 West Cherry Street, Palmyra, Pennsylvama 
Gordon, Milton ).. 9140 96 Woodhaven, New York, New York 
Gordon, Robert C., 82 Fulton Street, Weehawken, New Jersey 
Goreman, Donald E .. 806 Soper Avenue, Rockford, Illm01s _ 
Gorman, Anthony, 1718 Clinton Avenue, Alameda, Cahfor~na 
Gover, Alex M., 1212 Queens Road, Charlotte, North Carohna _ . 
Gowing, Delmer C., Jr .. 59 Geneva Avenue, Highland Park, Michigan 
Gossage, George W .. Route 2, Box 328, Henryetta, Oklahoma 
Grande, Orlando Stephen, 182 Cottage Street, East Boston, Massachusetts 
Gildemeister, George, Melvin, Iowa 
Gilger, Harold W., Montezuma, Kansas . 
Gillespie, Augustus, 1054 Monroe Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee 
Gill, Paul D .. Lexington, Nebraska . 
Gills, Hoyland E., General Delivery, Greenbher, T.e~nessee 
Gill. Troy S., Route I. Box 207, Lake Charles, Louisiana . 
Gimino, Peter T., 336 Wanamaker Avenue, Essington, Penns_ylvama 
Ginsberg, Herman A., 2263 Wheeler Street, Indianapolis, lnd1ana 
Ginder, William M .. 21 Edgevale Road, Baltimore, Maryland . 
Girouard, Charles E .. Summit Road, RFD 2. Waterbury 82, Connecticut 
Gladd, Raymond L .. Road I. Harrisville, Pennsylvama 
Glass, Lee D .. l901 South Ervay. Dallas, Texas . 
Glass, Donald E., 359 Fair Avenue, Beaver, Penns.ylvama . 
Glass, Clarence E., Jr .. 1134 Mississippi Avenue, Pittsburgh 16, Pennsylvama 
Glassman, Clinton, 1902 Cortelgou Road, Brooklyn, New York 
Glazes, Edward A., 4122 Highland, Kansas City, Missoun . 
Gleacher, Donald J .. 292 Riverside Drive, fairfield, Connechcut. 
Glenn, Edward P., 5655 Elgin Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvama 
Gleason, Beal S .. RFD 3. Vinton. Iowa 
Glover, George. 58 Gordon Street. Somerville, Massachusetts 
Gluck. Robert W .. SOl South 8th Street, Lindenhurst, New York 
Gmuca, Joseph G., 2519 Aliquippa Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Godbert. Francis M., 310 East Michigan Avenue, Three Rivers, Michigan 
Godlewski, Richard F., 173 Gates Street, Buffalo, New York 
Godfrey, Dewayne D., 317 South 5th Street, Fort Dodge, ;owa 
Godfrey, Joe D., Route 3, Jonesboro, North Carolina 
Gracia, Milton }., 374 North Broad Street, San Luis Obispo. California 
Gracey. William E., 1520 Hutton Avenue, Des Moines, Io~a 
Gracy. Charles M., Fairview, Ohio 
Grae1er, Raymond G., 9 Abbott Avenue, Ocean Grove, New Jersey 
Graham, Arthur H., 1605 Caluperton, Detroit, .Michigan 
Graham, Kenneth, Route 2, Post Falls, Idaho 
Graham, Maurice D .. RFD 3, Clifton, Kansas 
Graves, Charles F., Garden City, Alabama 
Gray, Ralph T .. 601 Davidson Avenue, Connelsville, Pennsylvania 
Gray, Willis M .. 460 East 38th Street, Brooklyn. New York 
Graybeal. James K., Route 3, Morganton, North Carolina 
Gray, Carl P .. 191 Elm Street, London, Ohio 
Greathouse, William D., 621 West 44th Place, Gary, Indiana 
Grebenc, Albert J .. 1228 Berwin Street, Pueblo, Colorado 
Greco, Peter F .. 17309 70th Avenue, Pimley Park, Illinois 
Gregg. John R., 1813 Irving South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Grenier, Hervie W., 139 Kemberma Road, Worcester, Massachusetts 
Greenwood, Percy C., 3940 Lemay, Detroit, Michigan 
Green, Nicholas B., 627 South Clinton Street, Oak Cliff District, Dallas, Texas 
Green, Robert J., 40 Loomis Avenue, Windsor, Connecticut 
Greenbaum, Martin M., 244 East Roosevelt Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Greenbaum, Arnold H., 17 Harvard Avenue, Dorchester, Massachusetts 
Greenberg, Robert G., 2628 Magnolia, Long Beach, California 
Greene, Byron J.. 1847 Westerly Terrace, Los Angeles, California 
Greene, William F .. 468 East !38th Street. New York, New York 
Grear, john P., 819 Cunter Street, Fayetteville, Arkansas 
Gre~nsport, Samuel B., 1530 Bryant Avenue, Bronx, New York 
Griffin, Raymond E .. 78 Lonsdale A venue, Pawtucket. Rhode Island 
Griggs, Frank M., 8412 Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 
Griggs, Theodore W., 755 Summit Avenue, St. Paul. Minnesota 
Grimaldi, Victor J .. 421 Milgate Street, Utica, New York 
Grissom, Thomas F., 52 North Denny Street. Indianapolis, Indiana 
Gross1auser, Arther E., 616 Buchanan Street, Mexico ( Auaraih ) , Missouri 
Gross, Milton, 5726 Woodbine Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Groupr, Edward H., General Delivery. Robstown, Texas 
Grouten, Walter A., West District, Farmington, Connecticut 
Grubbs, Walter J .. 421 Union AvenuE, Stubenville, Ohio 
Grumet, Abe H .. 66 Avenue D, New York, New York 
Gaul\;eri, Paul P ., 533 Askew, Kansas City. Missouri 
Guay, Donald R., 587 Bay Street, Tauton, Bristol, Massachusetts 
Guenther, Edward)., 46 Chassin Avenue, Eggertsville. New Yor.k 
Guerre;o, Richard P .. 1601 South Pearl Street, Dallas, Texas 
Guidetto, Frank G., 25 Chapin Street, West Springfield, Massachusetts 
Gullick, Stansmore H., 2248 Roth Street, Madison, Wisconsin 
Gunderson, Irving, 616 Foscoe Avenue, South Beloit, Illinois 
Gurrick, Stansmore H., 2248 Roth Street. Madison, Wisconsin 
Guthrie, Charles L., RFD l. Centralia, Missouri 
Guthrie, Howard E., 1421 Roebuck Street, East Palm Beach, Florida 
Guzy, William. 49 Semel Avenue, Gerfield, New York 
Haas, George E .. 129 Brayton Road. Brighton, Massachusetts 
Haase, Carl L., 1334 St. Anthony Street, New Orleans, Louisiana 
Hackney, William K .. Route 39, La Frank, West Virginia 
Hadden, Harold L .. 1199 Washington, Indiana, Pennsylvania 
Haddcck, Charles D., 1403 Wyandotte Avenue, Baxter Springs, Kansas 
Hadley, Ronald L .. 3302 Park Place, Wichita, Kansas 
Hagemann, Walter G., Trevor, Wisconsin 
Hager, Elmer L .. Jr., 2750 Steele Street. Denver, Colorado 
Hagman, Elmer 0 .. 2500 50th Avenue North, Minneapolis. Minnesota 
Hagmueller, Werner C .. 535 Bloomfield Street, Hoboken,New Jersey 
Hagopian, Jacob M., 3157 Bertura Avenue, Fresno, Cahforma 
Hahn, Vernon L .. Route 2, Bax 447, Waco, Texas . 
Haile, Gerard W .. 1742 West Chestnut Street, Shamokin, Pennsylvama 
Hale, Donald D .. RFD 2, Lumberton, Mississippi 
Hale, Robert L .. Jr., 353 West Ponce De Leon Avenue, Decatur. Georgia 
Haley. Robert, 336 S. Oakley Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 
Hall, Azel S., Jr., 7 Randolph Avenue. Randolph. Vermont 
Hall. Benjamin L., Marysville, Kansas 
Hall, Harry D .. 2356 Golden Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee 
Hall, John L., Samsonville, Ulster County, New York 
Hall. Eugene L .. Route l. Silt, Colorado 
Hall, Linas V .. Capitan, New Mexico 
Halleran. Raymond H .. P.O. Bax 115. jericho, L. I.. New York 
Hallis, William S., 221 N. Edgefield, Dallas, Texas . 
Halteman, Merrill B .. 426 Railroad Avenue, Souderton, Pennsylvama 
Hamata, Arthur J., 1659 North Main Street. Racine, Wisconsin 
Hambuckle, Earl R .. 981 South High. Denver, Colorado 
Hamel. Frederick, Jr., 1327 Miller Street, Port Huron. Michigan 
Hamilton, Charlie L., 405 E. 6th Street, Bakersfield, California 
Hamilton, Robert B., 3007 East Caracas Avenue, Tampa. Florida 
Hamilton, William L., 229 Coronado Street, Bonner Springs, Kansas 
Hampton, Joseph R., General Delivery. Chautauqua. Kansas 
Handley Merlyn W., Fox Lake, Minnesota 
Hanes, J~mes J .. 332 East 18th Avenue. Denver. Colorado . 
Hanes, William, 2510 North Anthony Baulevard, Fort Wayne .. lndwna 
Hanlon, George A., 1642 South 3rd Street, Milwaukee, W1sconsm 
Hannan, Henry A .. 85 Overlook Avenue. Bellivi_lle, New Jersey 
Hanni. Alva L .. 416 N.W. Avenue, Strasborg. Ohw 
Hannon, Edward!., 2285 Andrews Avenue, New York, New York. 
Hansarik, Andrew G., 327 Church Street. Catasauqua, Pennsylvama 
Hansen. Kenneth f.. 743 Parsells Avenue. Ror:hester, New York 
· Hansen, Maurie H .. 1617 Yale Avenue, Seattle, Washington_ . 
Hansen, Thomas W., 1031 North Kenilwcrth, Oak Park, Ilhnms 
Hansen, Torben S .. 8606 Macoml"; A·mnue. Cleveland, Ohio 
Hanson, Allan}., 684 Asbury, St. · 1 1, ;·.,. ;.mesota . . 
:Manson Charles H .. 1199 North W! .· ~~ _i\ venue, Pasadena, Cahforma 
Ha:1son' Norman }., 524 Forest Stree t. Ea u Claire, V/isconsin 
Ha~weli. Walter D., 300 Ocean Park Avenue, Bradley Beach, New Jersey 
Hardie. Albert A .. Jr., 587 Santa Barbara, Berkeley. California 
Hardie, George P ., 25 Chandler Street. Belmont, Massachusetts 
Hardison. John D., 518 Haggin, San Antonio, Texas 
Hardy, John L .. Jr .. Endicott, Washington 
Hargrove, Howard C .. Box 76, Timnath, Colorado 
Ha rless, William J .. Cushing, Oklahoma 
Horman, James W .. Box 87, laager, West Virginia 
Harp, Robert, 401 E. Center, Decatur, Illinois 
Harper, George L., Route A-6, Brownsboro. Kentucky 
Harriman, John J .. Jr .. 231 West 230th Street, New York, New York 
Harrington, Thomas, 322 Hawkins Avenue. North Braddock. Pennsylvania 
Harris, Francis A., 1328 Washington Street, Fort Worth, Texas 
Harris, Jean H., 2 Clifton Park Melrose, Highlands, Massachusetts 
Harris, Robert T., 504 Savannah Street. Mobile, Alabama 
Harris, Peter W., 4711 Narmar Blvd., Lincoln, Nebraska 
Harris, Porter W., 4711 Normal Blvd., Lincoln, Nebraska 
Harrison, Frank B., 1621 College, Stillwater, Oklahoma 
Harrison, James B., 2056 Ida Avenue, Wichita. Kansas 
Harrison, Robert V .. Grandview Street. Scio, Ohio 
Harrison, Plummie M., Route 2. Alpine, Alabama 
Hart, James J .. 811 Pembroke Avenue, East Landsdowne, Pennsylvania 
Harte, John J.. 48 Trowbridge Street, Buffalo, New York 
Hartje, johnS., ll624ll2 Gorham Avenue, West Los Angeles 24, California 
Hartle, Darwin G., Winamau, Indiana 
Hartman, James L., 917 North Kresson Street, Baltimore, Maryland 
Hartranft. Harry T., Waura, Pennsylvania 
Harty. Emmeth. 419 West Jefferson Street, Joliet, Illinois 
Harvey, Alva L., 14 Mulford Place, Hempstead, New York . 
Harvey. Edward F.. 1046 Pratt Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvama 
Harvey, John H., Box 44, Galvin, Washington 
Harsha, Walter C., 712 East 'B" Street, Belleville, Illinois 
Hassett, Raymond J., 1814 Caney Avenue, Cheyenne, Wyoming 
Hassig, Edward J .. 58 Briggs Avenue, Yonkers, New York 
Hastings. John W., Main Street. Bradford, Vermont 
Hastings, Louis L .. 822 W. Fifth, Grand Island, Nebwska 
Hathaway, Andrew, Road 1, McKeesport. Pennsylvania 
Haury, Frederick W .. 2305 Oak Street, Little Rock. Arkansas 
Hauser, Lawrence P., 1613 West College Avenue, Appleton, Wisconsin 
Hauss, Dalton,l915 Walton Avenue, Bronx. New York 
Hawkins, Kenneth H., Ridgefarm. Illinois 
Hawks, Theodore W .. 159 Howard Avenue, Ansonia, Connecticut 
H:xwkins, William R., General Delivery. Weston, West Virginia 
Haydon, William A., Jr., Route 4, Hannibal. Missouri 
Hayes, Homer H .. 1426 Park Circle, Tampa. Florida 
Hayes, Jasper D., Wapwallopen, Pennsylvania 
Haynes, Charlie C .. Brouston, Kentucky 
Hays. John j., Route 2, Laneville, Texas . . 
Hayton, Richard V., 2139 Rome Drive, Los Angeles, Cahforma 
Hecht, Irwin A .. 428 Beach !28th Street. Rockaway Beach, New York 
Heffernan, Ralph L., Bunker Hill. Kansas . 
Heil. Paul L .. 610 Washington Street, Reading. Pennsylvama 
Heil. Robert H .. 819 South Grant, Meadville, Pennsylvania 
Heil. William F .. Jr .. 2348 Shamrock Street, San Diego, California 
Heilman, Russell A., RFD 1, Sewickley, Pennsylvania 
Heimbigner, George A., Route 3. Box 398, Greeley. Colorado 
Heinrich. William E., 704 Main Street. Altoona, Pennsylvama 
Heise, Arthur, 7611 Whittington Drive, Panna, Ohio 
Held, Donald L .. 50020 Willis Road, Willis, Michigan 
P.ell, Joseph C .. 62 Wyckoff Avenue, Brooklyn. New York 
Heier, Benjamin, 122 Kent Street, Brooklyn. Massachusetts 
Helton, Allen A., (~ddress available) 
Belton, James R.. Box 1341. Genoa, Texas . 
Hemmis, Robert E., 505 Fayette Street, Washington, Pennsylvama . 
Henderson, Campbell G., Wichman Stree~. ~alterboro, South Carolma 
Hendricks, Burley L .. Box 424, Bobles, M1ch1gan 
Henricksen,Raymond L., Route 7. Lincoln, Nebraska . 
Henry. joseph H .. 103 Houston Street. Ashville. North Carolma 
Henseley, Robert B., 805 S. Limestone Street, Lexmgton, Kentucky. 
Hensinger, Claude E .. 1349 Turner Street. Allentown. Pennsylvama 
Herbert, Donald j., 3757 N. Fremont Street, Chicago, Illinois 
Herkenrath, Carl. 900 Bolton Avenue, Alexandria. Louisiana 
Hernandez, George T., Box 454, Eden, Texas 
Herold, Donald J., Eagle River. Wisconsin 
Herring, David W., 907 Court Street, F~lton. Missouri 
Herring, Charles H., Box 313, ThreP. R1vers, Texas 
Herring, Robert V., Box 114, Westover, Texas 
Herzog, Darrel E .. 1850 South llth Street, East, Salt Lake City. Utah 
Hess, Edward M .. 1743 Boylston Avenue, Seattle, Washington 
Hess, joseph C .. 62 Wyckoff Street, Brooklyn. New York . 
Hewes, William L .. 933 Springfield Road, Darby .. Pennsylvama 
Heydon, HowardS., 22 Hillside Avenue, East Wllleston, New York 
Heyden, Edward B .. Jr .. 14 Heming Avenue .. Cranford, New Jersey 
Hiatt, james H., 26 Westfield Street, Greenv1lle. South Carohna 
Hicke:s~n. james P .. 744 North 6th Street, Payette, Idaho 
Hicks, AI W .. 5255 5th Street, Baton Rouge, Louisiana . . 
Hicks, Melville A., 36 Ontario Avenue. Long Beach. Cahforma 
Hicks, Robert L., Route 3, Rock Hill, South Carolina 
Higgins, Thomas Michael. 457 North Walnut, East Orange, New Jersey 
Higgins, Thomas J .. 370 South 4th Street, San Jose. Cahforma 
Highberger, William G., 802 8th Street, Irwin, Pennsylvama 
Hildbold, John D .. 1232 Holly Avenue, Dayton, Ohio . 
Hill, Eugene W .. 438 2nd Street, Leechburg, Pennsylvama 
Hill. Howard N~ Route l. Walkerville. Michigan ,... . 
Hill. james W., 200 Orange Street, Timm0nsville. Sout? ...... arolma 
Hill Robert W .. 1842 Ruth Street, Bridgeport, Connecllcut . . 
Hin~kley, john L .. III, P. 0. Box 249, 205 jefferson, Midway City. Cahforma 
Hines, Charles G., Route 4, Lufkin, Texas 
Hine3, Dewey R .. Bax 322, Pittman, Nevada . . 
Hines, Harry D., 1119 Glandon Way, South Pasadena, Cahforma 
Hines, Walter E., Studley. Kan::;as 
Hines. Willard E. Dendron. Virginia 
Hirsch, David W .. 1745 Davidson Avtsnu~. Bronx, New York 
Hitchccck. William F., 7 Ludlo Street, Charlestown. Massachusetts 
Hoatson, Calvin D., Jr., 901 West Culver, Phoenix, Arizona 
Hobbs, Vernon D., Route I. Box 666, Bakersfield, California 
Hobbs, Edwm G., 621 South Carlisle, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Hoeden, Henry H., 7 South 12th Street, New Hyde Park, New York 
Hofferberth, Kenneth S., 162 Winding Way, Dayton, Ohio 
Hoffman, Jack, 2065 West Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Hoffman, James L., 4940 Tulip Avenue, Realy. Maryland 
Hoffman, Maurice M .. Hotel Cameron, 41 West 86th Street, New York, N. Y. 
Hoffman, Wesley H .. 14837 Mayfield, Detroit, Michigan 
Hoffsts, Earl W., 219 East Water Street, North Boltimore, Ohio 
Hoge, Trudeau )., Jr., 955 North 17th Street, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Hogeboom, Charles E.,3130 N. Sawyer Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Hohman, John W., 16 Overbrook Road, Cantonsville, Maryland 
Hohman, John W., 3202 Westwood, Baltimore, Maryland 
HoJa. James G., 5210 Dakota Avenue, Yeadstone. Michigan 
HoJnacki: Leonard )., 109 Gorski Street, Buffalo, New York 
Holey. Rtchard H., Route 4, Midland, Michigan 
Holland, Elvage, 103 North Brevard Street, Arcadia, florida 
Holland, Jasper, Route I. Scott, Arkansas 
Holland, William !., 43 West 6th Street, Stockton, California 
Hollts, Wtlham S., 221 North Edgefield, Dallas, Texas 
Holhster, Edwin L., 75 Grow Avenue, Montrose, Pennsylvania 
Holman, John B., Berryville, Arkansas 
Holman, Lyman E .. 3626 Midvale Avenue, Oakland, California 
Holober. Irvmg E., 1216 Shepherd Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 
Holstem, Seward N., 649 Stinard Avenue, Syracuse, New York 
Honecker, Warren G., 647 Kinswood Blvd., N. E. Warren, Ohio 
Honn, Alton R., Route 4, Arcola, Illinois 
Hood, Donald D., Route I. Sykesvelle, Maryland 
Hoover, William A .. 57 Elm Street, Butler, Ohio 
Horen, Edwin, 127 Jackson Street, Trenton, New jersey 
Horen, Edwm R., State & Olive Streets, Media, Pennsylvania 
Horgy, Walter, 291 Rose Street. Newark. New jersey 
Horn, Hershel. 1416 Michian Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 
Horn, Thomas L., 224 E. Knight Street, Eaton Rapids, Michigan 
Hornyak, Joseph f. , Box 116, ford Cliff, Pennsylvania 
House, Robert )., Monroe, Georgia 
Houser, Lawrence P., 826 West Elsie Street, Appletown. Wisconsin 
Howe, Darold L., Ill E. Buena Vista, Highland Park, Michigan 
Howe, Kenneth G., 742 W. fulton Street, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Howlett, Richard D., 5828 Southeast Mall Street, Portland, Oregon 
Hoyer, Gerhardt, 18960 Mapleview Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 
Hromec, Joseph M .. 1277 1st Avenue, New York, New York 
Huber, Russell H., 4125 Wabash Avenue, Hammond, Indiana 
Hudgins, Ralph. 2402 13th Street, Lubbock, Texas 
Hudgins, Ralph )., 1002 East Broward Street, fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Hudson, Chester E., Lone Rock, Arkansas 
Hudson, Elwin A., Box 72, Whitharral. Texas 
Hudson, Joseph B., 219 Park Avenue, Culpepper, Virginia 
Hudvmen, Gtlbert V., Route 4, 447, jacksonville, Florida 
Huff, Willis E .. Union Springs, New York 
Huffaker, Edwin W., )r., Savannah, Missouri 
Huffman, Danny E., Route I. Rupuffic, Washington 
Hugger, George M., 344 North Garland, Memphis, Tennessee 
Hughes. Sidney, 1402 Prairie Avenue, Essexville, Michigan 
Hung, Young, 1125 N. Vandeventer Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 
Hunsucker, John N., Buffalo, South Dakota 
Hunter, David T., 138 North Stewart Avenue, Freeport, Illinois 
Hunt, Clyde D., 314 East 3rd Street, Emmett, Idaho 
Hunt, Oakland E .. 883 Argonne Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia 
Hunter, Harold R., 727 Kenneth Avenue, Moscow, Idaho 
Huevinen, Biblert V., Route 4, Box 447, jacksonville, Florida 
Hur, Ben, Jr., 400Y, College Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas 
Hurley, Walter, Route I, Wausaukee, Wisconsin 
Hustman, Edward A., 259 Butler Street, Marine City, Michigan 
Hutchcraft, )ames S .. 206 South Monroe, Frankfort, Illinois 
Hutchens, Charles 0 .. 33 Franklin, Porter, Indiana 
Hutchens, Robert A., 2034 Broadway, Council Bluffs, Iowa 
Hutcheson, Richard C., 226 East Gwinnett Street, Savannah, Georgia 
Hutchinson, John W., 1523 East 7th Street, Okmulgee, Oklahoma 
Hutchinson, Thomas N., )r., 4770 Music Street, New Orleans, Louisiana 
Hutton, Oscar 0., 167 N. Rose Street, Chillicothe, Ohio 
Iann? tti, )ames W., Stokes Avenue, West Berlin, New jersey 
Idelson, Robert M .. 1362 E. 52nd Street, Chicago, Illinois 
Iglesias, Manuel E., 3175 Porter Street, N. W . Washington, D. C. 
Ignacio, Frank )., Box 42, Clarksburg, California 
Ihde, William C., (No address available) 
lles, Dick C., Enderlin, North Dakota 
lmbriaco, Joseph, 64 Benham Road, Groton, Connecticut 
Imlay. John H .. ( No address available) 
Ingedue, Oliver V., RFD 3, McCracken Road, Salem, Ohio 
Ingmire, Haskell W., 81 Walton Street, Saratoga Springs, New York 
Ingram, Loweny L., Lake City, Iowa 
Ingram, Robert N., Route 9, Lafayette, Indiana 
Irving, Ra lph )., 212 South Paul Street, Springfield, Massachusetts 
Irvmbull, Gordon R., 45 Division Street, Hudson, Ohio 
Irwin, DuWayne C., Eureka, Montana 
lsberg, Kenneth R., 1120 Turner Avenue, N. W., Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Isham, Masen S., Route 3, Harriman, Tennessee 
lssinghoff, Floyd ) .. Bellefront, Kansas 
!vans, Wayne W., 1279 Arrowllead Avenue, San Bernardino, California 
Jackman, Charles R.. )r., Box 66, Alix, Arkansas 
Jackson, Armon L., Route 3, Lexington, Texas 
Jackson, Henry E., 3600 Perkiomen Avenue, Reiffton, Pennsylvania 
Jackson, john M., Apt. 3, 1035 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California 
Jackson, Theron E., SOl Hawthorne Street, Perry, Florida 
jacobs, Edward C., 200-13 16th Avenue, St. Albans, L. I.. New York 
James, Estel E., Star Route, Lutesville, Missouri 
James, William H., 70 Howe Street, New Haven, Connecticut 
Jamison, Harold N., West Lebanon, Pennsylvania 
)anert, Paul. 1611 Schiller Street, Alemeda, California 
Janik, Peter A., 2505 Welsh Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York 
Jaramillo, Albert E., 138 West Hart Avenue, San Antonio, Texas 
Jeff~rson, ~r~:mcis T., ( No address available) 
Jeffnes, Wtlham C., Road 7, Box 154, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvama 
)enefsky, Jack, 226 Cambridge Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 
Jenkms, Carroll E., 1123 Avenue D. Plattsmouth. Nebraska 
)enkms, Dayton B.. 3502 Ruby Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas 
Jenkms, Lester L., Route 5, Richmond, Virginia 
Jensen, Gerald A., 3421 West Cortland Street, Chicago, Illinois 
Jenson, Roy K .. Appleton, Minnesota 
Jindrich, Leonard)., Box 412, Lake Worth, Florida 
Johnson, Charles V., Jr., Boxwell, Indiana 
Johnson, Einar W., 4 Water Street, Woburn, Massachusetts 
Johnson, Galen M., 55 Presque, Isle, Maine 
Johnson, Golen M ., Caribou, Maine 
Johnson. lvar B.. 206 Loke Street, l,ronwood, Michigan 
Johnson, )ames W .. 110 South Broad Street, Clinton, South Carolina 
Johnson. Jerry ) .. Brighton. Iowa 
Johnson, Joseph D .. 5638 6th NR. W. Seattle, Washington 
Johnson, LeRoy E., 2201 Pioneer Road, Evanston, Illinois 
Johnson, Lowell A., Lake Crystal. Minnesota 
Johnson, Lucius G., RFD 5. Box 283, Montgomery, Alabama 
Johnson, Maurice F., 464 Fairfield Avenue, Johnstown, Pennsylvania 
Johnson, Oscar W .. Route I. Riblet Road, Youngstown, Ohio 
Johnson, Wendell C .. RFD l. Burrton, Kansas 
Johnston, Alb.rt A., 469 Walnut Stre'3t, Brookline, Massachusetts 
Johnston, CarlL., RFD 3, Wolfe City, Texas 
Johnston, Edward C., 216 West Fairmount Avenue, Baltimore. Maryland 
Johnston, John )., Ill, Box 258, Doylestown, Ohio 
Johnston, Walter C., 910 E. Trinity Avenue. Durham, North Carolina 
Jomer, Russell L., Route 2, Trenton, Missouri 
Jolley. Jack C., 721 Armstrong Street, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
Jolly, )ames L., Route 2, Jamestown, New York 
Jonas, Ray I., 1837 E. McDowell Road, Phoenix, Arizona 
Jones, Ben ) .. Route 3. Lafayette, Louisiana 
)ones, Cecil P., 161 1 Pleasant Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Jones, Don W .. Muskogee, Oklahoma 
Jones, Edward W .. 509 2nd Avenue, Baraboo, Wisconsin 
Jones, Edwin_ D., Jr., 2116 Pennsylvania Avenue, S., Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Jones, Francts K., 308 E. Carter Street. Kokomo, Indiana 
Jones, Harry Knox, 1209 Elgin Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 
)ones, James A .. 3626 North Marshall Street. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 
Jones, James L., Route 3, Adrian, Georgia 
Jones, James M., Box 414, Beaumont, Texas 
)ones, James M., Box 69. Buna, Texas 
Jones, Marvin J.. Alberene, Virginia 
)ones, Norman, Klaber, Washington 
)ones, Raimo E., 9415 Avenue G., Houston, Texas 
)ones, Robert L., 425 3rd Avenue, Clinton, Iowa 
Jones, Thomas C., 550 1st Street, Brooklyn, New York 
)ones, Van Wright, 1506 Olympian Way, Atlanta. Georgia 
)ones, WalterS., 381 Terminal Bldg .. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
)ones, William B., 2254 Wash Avenue, Fort Worth. Texas 
Jones, William H., Jr., Pachuta, Mississippi 
Jones, Wilbern L .. 102Y• North Main Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Jordan, Theren, Route 2, Ellaville, Georgia · 
Joseph. Thomas A., 220 South 9th Street, Livingston, Montana 
Joyce, Eugene ) .. Route 3. Columbus, Wisconsin 
)oyca, William )., 1801 Bungalow Avenue. Huntington, West Virginia 
Joyner, Gilbert D., Route 2, Springvalley, Arkansas 
)ubela. Ernst A., 450 Wallace, Gonzales, Texas 
)uracek, john T., 2400 St. Clair Avenue, East St. Louis, Illinois 
)urinovich, Louis, 3727 Pulaski Street, East Chicago. Indiana 
)usfce, Alvin B., Apt. 4-555 University, Palo Alto, California 
Kaluarovski, Steve, Route 2, Syracuse, New York 
Kallman, Robert R., 4178 Breton Drive, Cleveland. Ohio 
Kaplinsky, Alexander )., Route 2. St. Clairsville. Ohio 
Kalonick. Peter, 56 Summitt Street, Woonsocket, Rhode Island 
Kanies, Robert G., 3714 A West Lisbon Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Kaufman, Donald R., Prairie du Soc, Wisconsin 
Kauander, Walter) .. 939 68th Street. Brooklyn, New York 
Kapinsky. Stanley, 75 Lafayette Avenue, Passaic, New jersey 
Kaplin, Donald, 276 Hawthorn Street. New Bedford, Massachusetts 
Kappler, William R .. 317 Aberdeen Avenue, Huron, South Dakota 
Karch, John, )r., Baker, Montana 
Karachin, Harold H., 3303 Williams. Detroit. Michigan 
Karmann, Henry R., 6305 North Oakley. Chicago. Illinois 
Karol. Vincent S .. 102 Main Street. Walpole. Massachusetts 
Karsberg, Richard M., 25 Barber Avenue. Worcester, Massachusetts 
Karasiewicz, Alezxander J., 15 Goodwin Street, Bridgewater. Massachusetts 
Karshner, Ray L.. 713 East 2nd Avenue. Columbus, Ohio 
Karvulich, John A ., Clune, Pennsylvania 
Kasprzykowski, Eugene )., 96 North 8th Street. Brooklyn. New York 
Kasprzyr, Bernard N., 35 Hurlock Avenue, Buffalo, New York 
Kasselman, Donald F., Route 2, Hutchinson, Kansas 
Katz, Bernard. Route 4, Box 48. Winamec. Indiana 
Katz, Maurice, 10 Greeheys Street. Dorchester, Massachusetts 
Kavulich, John A .. Box 63, Clune, Pennsylvania 
Kazmierski, Stanley F .. 667 Oliver Street. North Tonawanda, New York 
Kazuk, Walter F .. 286 15th Street, Newark, New jersey 
Kayne, Allen, 1915 Riggs Avenue. Baltimore, Maryland 
Keating, Nicholas E., Jr., 1851 josephine Street. Cincinnati. Ohio 
Keck, )ames R., 50 Newman Avenue. Nutley, New Jersey 
Kedzior, HenryS., 4813 S. Komensky Avenue. Chicago. Illinois 
Keenan, Richard M., 840 East Avenue, Rochester. New York 
Keene, Howard, Harrison, Arkansas 
Keene, Brodie 0., 245 Magnolia Avenue. Lemoore, California 
Keeler, john T., 1552 West Washington, Sonta Ana. California 
Keeling, Gerald G., 2562 S. Brisbane Avenue. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Keeney, Lindley C .. P.O. Box 104, Siletz, Oregon 
Keith, Franklin D., 646 Dudley Drive, Shreveport. Louisiana 
Kelaita, George, 270 Pork Street, Bristol, Connecticut 
Kellam. Ernest D., Route 5, Greensboro, North Carolina 
Kelleher, Joseph E., 48 Waverly Street. Roxbury. Massachusetts 
Kellogg. Robert H., 694 Davenport Street. Meadville, Pennsylvania 
Keller, RichardT .. 717 South 16th Street, St. Joseph 36. Missouri 
Keller. Ernest. Jr .. 88-22 !95th Street. Hollis. Long Island, New York 
Kelley, Francis E .. 255 North Thomas Street, Arlington, Virginia 
Kelly. Ambrose J .. Box 224. Pine Bluffs. Wyoming 
Kemp, Rawson J .. Stronghurst, Illinois 
Kendall, Claude E .. 15 Evergreen Court, Ashland. Ohio 
Kenneally. Andrew. 454 East !41st Street. New York. New York 
Kenney, John J., 15 Trinity Street. Lawrence, Massachusetts 
Kenney, George H .. )r., 16702 Fielding. Detroit. Michigan 
Kennedy. George B., 604 South Chestnut Street, McKinney, Texas 
Kennedy. John. 6161 Rohns Street, Detroit. Michigan 
Kerns. Robert L.. 1001 Akin Street, Fort Collins. Colorado 
Kerr, Donald C .. St. Anne. lllinois 
Kestler. Otto E .. 69-40 64th Place, Queens. New York 
Kowaski. Roman J .. 2934 Ferry Street, Detroit, Michigan 
Keyes, Warren H .. Newport. Tennessee 
Kibler. Thomas J .. Cavalier, North Dakota 
Kidd, Sam C .. 1409 South Donnybrook, Tyler. Texas 
Killin, Edward C., Kiowa, Colorado 
Kimball, Norman W., 28 Longview Way, Peabody, Massachusetts 
Kimball. David M .. 419 East 'D' Avenue, Waurika. Oklahoma 
King, James A., 14 Butler Street, Rome, Georgia 
King. Harley B .. Harrisburg. Colorado 
Kinney, William E., 1211 South Fountain Avenue, Springfield, Ohio 
Kipp. David W .. 42 Main Street, South Glenn Falls. New York 
Kirscher, Clarence B., Clyde Park, Montana 
Kirk, Stanley D .. 5603 North American Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Kirkwood, Robert L., Jr., 905 University Avenue, Oxford, Mississippi 
Kissinger. George P .. 820 South Valley, Kansas City. Kansas 
Kitchel. James E., RFD 2. Box 444 B. Porterville, California 
Kitchell, Bradford, Route 1. Box 717, Del Paso Heights. California 
Kittelson, Donald V., Route 2, Box 19-A, Fort Worth, Texas 
Kitterman. William L .. 1194 Wayne Street. Noblesville, Indiana 
Kittredge. William F .. 401 Atlantic Avenue, Ocean City, New Jersey 
Klayman, Charles, 82 Bellingham Street. Chelsea, Massachusetts 
Klein, Edward, 5755 South Richmond Street, Chicago, lllinois 
Kleinhauf. Lawrence C., 4345 Chalmers Avenue, Detroit 13, Michigan 
Klimavicius, Yurgis, 8207 W. Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 
Kline, Donald M., 416 Ross Street. Erie, Pennsylvania 
Kline. Gale J .. 145 Pauline Avenue, Akron, Ohio 
Kling. Harold P .. 104 East Sth Street, Big Spring. Texas 
Klins, Donald M .. 416 Ross Street, Erie, Pennsylvania 
Kluger, Morris, 310 A Hart Street. Brooklyn 6, New York 
Klupper. Herbert R., 2511 North 7th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Klouda. Anthony J .. 712 Vz Otoe Street. Sioux City, Iowa 
Klos, Gerald E .. 1724 South 60th Street. Omaha, Nebraska 
Klusewitz, Joseph F .. 2133 Cleveland Avenue, West Wyomensing, Po. 
Klyzub, Carl M., Box 26, Mercer. Wisconsin 
Knepfle, Edward )., 114 Rosemont Avenue, Fort Thomas, Kentucky 
Knickmeyer, Earl C., 800 West Big Bend, Kukwood: M1~soun 
Knight, Richard F., 2265 Powell Blvd., Alameda, Cahfornia 
Knight, Joe V., Osceola, Missouri 
Knight, Michael. 21 Highland Street, Revere. Massachusetts 
Knox, Thomas. 43 Bennington Street, Lawrence, Massachusetts 
Knott. Leslie D .. Webster, South Dakota 
Knudsen, Lauri, 117 Post Avenue, New York. New York 
Knorek, Frank ) .. 213 Baltic Street. Elizabeth, New Jersey 
Kolbe, Lowell R .. 224 South Santa Anita. Arcadia. California 
Koerner, Warren G., 2215 West Penn Street, Evansville, Indiana 
Kohler. Ernest)., 1712 Hudson Blvd., Union City. New Jersey . 
Kohles, Francis J ., 3928 Lorna Vista Avenue, Oakland, Cab forma 
Kolr, Henry, 1912 Werman Court. Cincinnati, Ohio . . 
Koltholff, Henry H .. 722 East Center Street, Belleflower. Cahfornia 
Konek, Michael. Walnut Port, Pennsylvania 
Kondler. Adolph M .. 113 Belmont Avenue, Newark, New)ersey 
Koons, Miles, 201 Lebanon Street, Lebanon, Pennsylvama 
Koury, George, Holbrook, Arizona . . _ 
Koutras. William. 1605 Willington Street. Phlladelph10, Pennsylvania . 
Kornblau. Norman P., Sll South Franklin Street, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvama 
Kornelussen, George M., 8217 58th Avenue, Elmhurst. Long lslcnd, New York 
Kosewicz. John S., 1217 McCullough Street. Lansmg:. Michigan 
Kostuchik, Stefan, Dell Avenue, Kenvil. New Jersey 
Kothmann, Milhorn M., 427 Cumberland, San Antonio, Texas 
Kott, Edward, 106 48th Inwood Street, Jamaica. New York 
Kozuch, Paul A .. 909 6th Avenue. Fort City, Pennsylvania 
Kovalesky, Theodore, RFD L Industry, Pennsylvania 
Kradlak. William M .. 3279 West 54th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 
Krajunus. John T .. 842 East !24th Street, New York. New York 
Kramer, Bernard G., Star Route # I. Rhinelander, W1sconsm 
Kraemer. Edward F .. 5176 44th Street. Maspeth, Long Island, New York 
Krech. Leslie H .. RFD. Lake Beseck, Rockfall. Connecticut 
Krewson, Robert, 36 West Gibbons Street. Linden, New Jersey 
Kriha, Edward R., 156 Ceder Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
Krohn. Fred, 1711 Sterling Place, Brooklyn. New York 
Kromas, Philip E., 1014 lith Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 
l(rosky. Richard. 10 Sheldon Street. Schenectady, New York 
Krasner, David, 2111 Vermont Avenue, Toledo, Oh10 
Krug. John G .. 1324 East 9th Street. Brooklyn. New York 
Krupa, Joseph )., 4097 E. 23rd Street, Cleveland. Ohio 
Kuball. Elmer E .. Cavalier. North Dakota 
K udlacik, Louis. 69 Post Road. Pawtucket, Rhode Island . 
Kuehl. Frank )., 3524 North Bell Avenue, Chicago. Illmois 
Kueller, Eugene, 628 Main Street. Rockwell City, Iowa 
Kuffel. john, Route 2. Denmark, Wisconsin . 
Kuharek. George. No. 4 South 12th Street. Sharpsburg: Pennsylvania 
Kunkel. Harry W .. 3220 McKinley Street, Dearborn. Michigan 
Kulikouski. Frank P .. 235 Loomis Street. Little Falls. New York 
Ku1 uliak, George, 8285 Rosemont, Detroit. Michig<;In. . 
Kurz, Philip E., 4912 Grove Avenue, Richmond, Vugm10 _ 
Kutarnia, Frank A., 521 Susquehanna Street. Forest City. Pennsylvama 
Kuwitzky, joseph A .. 1004 13th Corso, Nebraska City, Nebraska 
La Bar. Charles, 80 S. Atherton Avenue, Kingston, Pennsylvama 
Labrie, Joseph E .. 32 Perkins Street. Solem, Massachusetts 
Lacy. Watson M .. Jr .. Route 2, Box 370 B. Manteca, California 
Ladd. Arthur R., 523 Wheler Farm Road, Milford, Connecticut 
La Freniere, Raymond, 732 Bailey Street, Schenectady, New York 
La Grone, Carroll )., 4610 Reiger, Dallas, Texas 
Lajeunesse, George J .. 4144 29th Street, San Francisco, California 
Lamar, Clarence DuBose. 113 West Strong Street, Pensacola, Florida 
Lamar, Kenneh C., Lewisport. Kentucky 
Lampo, john, 88 Hyatt Avenue. Mr. Kisco, New York 
Lancaster, Glenn H .. J780 Benton, Denver 14, Colorado 
Land. Hunter L., 31; Hamlet. North Carolina 
Landry, Arthur C., 66 Waterhouse Street, Somerville, Massachusetts 
Lane, Bruce M .. 25 Central Park West, New York, New York 
Lane, Howard M .. 321 East Weber Avenue, Dubois, Pennsylvania 
Lane, Harold W., 4115 Wabash, San Diego, California 
Lane, Richard H., 1513 A Harvard, Santa Monica, California 
Lane. Thomas E., 511 High Street, Lowell, Massachusetts 
Lang, Charles A .. 3069 Walton Place, San Diego, California 
Lang, Donald C., 3946 Walnut Avenue, Long Beach, California 
Langman, Willis V .. 88 Keton Road, Kemmoke. New York 
Lanienski. Leopold L .. 2032 Eastern Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
La Pari. Roy H .. Lansing, Michigan 
Lapinski, Roman S .. 445 Miller Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 
Larinci. Domenick A., 665 E. 242nd Street, Bronx, New York . 
Lamer. Bernard S., 2641 North Myrtlewood Street. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
La Rosa, Alfred J .. 602 Clinton Avenue, North, Rochester, New York 
Larsen, Birger A .. 312 North Canoa Avenue, Colorado Springs. Colorado 
Larsen, Clarence M., Bridgeport, Nebraska 
Larsen, Lloyd N .. 1445 Mcfarland Street. Eureka, California 
Larsen, Robert V., SOl South May Street, Joliet, Illinois · 
Ltrrson, Roy. 2617 7th Avenue, East Ribbing, Minnesota . 
Lassiter. Olbert F., 1201 Jones Street, Elizabeth City, North Carolina 
Latcham, Harrison L., Route 2, Polk, Pennsylvania . 
Later, Marshall L .. 700 Albany Avenue. Hartford, Connecticut 
Latimer, Aron L., Box 136, Warston. Missouri 
Laundenslayer Charles, ? 1/2 Canal Street. Lyons, New York 
Lavvato, Joseph A., 233 Glasg Run Road, Mays Pitts, Pennsylvania . . 
Lawler, Frank W., Jr .. 2057 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cahforma 
Law, Robert, 776 Williams Avenue, Hamilton, Ohio 
Lawson. James M., 627 McKinley Drive, Redlands. California 
Lawson, john B .. 3985 32nd Street, San Diego. California . 
Lawton. Vernon D .. 17 Carroll Street, Pittsfield, New Hampshire. 
Layton. Charles E., c/o Fulton Harrington, Hammond Street. Salisbury. Md. 
Lazzaro, Nunzio, 6.01 North 18th Street. Nebraska City, Nebraska. 
Leach, Robert H .. 6012 Cottage Street, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 
Leal, Ben, General Delivery, Cheyenne, Oklahoma r . . 
Leavitt, Frederick 0 .. 756 North Findlay Avenue, Montebello, ~alifornia 
Lebau, Armand 0., 183 Profile Avenue, Portsmouth, New Hampsh.ire . 
LeBreck, Robert L.. 3303 West Mt. Vernon Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsm 
LeCouteur, Clifford E .. 4162 Flora Place. St. Louis, Missouri 
Lederer. Albert C., 4142 St. Paul. Lincoln, Nebraska 
Lee, Yun D., 512 G Street, Lemoore, California . 
Leer, John M., Duration Dormitories, 720, Bremerton, Washmgton 
Leffert, Robert L .. 414 N. 15th Street, Cannon City. Colorado 
Lehman, Arthur M .. 241 Main Street, Williamstown, New Jersey 
Lehnert, Donald ) .. 1385 Lee Avenue, Long Beach, California 
Leiby, George S., 340 North Fourth Street, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 
Leland, Glenn S., Story City. Iowa . 
LeMa!, Albina E., 355 East Lincoln Avenue, McDonald, Pennsylvama 
Lemens, Lawla V., 1409 Norwalk Lane, Austin, Texas . . . 
Lemery. Harry V., 508 South Heron, Wheeling, West VIrgmia 
Lemieux, Wilfred L., 131 Intervale Avenue, Burlington, Ve:mont 
Lenz, Carl H., 2600 Neelo Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pem:sylvania 
Leon, James R., 120 Gerald, Highland Park, Michigan . 
Leonard, Wilfred A .. 281 41st Street, Oakland, Cahfornia 
Lesch, Wallace W., Route 2, Oxford, Indiana . 
Leslie, Matthew E .. Jr .. 323 McKinley Avenue, Jermyn, Pennsylvania 
Levack, Samuel S., 57 4 St. Lawrence Avenue, Reno, Nevada 
Levi, Nelson, Box 326, Mullan, Idaho 
Lewellen, Everett C .. Friendsville, Maryland 
Lewis, Alan M., c/o Michael j. Weinstein, 2115 Ryer Avenue, Bronx, New York 
Lewis Burrel S., Box 4, Carlsbod, New Mexico 
Lewis: Clarence E., Route 2, Wheelerburg. Ohio . . . 
Lewis, Earl W .. 2220 Marshal Street, McMechen, West V~rgmia 
Lewis, James M., South Pittsburg, Tennessee . . 
Lewis, Rodger C .. 1660 West 104th Street, Chicago 43, llhn01s 
Lewis, Russell L., Box 64, Citra, Florida . . 
Lewis, William B., 333 West 22nd Street, Los Angeles, Cahforma 
Lewis, Yale H .. Flora, Illinois 
Lexien, Mack, 11 Railroad Avenue, Babylon, New York . 
Layha, Richard K., 3830 Melville Avenue, East Chicago, lndwna 
Libby. Robert W .. 409 Atlantic Avenue, Morns. Mmnesota . 
Lieberman, Raymond, 5654 Diamond Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Lieberman, Robert )., 342 North 4th Street, Allentown, Pennsylvania 
Liebman, HowardS., 2482 Broadway, New York, New York 
Lilley, Harry D., South Woodbury. Vermont . . . 
Lincoln, Edwin H .. Roseville Road, Westport, Fmrheld. Connecticut 
Lind, jesse A., 2936 Pine Street, Everett, Washington 
Lindholm Leland S .. Lisbon, North Dakota 
Lindstro,;, Robert C .. 721 14 Vz Street, Rock Island, Illinois 
Lindt. Robert C .. 4616 Dover Street, Chicago, Illinois . 
Linebaugh, john H .. 438 Bellefonte Avenue, Lock Haven, Pennsylvania 
Ling. Harold M .. 317 East 8th Street, Alton, Illinois 
Lininger, Lawrence, 2546 Green, Detroit. M1ch1gan 
Linscott. Melville S., Cimarron, Kansas 
Liposs, Lloyd, 344 East 51st Street. Brooklyn, NewYork 
Lipscomb, Charles E., 337 East Grant, Hastings, Michigan 
Lishman. Harry. lOS Hill Street, Hampton, VIrgmia 
Littledave, Roy H., Route I. Salina. Oklahoma . 
Littlejohn. )ames E., Box S. Bessemer City. North Carolina 
Livingston, William R., 1614 Southeast Yukon, Portland, Oregon 
Lloyd, Walter D., 2705 West 35, Austin. Texas 
Locke, Neal L., Route 2, Fairmont. Virginia 
Lockett, David, 128 North Wells, Chicago, Illinois 
Loftis, Leroy E., 3237 Josephine Street, Denver, Colorado 
Loftus, Joseph F .. Jr., 134 Stuart Avenue, Valley Stream, New York 
Lombardi, John, 8 Currier Street. Lawrence, Massachusetts 
Lomas, Pedro A .. 203 Rubino Street, Del Rio, Texas 
London, Hardin F., 1700 Stinson Avenue, Evansville, Indiana 
Long, john E .. Avon, Illinois 
Long, Orrie D., Viola, Wisconsin 
Long. Richard D .. 32-72 48th Street. Long island City, New York 
Long, Robert D., 2218 Yosemite Drive, Los Angeles, California 
Long. Walter M., Jr .. 1724 Laverne Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 
Longwell, Lowell V .. 2536 32nd Avenue, South Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Loomis, Carl E., 818 Clary Street, Beloit, Wisconsin 
Loomis, Philip M .. Box 5, Dewittville, New York 
Looman, Gordon J,. Hudson, Iowa 
LoPiccolo, Frank ) .. 197 Baltic Street, Brooklyn. New York 
Loranger, Robert C., 2016 Gerber Avenue, Sacramento, California 
Lord, Alden F., 16 Landseer Avenue, Framingham, Massachusetts 
Lord, James E .. 6336 Northeast lOth Street, Portland, Oregon 
Lore, Delmer H .. RFD # 2, Charleston, West Virginia 
Lore, William P .. 210 North Eawley Street, Toledo, Ohio 
Loschy. Harold C., 208 North Kenilworth, Oak Park, Illinois 
Losey, Glenn K., Palmyra Road, Fairpast, New York 
Loux, George P .. 20 Albany Street, North Albany. New York 
Low, Douglas P., 605 North 5th Street, Austin (Mower), Minnesota 
Lo,;;e, Vincent P .. ]r., 608 North Ellwood Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
Lucar, Leon F., Jr., Route 1. Cucamonga, California 
Lucas, William B .. 4011 W. Belvedere Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
Luciana, Albert, RFD lt2, Candor, New York 
Lucksho, Joseph R .. 133 Lincoln Avenue, Mineola, L. !., New York 
Luchko, Peter, Box 45, Breckenridge, Michiga n 
Luedke, Kenneth C .. P.O. Box 102, Colony. Kansas 
Luftjohann, Leo j., RFD #8, Topeka, Kansas 
Lugan, Fred C., Box 736, Sumter, South Carolina 
Lupia, Harry E., 28 Remont Av'3nue, East Orange, New Jersey 
Lusby, Benjamin L .. RFD #2, Bellie Fontaine, Ohio 
Lutters, Alfred, 331 Seymour Avenue, Derby, Connecticut 
Lyden, Thomas W .. 3646 23rd Street, San Francisco, California 
Lykowski, GeorgeS., 10727 Prairie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Lyon, Robert M .. 71 Park Circle, Milford, Connecticut 
Lyons, Ross C., 19 Morningside Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Lytle, Brice E .. Fort Mill, South Carolina 
MacLaury. Robert M .. West Milford I. New jersey 
MacDonald, Paul).. 17 Melton Road, Brighton, Massachusetts 
MacDonald, Robert H .. 103 Mackey Street, Hubbard, Ohio 
MacDougall, Dougall, 139-19 34th Street, Flushing. L. !., New York 
Mackaey, Odis A .. 2100 Marphy Street, Fort Worth, Texas 
Mackie, Donald G., 601 2nd Avenue, Charles City, Illinois 
Macmay, Winfield H., 319 Lahoma Street, Cypress, California 
Mac Rae, Donald, 1919 North Dixie, Lake Worth, Florida 
Madacki, George, 2700 Smith Street, Hamtramck. Michigan 
Maddox, Robert L., Jr., 3223 Emerson Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Magonn, Norman R .. 1119 North 4th Street, Marquette, Michigan 
Mainiero, Gabriele P., 20 Fawndale Road, Roslindale, Massachusetts 
Majeika, Santley )., 2 John Street, Westerly, Rhode Island . 
Makauskas, Vincent S., 135 Bonner Street, Hartford, Connechcut 
Maleck. Chester A .. 17160 Bloom, Detroit, Michigan 
Mallon, George) .. 2526 Biddle Street, Baltimore, Maryland 
Malone, Booth G., 34 Morgate Road, Manhasset, New York 
Maltette, Loren, Route 1, c/ o Simon Reed, Elnora, Indiana 
Manara, Emile, 157 Wahl Avenue, Inwood, L. !., New York 
Mancuso, Carl, 310 Reservoir Street, Trenton, New Jersey 
Mandel. Sanford L .. 2934 !46th Street. Flushing. New York 
Manda1eris, Joe P .. 3421 Rosewood Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 
Manginelli, Ralph, 118 Adeline Street, New Haven, Connecticut 
Mann, Wayne T., Route 1. Princeton, Texas 
Mannella, George H., 588 Mt. Read Blvd., Rochester, New York 
Manning. Willis A .. c/ o Dr. E. M. Watson, 216 Anderson Place, Buffalo. N.Y. 
Manuel. Lloyd B., 29 Willow Street, Newport, Rhode Island 
Manuel, Lloyd B., 79 Tilden Avenue, Newport, Rhode Island 
Marangus, Peter j., 1217 83rd Street, Brooklyn. New York 
Marchal, Gordon P .. Route 9, Box 5320, Sacramento, California 
Marion, Rodgers 0., RFD # I, Hallsville, Missouri 
Markey, John F., General Delivery, Wabasha, Minnesota 
Morony, john ).. 377 Arlington Street, Watertown, Massachusetts 
Marshall, Fuller, 602 Tunnel Blvd., Chattanooga, Tennessee . 
Marsh, Frederick H .. 35 E. 55th Street, Kansas City 2, Missoun 
Marshall. Claude )., 916 W. Grand River, East Lansing, Michigan 
Marten, Frank, Jr .. 3rd Street, Wilson. Oklahoma 
Martens, Harold C., 2426 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 
Marten, Richard H .. Route I. Onaga, Kansas . 
Martens, Vernon j ., Station "C", Route 3, Box 260, Toledo, Ohto 
Martin, Arthur A .. RFD # I. Carroll, Ohio 
Martin, Elwood G., 320 W. Church, Harrisburg, Illinois 
Martin, Elmer E .. 1217 Margaret Street. Munhall, Pennsylvania 
Martin, Frank M .. 913 9th Street, Altavista, Virginia 
Martin, Hershel A .. Seth, West Virginia 
Martin, John L .. Jr., 3134 Whelling Street. El Paso, Texas 
Martin Mann, Jr .. Bluford, Illinois 
Martin: William M., 107 E. Southern Avenue, Covington, Kentucky 
Martinez, William, Spencer, Idaho . . 
Martinka, Victor ). , 2512 Lombard Avenue, Berwyn, lllm01s 
Marx, Andrew]., 83 Elm Street. Tonawanda, New York 
Marzolf, William )., 1037 Avenue, St. Paul. Minnesota . 
Maskalunas, joseph P .. 5402 2-A Bartram Drive, Philadelphia, Pennsylvama 
Massey, Harold B., 6632 Avenue P. Houston, Texas . 
Masters, John F., Jr., 914 Carolina Avenue, Winston-Salem, North Carolma 
Mastrota, Frank A .. 1137 Schenectady Avenue, Brooklyn. New York 
Mason, Fred 1., Booneville, Kentucky . . 
Mason, Larry G., 3429 East Anahiem, Long Beach, Cahforma 
Mason, john Ned, Williams, Minnesota 
Mather, Howard W .. 703 Lake Blvd. Street, St. joseph, Michigan 
Mathews, George F., W. Chantangua Street, Mayville, New York 
Mathieu, joseph. 300 Chestnut Street, Holyoke, Massachusetts 
Matte, Frederick P., 3214 North 6th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Matthews, Gilbert B., c/ o Mrs. Louise Sandquist, Korbel. California 
Mattino, joseph. Margattavile, New York 
Mattioli, John B., 25 Wagner, Latrobe, Pennsylvania 
Matoon, Ward R., Cohocton, New York 
Mattson, jesse L .. 321 Smithers Street, Renton, Washington 
Matus, Albin 1 .. Route I. Timmoft, Texas 
Maurer, James R., 142 Wlupple Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Maxedon, Dean R., 1228 Ewing Street, St. Wayne, Indiana 
Maxwell, Charles F., 109 West 45th Street, New York, New York 
Mayberry, Raymond ) .. 44-18 65th Place, Long Island, New York 
Mayo, Earnest L .. 308 Stanford, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Mays, Ralph V .• Jr .. 341 E. Archwood Avenue, Akron, Ohio 
May, joel W .. General Delivery. Mutual. Oklahoma 
Mazzola, Philip S., 234 A Vernon Avenue, Brooklyn. New York 
McAllister, Robert )., 3572 E. 8th Street, Los Angeles, California 
McAlpine, George)., 22 Hillcrest Road, Waltham, Massachusetts 
McCall. james D .. 1409 Wells Avenue, Sherman, Texas 
McCall, james E .. 711 North Clinton Avenue, Dallas, Texas 
McCallister, Gola D .. 646 E. 21st Street, Salt Lake City. Utah 
McCallum, Marten D .. 828 Begali Avenue, Flint, Michigan 
McCann, Lawrence ).. 212 Parkway North, Yonkers, New York 
McCarthy. Gordon ) .• 21 Clarkson Street. Rochester, New York 
McCarthy. George, 9439 86th Street. Woodhaven, L. I.. New York 
McClarney, Joe D., 1009 S. Bassett Street, Eastland, Texas 
McClatchey, Paul. Oakley, Utah 
McClesky. Fred A., Jr .. 319 N. Mercer Street, Coleman, Texas . 
McCluskey, Kenneth H., 363 Third Street, Fond du Lac, Wtsconsm 
McCuen, James W., 2448 E. 51st Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
McClendon, William E .. 1416 S. Chapel Street, Alhambra. California 
McCollum, Martin D .. 828 Begole, Flint, Michigan 
McCormich, Michael V .. R.D. #I. Honesdale, Pennsylvania 
McCormick, Francis E .. 78 Arnold Street. Providence, Rhode Island 
McCowan, Aubrey W., 1338 Ethel Street, Glendale, California 
McCoy, Robert S., Jr .. 339 W. Bruce Street, Harrisburg, Virginia 
McCoy, Dave R .. 1425 E. Queen Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
McCoy, Robert H .. 107 29th Street, San Francisco, California 
McCrary, Judson E., 523 33rd Avenue, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 
McCrary. Thomas )., Box 327, Hereford, Texas 
McCrohan, James J .. Jr .. 1835 Bellevue Avenue, Syracuse, New York 
McDaniel, Wallace B., Route 1. Vienna, Virginia 
McDarmont. James, English McDowell County. Erdy. West Virginia 
McDermott, Charles E .. Holstein, Iowa 
McDonald, Clarence G .. 5233 Ashland A venue, St. Louis, Missouri 
McDonald, John F., 47 Newburg Street, Boston. Massachusetts 
McElroy, John, Jr .. 247 Euclid Avenue, Mt. Clemens, _Michigan 
Mcfadden, Howard L., 5312 Harrison, Kansas City, Missoun 
Mcfadden, William M .. Route 2, Box 5, Santa Cruz, California 
McFayden, James R .. Route I. Elleabe, North Carolina 
McGettigan, Edward T., 2305 University Avenue, Bronx. New York 
McGinn, James S., 23 Newton Street, Newark, New Jersey 
McGinn, William )., 10584 Turner Street. Detroit, Michigan 
McGrimley, Thomas J,. 12 Mosgrove Avenue, Roslindale, Massachusetts 
McGinnis, Eugene]., West Munowau Street. Tomah, Wisconsin . 
McGinty. Francis C., 6238 Argyie Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvama 
McGough, William ) .. 1224 Illinois Avenue, Pittsburgh. Pennsylvama 
McHugh, George ).. 1910 Lytle Street, Louisville, Kentucky 
Mcinerney. Robert B., 100 Kensington Lan.e .. Swampscott, Massachusetts 
Mcintosh, George M .. Jr .. Still Court. Ossmmg, New York 
McKay, Robert K .. 306 West 6th Street, Morris, Minnesota 
McKenna, joseph M., 121 Jefferson Avenue, Springfield. Massachusetts 
McKenna, Thomas P .. Brookfield, Connecticut 
McKemmy. Donald C., Box 404, Plainv.iew, ~innesota . . 
McKenna, John W ., 983 Ridgewood Dnve, Htghland Park, llhnots 
McKinney, Chester M., 237 Waco Avenue. Cooper. Texas 
McKinney. Milton H .• Jr .. Plymouth. lndtana 
McKinney. Opie, Rhodell, West Virginia 
McKnight, Gordon, 1111 Alston Street, Hou_ston, Texas 
McKnight, Myron S .. Route 2, Lomsvtlle, llhnots . . 
McLaughlin, Frank G., P.O. Box 692, Fortuna. Cahforma . 
McLaughlin, Donald ) .. 219 East 13th Street. Chester, Pennsylvama 
McCleary, Charles D .. 128 Main Street, Placenlla, Cahforma 
McMahon, William E .. 50 Milk Street, Westboro, Massachusetts 
McMillian. Odell. 310 Boyland Street, Houston, Texas 
McMurdo, Alexander ]., Centry, Virginia 
McNabb, Kyle C., Route I. Erwin, Tennessee . . . 
McNally. Charles V .. 109 Indiana Street, Racme, Wtsconsm 
McNamee, Lloyd G., Route 2, West Mansfield. Ohio 
McNamee, Patrick, 306 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, New Jersey . . 
McNeely. Calvert, Box 505, 8th Ave. & B Streets. St. Albans . . West Vugmta 
McPherson, John, 962 Western Avenue, San Bernardino, Cahforma 
McPherson, Raymond L .• 7614 North Wall Avenue, Portland, Oregon 
McPherson, Stanley P., 714 Blackburn Road, Sewickley, Pennsylvama 
McQueen, Leo E .. Meade, Kansas 
McQuinn, Harold A .. 246 34 85th Drive, Belrose Manor, New York 
McQuirk, Francis P .. 813 N. Franklin Street, Manch.ester. Iowa 
McReynolds, Lloyd A .. 1470 79th Street. Jackson Hetghts, New York 
McSweeney, john R .. 3410 Clarendon Road, Brooklyn. New York 
McTague john)., 202 Ontario Street, Albany, New York 
McVicke;, Walter B .. 969 S.W. 2nd Street. Miami. Florida 
McWhorter. Arvel B .. 207 Travis Street, Wichita Falls, Texas 
Meacham, Howard T., 3609 Morris Place, Cincin~ati, Oh~o . 
Meacham, Warren D., 3408 Madison Avenue. lnd1anap~hs. I.nd10na 
Mead. Donald H.. 711 Washington Blvd .. Upland. Cahforma 
Meo:d, Henry L., Central Street, Bartlett. New Hampshue 
Meadows, Joe L., Route I. South Bost, Virginia 
Mealer. William E., 4851 Clark. Bell, California 
Means, Donald T .. c/ o Miss Beards School, Orange. New Jersey 
Medley. Robert B., 800 Raleigh Street, Glendale, California 
Melrose, Arthur M., 1663 Palmer, Orlando, Florida 
Meisel. Harry B .. 6512 Nacy Road, San Pedro, California 
Melton, Robert L., 1083 Michigan Avenue, Muskegan, Michigan 
Mellor, Lawrence P .. 27 Harriet Street. Norwalk, Connecticut 
Menconi. Joseph L .. 74 Grampian Way, Dorchester, Massachusetts 
Mendus, Frederick A .. 2410 W. 63rd Street, Mission, Kansas 
Mendel, Lavern S., 1701 Gimber Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Mercer, John F., Box 182, Triangle, Virginia 
Merrill, Ralph L., Dixfield, Maine 
Mertz, Martin F., 2139 Grand Avenue, New York, New York 
Mertz, Virgil S., 362 South Main Street. Greenville, Pennsylvania 
Messick, Newell W., Jr .. 1800 Harford Avonue, Baltimore, Maryland 
Messina, Salvatore J .• Bloomsbury, New Jersey 
Metherd, Mason W .. 2530 W. Street, Sacramento, California 
Metkoff, Hyman, 1532 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn. New York 
Meyerowitz. Gilbert. 116-182 27th Street, St. Albans, L. I.. New York 
Meyer, Howard F .. 362 Slocum Way, Fort Lee, New Jersey 
Meyer, Robert H., 518 Dartmouth Avenue, Buffa_lo IS, New York 
Meyer, George H .. P.O. Box 152, Mastic, L. 1., New York 
Meyer, Louis, 99-34 67th Road, Forest Hill, New York 
Michaels, Robert. 128 E. Southside Blvd., Independence, Iowa 
Michalak, Leonard D .. 10014 Bensley Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Michaud, Roger M .. Box 485, Van Buren, Maine 
Michels, George T .. 2354 Crittenden Drive, Louisville, Kentucky 
Micka, Jerome A .. 356 St. Claire Avenue, St. Paul. Minnesota 
Mickle, Otto C., Jr .. Box 214, Arbor Vitae, Wisconsin 
Mielson, George A .. Sauk Rapids. Minnesota 
Mildes, Oscar L .. 3609 E. Crown Avenue, Spokane, Washington 
Miles, Robert H .. 22 Erlanger Road, Erlanger. Kentucky 
Miller, Albert L., Box 170, Electric City. Washington 
Miller, Charles J .. 307 South Walnut Street, Dexter, Missouri 
Miller, Eugene, Route I. Oxford, Iowa 
Miller, Harold J .. 620 W. Park, Waterloo. Iowa 
Miller, jack R .. 136 South Remington Road, Columbus, Ohio 
Miller, John C., Box 35, Route I. Taylorsville, North Carolina 
Miller, John E .. Springs, Pennsylvania 
Miller, joseph N., 109 Tyler Street, Danville, Illinois 
Miller, John T., 440 North Grove Street. East Orange, New Jersey 
Miller, Leonard C., Route 3, Pine City, Minnesota 
Miller, Lloyd R .. 20 Cooer Street, Santa Cruz, California 
Miller, Ralph L .. 624 Mill Street, Montpelier, Ohio 
Miller, Norbert A., 85 Georgia Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Miller, Samuel A .. 2234 S.W. 36th Street, Miami, Florida 
Miller, Stanley A., 885 West End Avenue, New York, New York 
Miller, William B .. P.O. Box 376, Boston I. Massachusetts 
Miller, Woodrow, Walsh, Kentucky 
Millington, George P .. Jr.. 1665 Wellesley Avenue, St. Paul. Minnesota 
Mills. Druid L., Marye. Virginia 
Mills, Gerard J.. 3466 Palmetto Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Mills, Walter P .. 35 Park Avenue, Montgomery, Alabama 
Milstein, Martin, 6719 Bay Parkway, Brooklyn, New York 
Minelli, Joseph W .. 430 Main Street, Peckville, Pennsylvania 
Mineo, Sebestine, 2874 Cherry Avenue, Denver. Colorado 
Miner, Douglas P., 19 Mechanic Street. Attleboro, Massachusetts 
Minkus, Anthony, 248 Park Street. Easthampton, Massachusetts 
Minkoff. Ben, 2114 N. 13th Street, Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
Minor, Robert C., 2100 13th Street South, St. Petersburg. Florida 
Minton, Jesse F., Jr., Greenville, Kentucky 
Mire, Chester A .. RFD Box 46, lhibobaux, Louisiana 
Misterly. john, 6049 Merisian Street. Los Angeles, California 
Mitchell, Alden W., 480 E. 8th Street, Newton, Kansas 
Mitchell, Allan C .. 3806 Overland Avenue, Boise, Idaho 
Mitchell, Edward T .. 212 Victor Street. Westville, Illinois 
Mitchell, Merle 0., 2936 Goldcrest. Houston, Texas 
Mitchell, Ralph L .. 53 South Walnut Street, Akron, Ohio 
Mitchonie, Edward G .. 919 E. 17th Street, Ashtabula, Ohio 
IV!ith, Ben S .. Route 3. Gadsen, Alabama 
Mitrovich, Louis I., 2208 Bird Street, Los Angeles, California 
Mitnitsky. William R .. 231 South Mill Street. St. Clair, Pennsylvania 
Mizisin, Andrew P .. 1118 E. 72nd Street, Cleveland, Ohto 
Mez, Harold L .. 113 Monroe Street. Shinnston, West Virginia 
Moburg, John F .. 113 Gollingwood, Detroit, Michigan . . 
Moculeski, Henry A .. 5733 South Sawyer Road, Chtcago, Illmots 
Modry. Charles 1 .. 140-10 Franklin Avenue, Flushing, L. 1., New York 
Moe, Lorenz, E. 1112 Crown. Spokane, Washington 
Moeller, Hilton H .. 19212 San Juan Drive, Detroit, Michigan 
Moeller, Melvin B .. Usk. Star Route, Washington 
Moerlien, Robert J .• 3527 Rawson Place, Cincinnati. Ohio 
Moffitt, Norris W .. 1602 W. 6th Street. Hastings, Nebraska 
Mohler. Bruce K .. Route 2, Box 309, Biloxi, Mississippi 
Mondello. Albert J., 7119 S. Sealey Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Montgomery, Emery L.. Proveneal. Louisiana 
Montgomery. Paul W .. Slick. Oklahoma 
Monnett, Kenneth R .. 47 Wheatfield Street. N. Tonawanda. New York 
Monty, Ralph W., 70 N. Catherine, Plattsburg, New York 
Morgan, Alfred J., Jr .. 1110-21 69th Avenue, Forest Hill, New York 
Moore, Alvin N .. Queen Anne, Maryland . 
Moore, Archie A .. 614 N. Church Street, Rocky Mount, North Carolma 
1\t.oore, Arthur W .. Bartelso, Illinois 
Moore. Bernice W .. Jr .. 406 Daran Place, S.W .. Atlanta, Georgia 
Moore, Bishop V., P.O. Box B. Sweeney, Texas 
Moore, Dennis C .. 2250 Northwest 38th Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Moore. Earnest. 614 N. Church Street. Rocky Mount. North Carolina 
Moore, George B .. Route 1. Newark, Ohio 
Moore, Lon J .. 519 Tombstone Canyon. Bisbee, Arizona 
Moore, Kenneth S., 203 Farnham Street, Laurence, Massachusetts 
Morgan, Bruce A .. General Delivery. Sweet Home. Oregon 
Morgan Charles R., General Delivery. Etowan, Tennessee 
Morgan: David R .. 1612 Locust Stree_t. Terre Haute. Indiana 
Morgan, John E .. Hibbs, Pennsylvania 
Morgan, James H., 1618 Forest Avenue, Knoxville, Tennessee 
Morgan, Virgil, Jr .. Box 1343, Marysville, Washington 
Marinelli, Elmer A .. 733 Brandywine Avenue, Schenectady, New York 
Morris, Chriswell V., Burkburnett, Texas 
Morris, Donald ,E., Browning, Montana 
Morris, Edward, 4207 Gladys Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Morris, Grady A .. Route I. Box 264, Cullman, Alabama 
Morris, Milton C., Box 117, Rockland, Detroit, Michigan 
Morris, Richard R .. 117 John Street, Hagerstown, Maryland 
Morrison, Charles A., Route 2, Oil City, Pennsylvania 
Morrison, James B., P.O. Box 66, Oceana, Virginia 
Morrison, James R., 234 South El Molino Avenue, Pasadena, California 
Morrison, Lawrence, 638 North Comstock, Whitter, California 
Morrison, Robert, 32 Abernathy Drive, Trenton, New Jersey 
Morrill, Arthur E .. 27 Broad Street, Nashua, New Hampshire 
Morron, James R., 2825 Merion Road, Camp Hill. Pennsylvania 
Morrow, john S., 433 Myrtle Street, Philadelphia, Mississippi 
Morton, justin D., 2135 S. Josephine Street, Denver, Colorado 
Morton, Merlin E., Elizabethtown, New York 
Moseley, Charles L., 414 DeKalb Street, Camden, South Carolina 
Mosier, George R., 672 N. Market Street, Van Wert, Ohio 
Mosley, Perry G., 1661 Washington Avenue, Oroville, California 
Moss, Harold W., 2069 N. Church Street, Decatur, Illinois 
Moss, Robert F .. 689 36th Street, Oakland, California 
Mueler, Robert, 236 S. 39th Street, San Diego, California 
Mulder, Merle B., (No address available) 
Mullen, William J .. 340 john Street, East Newark, New Jersey 
Muller, Wesley, 47 Western Avenue, Ravenna, New York 
Muller, Wilbur G., Route I. Box 18, Hooper, Nebraska 
Munson, Carl M., Box 1085, Grants, New Mexico 
Munson, Gene D., 1614 Myrtle Street, Erie, Pennsylvania 
Muncinone, Alfred, 200 Hill Street, Waterbury, Connecticut 
Murfield, Arthur J.. Manilla, Iowa 
Murph, George B .. Route 2, Cherry Tree, Pennsylvania 
Murphy, Michael A., Route 2, jericho, Hunllngton, L. I.. New York 
Murph, Thomas W., Route L Middle Road, Glenshaw, Pennsylvama 
Murray, Donald W .. 9 Conistan Road, Roslindale, Massachusetts 
Murray, John C .. Box 113, Eden, Texas 
Murray, Thomas F., General Delivery, Nashville, Arkansas 
Mutter, Anthony P .. Route L Box 432, Cudahy, Wisconsin 
Myers, Henry V., Lufkin, Texas . . . 
Myers, Max W., 2061'2 East High Street, Dawagtac, Mtchtgan 
Myers, Wilfred, Route 3, Fort jennings, Ohio 
Myers, William R .. 727 East 'B', Hutchinson, Kansas . 
Nabors, Kenneth L .. 357 4 Oakwood Place, Riverside, Califorma 
Nardone, Salvatore j., 298 Medford Street, Malden, Massachusetts 
Nagy, Alex, 438 Wyona Street, Brooklyn, New York . 
Napthen, Walter C .. Jr .. 7591 Hudson, Van Dyke, Mtchtgan 
Naylor, Charles, 25 Ferncreek Avenue, Edgewood, Rhode Island 
Neal Arthur M., (No address available) Neal~. Walter F., Jr., 29 Rosemary Street, jamaica Plain, Massachusetts 
Neil, John G .. 14 River Ridge Road, jeffersonville, Indiana 
Neil, William R., 316 4th Street, California, Pennsylvama . 
Nelson, Herbert S., 1434 12th Avenue, Los Angeles, Cahforma 
Nelson, Herbert F., 45 Tampa Street, Worcester, Massachusetts 
Nelson, Herbert P., 14 Berlin Avenue, Southington, Connecticut 
Nelson, James H., 1610 E. Roma, Albuquerque, New Mexico . . 
Nelson, Raymond E .. 1516 Schilling Avenue: Chicago Hetghts, lllmms 
Nelson, Warren D., RFD, Centerview, MlsSlSSlp~l . . 
Nessi. Frederick J .. 517 East Vine Street, Greenvtlle, Ilhnms 
Neudorff. Louis G., 1617 Ashland Blvd., St. Joseph, Missouri 
Neuhoffen, Lyle E .. Seatonville, Illinois . . . 
Neuses, Gerard J .. 1635 Washington Avenue. Wtlmette_. lllmms . . 
Neustaedter, Joseph F., 1565 E. Fairmount Avenue, Milwaukee, Wtsconsm 
Nevins, William J .. 2262 E. !77th Street, New York. New York 
New, joseph W .. Box 94, Skellytown, Texas . . . 
Newell, Merle S., 1201 Belrue Avenue, St. Louts, Mtssoun 
Newmark, Harry, 1363 Stebbins Avenue, Bronx, New York 
Newman, Forrest D., Winchester, Illinois . . 
Newman, Nelvin, 3145 West 15th Street, Chicago, Ilhnots 
Newman, Stanley G., 760 Washington Avenue, Bronx, New York 
Newton, Dorris S., Route I. Slaughters, Kentucky . . 
Niblo, William, Jr., 5453 Kendall Street, Dearborn, Mtchtgan 
Nice, Henry B .. 188 Green Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvama. 
Nicholas, Benjamin B .. 1119 S. Utica Place, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Nicholes, john J .. 129 Bay 23rd Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Nichols. John 0., Canby, Minnesota 
Nicholson, Clyde F.. 103 Stone Street, Mineola, Texas 
Nickell, Clifford, Florres, Kentucky 
Nicklas, Oliver R., Route 4, Frederick, Maryland 
Nicoletti, Michael. 451 Lakeview Avenue. Valhalla, New York 
Nicoll, Wilbur, 12 Elm Street, North Brookfield, Massachusetts 
Nielsen, Dexter L., Route 17, Box 590. Milwaukee Branch, Portland 2. Oregon 
Nielsen, Dexter L., Route 10, Box 49, Milwaukee, Oregon 
Nieman, Frank J .. 815 N. 9th Street, Burlington, Iowa 
Nixon, Byron D .. 316 Silver Street, Lebanon, Ohto . 
Noble, Rupert, Barton Hall, West Potomac Park. Washmgton, D. C. 
Noe, William, RFD #3, Easton, Pennsylvama 
Norris, Curtis, 78 19th AvenueS. W .. Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Norris, Edward T., 419 Grier Avenue, Elizabeth. New Jersey 
North, Paul E., 14 E. Prairie Street, Grandvtlle, Mtchtgan 
Northcutt. Paul E .. Route I. Lexington, Oklahoma . 
Northern, Roy P., Jr .. 3816 Mesa Verde, Albuquerque, New Mextco 
Norwood, Ira Q., Route 4. Box 66, San Augustme, Texas 
Novak, Martin J., Bee, Nebraska . 
Noyalis, Paul T .. liS Abbot Street, Plains, Pennsylvama 
Nuckles, Ryland, 403 W. Onley Street, Norfolk, Vtrgtma. 
Nusbaum. John J.. RFD =2, Siwtonton Lake. Elkhart, lndtana 
Oates. William J .. Box 252, Easley, South Carolina . 
Oates, Dillard E., 1921 Forgis Street, Greensboro, North Carolma 
Obenour, john S .. 529' 2 West 8th Street, Larned, Kansas 
Oberg, Lawrence G., Cohasset, Minnesota 
Obertello, George P., 2565 Pold Street. San Francisco, California 
O'Brien, Albert W., 3010 Washington Street, Wilmington, Delaware 
O'Connell, Daniel).. 303 Elm Street, West Springlie, Massachusetts 
O'Connell, Donald P., 20 Jaques Avenue, Worcester, Massachusetts 
O'Conner, Charles F .. 94 Aberdeen Avenue, Cambridge. Massachusetts 
O'Conner, Michael ).. 420 W. Koch, Bczeman, Montana 
Odie, Walter L., Box 547, Bcwie, Texas 
O'Conner, William J., 16 Thetford Avenue, Dorchester, Massa-;husetts 
Odom, Albert, 304 Lincoln Street. Clarksburq, West Virginia 
Odom, William R., Route 3, Chester, South Carolina 
O'Donnell, Edwin C., 922 Bath, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
O'Donnell, Joseph F., IS North Manning Street, McAdoo, Pennsylvania 
Olcharka, Edward R., 1980 Marshall Road, Monaca, Pennsylvania 
Ohl, Donald G., 189 South Front Street. Milton, Pennsylvania 
Ohl, Robert A., Road o=S, Bloomsburq, Pennsylvania 
Oleary, John P., 104 Terrace View Avenue, New York, New York 
Oliver, John B., Route 2, Chagun Fall, Ohio 
Olsen, Albert W., 1850 32nd Street, San Diego, California 
Olsen, William C., Compton Heights, Taylor, Texas 
Olson, William H., Route 2, Hopkins, Minnesota 
O'Mara, Edward F., 71 Sussex Street, Jersey City, New jersey 
O"Neil, Frank, 3908 Detoney Street, St. Louis, Missouri 
O'Neill, Paul E., Penebscot, Maine 
Orillion, Arthur) ., )r., 837 Alvar Street, New Orleans, Louisiana 
Orluck, George S., Foster, Michigan 
Orme, Reginald, 1817 Thompson Blvd, Ventur, California 
Ortiz, Louis M., 3760 Bcrel Street, Los Angeles, California 
Osazyna, Alfred R., 4635 Tilton Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Osborn, George F., )r., Yardville Road, Allentown, New Jersey 
Osgood, Ralph B., 1421 East Main Street, Muncie, Indiana 
Osterdahl, Carrol N., 207 Chapola Street, Santa Barbara, California 
Ostma:a, Verner A., Alborn, St. Louis, Minnesota 
Ostrowski, Alvin, 22 Milford Street, La Wrence, Massachusetts 
Ott, Ervin F., Route I, Kawkawlin, Michigan 
Ott, Henry W ., 2385 California Street, San Francisco, California 
Ott, Robert).. 13621 North Drive, Garfield Heights, Cleveland, Ohio 
Otterson, Orton C, Elwood, Illinois 
Otto, Herm:xn J., Route 4, Mondovi, Wisconsin 
Otto, Keith G., 4822 Woodmere Road. Tampa, Florida 
Overby, John C, Route 2, Gracey, Kentucky 
Overley, Donald)., liS East Sherwood Street, Decatur, Michigan 
,..Jverton, John, 3722 Central Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee 
Owen, Robert L., 617 York Road, Towson, Maryland 
Owens, Russell E., 173 Quinn Street, Naugatuck, Connecticut 
Owen, Verdie V., North Star Road, Monticello, Arkansas 
Pachrig, Richard M, 3607 Palm, St. Louis, Missouri 
Pagano, Mario A, 95 E. 17th Street, Paterson, New Jersey 
Page, John, 732 Madison Street, Evanston, Illinois 
Page, John R., 196 West Roosevelt Blvd, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Page, )qhn R., 1237 Merlyn Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Pagliero, Gerald )., 819 North 8th Street, Clinton, Indiana 
Paisley, Robert W., Pyramid St., Brentshire Villag~. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Palm, Curtis L., 719 24th Avenue, N.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Palms, Maurice R., Route 3, Salisbury, Missouri 
Palmer, Ray C, Route I, Excelsior, Minnesota 
Palmer, Robert N, 325 South 2nd Street, Las Vegas, Nevada 
Palmer, Willard M., West Fulton, New York 
Palmer, )ames E., 10228 Goodwin Street, Detroit, Michigan 
Palumbo, Anthony)., 213 Van Ary Street, Kane, Pennsy!v<Inia 
Panciello, Carmen J., 370 MeChanic Str-=e!, Orange, New Jersey 
Paquette, Roland A., 78 Highland Avenue, )ohaton, Rhode Island 
Pare, Walter)., )r., 116 Massachusetts Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island 
Parks, Harold A., 2868 Lake Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
Parker, Harold M, RFD #2, Cando, North Dakota 
Parker, john R, 941 Abbott Road, East Lansing, Michigan 
Parker, Reginald G., 1205 San jacinto Street, Austin, Texas 
Parker, Louis F., Route I, Seale, Alabama 
Parr, Leslie E., 74 Belmont Street, Watertown, Massachusetts 
Parol, Michael)., 1018 Garden Street, Kendallville, Indiana 
Parsons, Harold L. 245 Mason Road, Howell, Michigan 
Parsons, ). C .. 904 Sherwood, Missoula, Montana 
Patrick, Lucian P., 131 W. Lockus, Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Paspas, Robert E., 217 North Washington Avenue, Lansing, Michigan 
Pasttarfield, William B., Stop 14, Petersburg Pike, Richmond, Virginia 
Patland, Nathan, I 07 Main Street, Berrien Springs, Michigan 
Patrick, Lucian, 131 West Lock, Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Patrick, Stephen, 458 Gordon Street, Bridgeport, Connecticut 
Patrick, Merrill F., 1230 North King Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Patterson, Robert, P.O. Box 368, Corinth, Mississippi 
Patterson, john V, )r, 630 Ximeno Avenue, Long Beach, California 
Patton, Ronald E., Route I, Bcx 43, Wheaton, Illinois 
Paul, Ira S., 297 Fairfield Avenue, Johnstown, Pennsylvania 
Paul, Joseph), 411 Goodner Street, Nashville, Illinois 
Paulak, Edward M., Greenvale, New York 
Paulosky, Joseph A., 17 Sunset Drive, Livingston. New Jersey 
Paulson, Robert D., 3853 East I 53rd Street, ClevP.!and, Ohio 
Pawloski, Chester E .. 610 Avery Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Payea, Robert F., Burlington, Vermont 
Payne, joseph L, Bcx 56, West Alexander, Ohio 
Payne, Joseph L., lOIS Richard Street, Dayton 3, Ohio 
Payne, Thomas E, 4161 Cambridge Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas 
Pearlman, Irving, 7102 S. jeffrey Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Pearlman, Simon, 382 Pulaski. Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Pearson, Ralph V .. 792 Roland Street. Memphis, Tennessee 
Pechan, Edward H .. )r., 327 Eleventh Street, Ford City, Pennsylvania 
Pederson, Carlton F., 637 Lake Street, Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
Pejsa, Arthur J., Custer, Wisconsin 
Peera, joseph. 2656 North Orchard Street, Chicago, Illinois 
Peek, Marvin C .. 5412 Gurley Street, Dallas, Texas 
Peery, William H., 2221 Lister, Kansas City, Missouri . . 
Pellegrini, Oliver C, 827 North Sierra Nevada Street, Stockton, Cahforma 
Pencokie, Julian E., 616 Hopkins Street, Berkeley, California 
Penwarden, Leroy H .. 192 Dwtght Street. New Haven Connechcut 
Pease, John H., 131 West Campbell Stn~et. Blarqysville, Pennsylvania 
Perkins, Julian L., Route 3, Lufkin. Texas 
Perlmutter, Simon, 2713 Meadwood Drive, Toledo, Ohio 
Pe:ers, Ervin H .. 2100 Edna Avenue, Waco, Texas 
Peters, Peter F .. 12 Jason, Utica. New York 
Petit, Victor J .. 28 Lafayette Square, Haverhill. Massachusetts 
Pers:m, Burton E .. Court 5-L Navy Way. Washington Terrace, Ogden, Utah 
Peterson, Harvey, 814 3rd Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah 
Peterson, Rodney W., 825 North lOth Street. La Crosse, 'J/isconsin 
Peterson, Lewis A., Route 5, Elkton. Maryland 
Peterson, Lester D., Twin Valley, Minnesota 
Peterson, Arthur E., 98 Alexander Avenue, Daly City, California 
Peterson, Clair L., Tidioute, Pennsylvania 
Peterson, Russell L .. Ismay. Montana 
Petrowski, Roland D., 4155 E. 143 Street, Cleveland, Ohio 
Pew, James W., 320 West Jackson Street, Mexico. Missouri 
Pfeiffer, Delmar A., Box 252, Rogers, Texas 
Pflug, jack K., 1925 Grand Avenue, Keokuk, Iowa 
Phillips, David H., P.O. Box 94, Des Are, Arkansas 
Phillips, john M., 315 Milby Street, Houston, Texas 
Philips, Newton B .. 61 Naubuc Avenue. Glastonburg, Connecticut 
Pierce, William V., 5313 Boyd Street, Ashland, Kentucky 
Pierce. William C., 4526 Blackthorne Avenue, Long Beach, California 
Pierro, Leon J., 1341 Porter Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Pierman, George E., 1540 Hayden Avenue, Apt. 5, East Cleveland, Ohio 
Pierson, Harry A., Jr., 419 South Rodney Street, Wilmington, Delaware 
Pinnell, George W., 610 Stealey Avenue, Clarksburg, West Virginia 
Pippin, Joseph 0., 1420 22nd Street, Sacramento, 'California 
Pisors, Raymond, 5637 Leland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Pisano, Anthony, 1075 Cutler Street, Schenectady, New York 
Pitt, Donald L., 424 Broadway, Watertown, South Dakota 
Pittaro, Vincent F., 23 East 45th Street, Bayonne, New Jersey 
Pitter, Roy D., 1353 Maria Avenue, Albany, California 
Pittard, Claude W., 2081 De Foore Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia 
Pizzani, Anthony L., 24 Haskell Avenue, Haskell, New Jersey 
Placharczyk, Casmir S .. 4945 Junction Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 
Platt, Richard 0, 710 Kewanna Avenue. Mt. Lebanon, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Plis, john E., 522 Brooks Avenue, Rochester, New York 
Plumlee, Roy A, Route 2, Box 401. Fort Worth, Texas 
Plonowski, Stanley T., 56 Bennington Street, Lawrence, Massachusetts 
Pluckett, Robert, Box 82, Winnebago, Nebraska 
Poe, M. L., 711 West 26th Street. Houston, Texas 
Polk, Isaac N, )r .. 3712 Idalia Street, El Paso, Texas 
Polson, Hugh C .. 2119 2nd Avenue, Council Bluffs, Iowa 
Pond, William G., 1001 Elder Lane, Des Moines, Iowa 
Ponton, Harwood D., 917 South Division Street, Lake Charles, Louisiana 
Pontbriant, Alfred ), 484 Cottage Street, Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
Poor, Leslie E .. 74 Belmont Street, Watertown, Massachusetts 
Popovich, Nick M., 4219 Coplin, Detroit, Michigan 
Popovich, Karol. 348 Henderson Street, Jersey City, New Jersey 
Popham, jack, 816 East Clay, Waco, Texas 
Porta, Robert B, 1220, S. Trenton, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Porto, Ralph E., 94 Walnut Street, Waterbury, Connecticut 
Porter, Carl V., Mt. Washington, Kentucky 
Potts, Marion D., 128 West Wayne, Kendallville, Indiana 
Postelle, Arnold W., Ducktown, Tennessee 
Poston, Denzil. Pleasant Grove, California 
Pouncy, Arnold A., 1154 Dearborn, Augusta, Kansas 
Powers, Jack, Jr., Route 3, Box 457, Corpus Christi, Texas 
Powell, Ralph W., RD #], Pottstown, Pennsylvania . . 
Powell, Edmond A., 8046 South Champlain Avenue, ,Chicago, Ilhnms 
Prather, Olin W., 12 High Street. Hogansville, Georgia 
Pranulis, John )., )r., RFD 7, Butler, Pennsylvania 
Prater, Walter G., 121 S. University Avenue. Fayetteville, Arkansas 
Prediger, LeRoy B, 843 East 6th Street. Russell, Kansas 
Prehl. Michael. 1578 De Kalb Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 
Press, Herman, 2502 Barnes Avenue. Bronx. New York 
Press, Donald R., 172 River Street. Salamanca, New York 
Pretti, Arthur L, 237 North Davidson Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Prevot, George W., 1277 8th Avenue, San Francisco. Califor~ia . 
Price, Charles S., 1525 South Fairfax Drive, Los Angeles, Cahlorma 
Price, Marion W., 425 Park Drive, Raleigh, North Carolina 
Price. Robert T., 520 Charles Street, Luzerne, Pennsylvania 
Prichard, Clayton D., Route 3, Moatsville. West Virginia 
Prince, William, 924 Jerrie, Tucson, Arizona 
Prinzivalli, Nicholas, )r., 1548 West 6th Street. Brooklyn, New York . 
Prochaska, joseph T, 135 North Bradbury Drive, San Gabriel. Califorma 
Prouencher, Raymond L., 100 Lonsdale Avenue. Pawtu~kett, Rhode Island 
Provano, Hugo A., 119 Seventh Street~Atlanta, Georgta 
Prosk, Feodor, 1349 Fulton Avenue, Bronx, New York . 
Prough, Melvyn E .. 2007 Willow Street, North Braddock, Pennsylvama 
Prusaitis, Peter)., 109-38 !20th Street, Richmond Hill, New York 
Puckett, Damon H .. Route ], Poteau. Oklahoma 
Puffer. John N., Lincoln Highway. Villanova, Pennsylvania 
Puncey, Arnold A, 1154 Dearborn, Augusta, Kansas 
Pumphrey Lesley H, Marianna, Florida . . 
Puppo. Robert )., Route 2. Box 7, Calderon Avenue, Monntain View. Cahlorntu 
Purola, Robert C., 1615 West 14th Street, Ash tabule, Ohio 
Psota, John F, 516 East 22nd Street. Kearney, Nebraska 
Quinlivan, John F., 112 Melrose Street, Buffalo, New York 
Quinn, Francis T .. 26 Ramapo Avenue, Pompton Lakes, New Jer~ey 
Quinn, Leo T ., Sr., 71 'D' Boone Drive, Turtle Creek, Pe_nnsy.lvama 
Quinones, Frank, 977 Capp Street. San Francisco, Califorma 
Quintanr, Sam G .. 735 Hoefgen, San Antonio, Texas 
Quirram, Helmut G., )r., 2122 Burnett Street, Waco, Texas 
Rabavsky, )erone )., 3422 Park Heights Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
Rabourn, Buddy E .. 659 East 16th Street, Sedalia, MISSISSippi 
Rachell, Bcb R., Route I. Plainville, Kansas 
Raddatz. John G., 3419 Tracy Avenue, Kansas City. Missouri 
Rudoms kl , Raymond J.. 8127 Hendne. Detr".Jtl, Mich1qan 
i1c gnn, Nathan E .. RFD :: I, Vanleer, Tennessee 
Rugo11cs l , Anthony. 102 Norfolk Street, New York. New York 
Hc .ll€''-, L)rmn n M .. Route 3, Cumming, Georg10 
Hai ~>ane i;, }nt..ob, 17!4 Burlmgame Avenu e, Detr;:.i•. Michigan 
Hols ton. Gle n D. RoHI P S. Wich ita. Kansas 
Hcmeriz. Lu1s C., :~ :1 . ) Dool Street. Calexico, California 
l1and, Millr.nd D., Bo\: 344 , Havre. Montana 
Handall, M(u::hall E., 726 Herrick Street. Elmira, New York 
Rasmunssen. Elm::: R., fairview. Utah 
ila~chl i'le , Frerle r;ck I ., E620 40th S. W .. Seattle 6, Washington 
H.a tte, Armand J .• 5'3 HG•Jerhill Street, Methvenm. Massachusetts 
Hauch, Max R., 1142 S. Citrus Avenue, Los Angeles. California 
Rausch, Donald R., J 5 Madison Avenue, Madison, New Jerse y 
Rawding. Ra lph F .. 40 Barnes Avenue, Worchester, Massachusetts 
Rawn, Melville M .. l21J S. 4th Street West. Missoula, Montana 
Ray. Burt, 2~D2 7th Stre9t, Sacramento. California 
Ray. Maynard M .. ~23 N. Ruddell Avenue, Ames, Iowa 
Reeves . Carl S .. Raleigh, North Carolina 
Reeve, Edward A., 5843 Tuxedo Terrace, Hollywood, California 
Reed, Elliott 0 ., 601 N. Chester, Pasadena, California 
Reed, lames A., ·709 Monache Drive, Oildale, California 
Reed, William Benry, 915 First Street. McKess Reck. Pennsylvania 
Reich, Gustave, Route l. Pittstown, Pennsylvarlia 
Reiche r!, Victor R. , 3128 Lemp Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 
Reida, Wayne S., 437 S. Main, Wichita, Kansas 
Reiling, Robert L .. 209 N. 17th Street, Kansas City, Kansas 
Reiners, Bernard. 242 Eurwell Street, Bremerton ( Washington 
Reiners, Ee rnard . T .; Sil(ley, Iowa ·. r. . 
Reinertsen, Alfred V., 1308 Merriwther. Clovis, New Mexico 
Reinhard, Ambrose J.. Route 4 G, Green Bay, Wisconsin 
Reiniger , George W., 9 Lincoln, Soughs, Massachusetts 
Reise, Lloyd L., 1612 Highview Drive, Des Moines, Iowa 
Regas, Ja mes, 23-50 35th Stree t, Long Island City 5, New York 
Relf. Claude A .. Salen, Nebraska 
Remley. Wilbur V .. 3649 Bales, Kansas City. Missouri 
Reyes, Antemio M .. 158 W. M. Street. ·Colton, California 
Reynolds, Benoni D., 033 Main Street, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin 
Reynolds, Wilbur W., 220 N. lOth Stree t. Decatur, Ind iana 
Rhea, William ! .. Jr .. 801 College Street. McCinner. Texas 
Rhebergen, Frederick A .. Clymer. New York 
Rhodes, Edward R .. 330 N. Street. Healdsburg. California 
Rice, Hart A., Jr .. Williamstown, Massachusetts 
Rich. Floyd L.. RFD = 4, Robinson, Illinois 
Richard, Clyde K., RFD = I. Schwenkville, Pennsylvania 
Richardson, J ., Eox 54, Santa Rosa, Texas 
Richardson. Jack, Salem. Kentucky 
Richardson, Jack, 301 W. 24th Street. Houston, Texas 
Richman, Max M., 1438 Vyse Avenue, Bronx, New York 1 
Richman, Morris, 393 Winsdale Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Ricksgers, Henry J., St. James, Michigan 
Riddle, James E., Route 1, Thomaston, Georgia 
Ridout, Wilton R .. Jr .. 4010 9th Court South, Birmingham, Alabama 
Rieder, Mac. 1012 3rd Avenue, East Ka lispell, Montana 
Riel, Merril M .. 2403 Talbot Read, Baltimore, Maryland 
Riethmiller, Paul M., 949 Burce Street. Washington, Pennsylvania 
Rieve, Richarcl. E .. 526 Liberty Street. Hooma, Louis iana 
Riffle, James W., 17 North Holland Avenue, Rankin, Pennsylvania 
Riggi. Joseph A., 144-38 73rd k'enue. Flushing, L. I., New York 
Riggs, Herschel! F., Route 2, Prichard, W<!st Virginia 
Riley. Charles S .. Eox 164. Atkinson. Nebraska . 
Riley. Henry E .. RFD = I. Meshoppen, Pennsylvama 
Rinaldo, Alfred L .. 33 Wabash Avenue. Akron, Ohio 
Riordan, Lawrence C., 1399 Commonwealth Avenue, Allston, Mas~ achusetts 
Ripple. Charles T. , Rf'D l, Austin, Pennsylvania . . 
Rippman, Raymond B., Jr .. 1445 Will?w S!n;~t. Mornstown, Pennsvh"ama 
Risk. Edward F., 8C61 Kellog. Detro:!, r.O:.o:.Jqa~ 
flistow, Shirley W., 16623 West Park Road, Cleveland. Ohio 
Rizz'J , Meluin, 1213 Beaver Road, Ambridge, Pennsylvania 
Rizzo, Sabvatme, 104·31 I 14th Street, Long Island. New York 
Robbin, Althur, 1165 Gerard Avenue. Bronx, New York 
Robbit!S, Arthur, 64-45 Booth Street, Forest Hills. L. !., New York 
Robbins, Willis B .. 31 Elm Street, Camden. New York 
Roberts. Eernon L., 157 Dove Street, Albany, New York 
Roberts, George f., 9 10 Riverside Drive, New York, New York 
Roberts, Jack }., Buffalo, Missouri 
Rober ts, james W .. 401 High Street, Bellev>Ie. Clhio 
Roberts, Jerry D .. 105 South Bolton, Jacksonvi lle . Texas 
Roberts. Lynn J., Sherida n, Oregon 
Hoberts, Paul E .. 1009 West Maple, Independence, Missouri 
Roberts, Ralph, Route 2. Hornbeck, Tennessee 
Roberts , Roland D., Greenfield, Iowa 
Robert>:, William B .. Route 3. Box 130. Jasper, Alabama 
Roberts, William M., 2004 Re nner, Fort Worth, Texas 
Hobertson, Boyce 0., RFD = 2, 532 Princeton Str_eet. C_umberland, Maryland 
Robertson, Earl D., Route l. Willow Springs . M1ssonn 
Robertson, Paul W., liFD 1, Box 288. Frostburg, Maryland 
Robinson, Billie R.. 213 Sbe lton Avenue, New Haven. Connecticut 
Robinsou, Harry E., 203 Ford Street, _Corbin, .Kentucky 
Hobinsin , James W., Route 3, Mansfield, Oh1o 
Hobinson, Lewis W .. Box 710. Price, Utah 
"Robuck. Dixon C., 208 Clayton Street. Macon, Georgia 
Rct:how, Robert I.. 3335 \'Vest Lamar Street. Houston. Texas . 
Rock, William T., 5 Boroview Avenue, Carneg1e, Pennsylvoma 
Rodgers, Mario, RFD :: l. Hallsville, Missouri .. 
Roe, Frank L., Jr., 822 South Washington, Bastr?P· LoUJ~mna. 
Rocbel. Richard B., 4340 34th Avenue, South Mmneapohs .. Mmnesota 
Hoehrig, Richard M., 3607 Palm Street, St. Louis, Missoun 
Rcgers . James A., 104 State Street. Mankato. Minnesota 
Roiter, Max. 1029 De Kalb, Street, Brooklyn. New York 
Rolla, Daniel. 1792 Wash ington Avenue, Bronx, ~ew York 
Romag lis, Christopher A., 165 East 8th Street, Chfton, New Jersey 
Ronayne. joseph) .. 620 Park Place. Brooklyn. New York 
Ronck, Leonard B., General Delivery , Medford, Oklahoma 
Roosa. Kenneth C., Rosendale, New York 
Hoot, Robert C .. 8006 Avenue Harper, Chicago. Illinois 
Roper, Odis M., Box 105. Benjamin, Texas 
Rop;:lo, Nick. Highbank, Texas 
Rori::on, William A., 801 E. 31st Street, Vancouver, Washington 
Rose, Ernest 0 .. 917 Connelia Street, Utica, New York 
Ross, Charles E., Rcute 2, Box 146, Lewistown, Pennsylvania 
Ro>:s , Eugene L .. 355 Bungalow Road, Dayton, Ohio 
Ross, Meredith 0., 630 North Cooper. Kokomo. Indiana 
Ross, William B., 808 South Fort Thomas Avenue, Fort Thomas, Ken tucky 
R:Jste!l, Clare-nce M .. Route 4, Glenwood, Minnesota 
Rot~{O, Peter G., Jr., 52 Hawthorr..e Avenue, Yonkers, New York 
Rottare, Laurence, 240 Hughes Street, Pontiac. Michigan 
Rottmann, jcseph N .. 54 Grattan Street, Brooklyn, New Ycrk 
Rowe, Boyd, 116 Pacific Street, Elkhart, Indiana 
Rowe, Kendall C .. 102 South Pine Street. Villagrove, Illinois 
Rubenson, Alvin, 251 Avon Avenue, Newark, New Jersey 
Ruble, Gordon F., Pe:trisburg_, Virginia 
Ruehrwein, Robert G:. 2135 Greenleaf Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Ruff. joseph H .. 24 Melrose Avenue, Catonsville, Maryland 
Ru!f, Jcseph H .. 14 Wade Avenue, Cantonsville. Maryland 
Rugenstein, Alire~ E., 12718 Payton Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 
Ruiz, Orlik A .. 464 !lushwick Avenue, Brooklyn 6, New York 
Rule, Charles T., RFD =I. Middlebury. Vermont 
Runde, fred J.. 90 Caryl Avenue, Yonkers, New York 
Rung, jerome A .. fr .. 149 Garondview Avenue, Buffalo, New York 
Ruppel!. Edward )., Grundy Center, Iowa 
Rush, Demond J .. Jr .. 329 lOth Avenue, San Francisco •. California 
Rushmon, Jdhn J .. 4326"McCullough S treet, Wlieeling, West Virginia 
Russell, James C., Route l. Asheboro, North Carolina 
Russell, Wesley W., 4633 Madison, Dearborn. Michigan 
Ruzanski, Walter J., ·Jersey City, New Jersey 
Ryank, Paul A .. 36 Hamilton Blvd .. Lynn, Massachusetts 
Rygiel, Jcseph R., Road =I. Fayette City. Pennsylvania . 
Sabin. Charles E., 214 East Race Street, Somerset. Pennsylvama 
Sabc, Petee, St. Clairsville. Ohio 
S~int, Kelsey Y., 16Q4 Rhodes Street. Arlington, Virginia 
Salcido, Juan, Ysleta, Texas 
Sale, William S .. 964 Lafayette Stre.,t, Denver. Colorado 
S~lmi, Paul U., Route 3. Box 284, Cloqu~t. Minnesota 
Sa'11l::er, Frank I.. 38 Banner, Indian Orchard. Massachusetts 
Sammis, D::::nald 0 ., Quentin 68, Irwin Place, Huntington, New York 
Sa nd, Lawrence D., Emerado. North Dakota 
Sanders, Eernnrd E., Route 3, Fort Plain, New York 
Sa nders. Carl J .. 1730 B Street, Santa Monica, California 
Sande:s, Harry. 4616 Magnolia, Halethorpe. Maryland 
Sanders, John W., 4518 Athlene Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 
Sanford. Kenneth P .. 2269 Lyell Avenue, Rochestar, New York 
Sanford. Keith C., Box 221. Romano, California 
Sarra!. john R .. 855 Eldora Place. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 
Sarver, William H., Reeky Gap, Virginia 
Sasser, Gaither, Star Route, Box 13B, Tallahassee, Florida 
Sasser, Phillip, 110 Circle Prive, Princeton, West Virgini_a . . 
Savage, joh:1 P .. 925 Phcenix Avenue. Chester, West Vngm10 
Savage, Paul. Dennison, Minnesota 
Sav,:uie, John, Indian Lake, Hamilton, New York 
Scalf. William, Box 82 , Naples . Texas 
Scatterf;eld. john M., Jr .. Box 217, Perry, Georgia 
Scarola, Vito 1.. 63 East 236th Street, New York. New York 
Sccolsky. Emanuel. 3111 Brighton 1st Place. Brooklyn. New York 
S:haler. Arthur W., 36 Higby Road, Utica. New York 
Scharbau, Harre L .. 171 8 South Pond, Ocala, Florida . . 
Schardt. Frederick W., 6724 Stat~ Street, Huntington Park. Cahforma 
Scharf. No:man J .. 118 Bostwick Street, Jersey City. New York 
Scheib, Edward J .. Oregon, Missouri 
Scherer, Charles J .. 178 North Lehigh Aven,re. Cr:mford. New Jersey 
Scherritt, Richard B., ·2024 N.W. lith Avenue. Miami, Florida 
Schickling, Edward A., Dor.ellen Avenue, Middlesex. Ne\'J Jersey 
Schilling. Victor W., 69 Norfolk Street, New York. New York 
Schimmelfeder, George E .. Como, Colorado 
Schindlbeck, Jacob J .. 620 Jungels Ave:>ue. Aurora, Illinois 
Schipp. Leroy F., Ferdinand, Ind iana . . 
Schlenk, Dona ld, 700 Washington StrP.et. Edgerton, W1sconsm 
Schma llen, Bernard P., Jr., 1427 lGth Street, Moline . Illinois 
Schne:der, George W., 44 Cannel Avenue, Bre ;,.·;ster, ~1 -e.,., York 
Schneider. Isidore T., 293 Stanton Avenue, New York, New York 
Sohockley, Harold 1 .. Route 4, Eowie. Texa s 
Schclkopf. W a lter 0., 5J-ll 210th Street. Bayside, L.!.. New York 
Scholten, G errit J.. Sheldon, Iowa 
Schooler, Robert. Box 213. Gi:Jesse, Idaho 
Schor, Harold, 859 Eeck Street, New York. Nsw Y<:rk 
Schrenk, Alfred J .. 284 Broadway. Buffalo, New York . 
Schuler, William H., 1809 Jefferson Street. Madison, Wisconsm 
Schumacher, Roter t M .. RFD =I. Mina+urs . Nebr<:~ska 
Schutz, Daniel F., l437 'N. Arthur Avenue , "t-1ibJOukee, Wiscons~n 
Schutz, Henry ) .. 1034 N. Cedar Stree t, New Castle, Pennsylv~ma 
Schwartz, Herman W .. 234 Stuebenville Avenue, Cambndge, Ohio 
Schw;;gal. Adam J .. 4C3 Green St:eet, Millville, New Jersey 
S:::hwegler, Gustav W .. 52 Hazelwood Avenue, ~uf_fa lo , New York 
Schweitzer. John H., 4.618 Bellevue Avenue, Lomsv1lle, Kentucky 
Scoggins. Leroy M .. 3129 A Lemp Avenue, St. Louis, Missoun 
Scott, Albort H .. II Pond Street. Beverly. Massaohus~tts 
Scott. joe B .. 1111 15th Stree t. Lyndburg, Virginia 
Scott. Lambert C., Box 84, Jonesville, Louisiana 
Scribner. Charles L., Carrol, Nebraska 
Secorsky, EmanueL 3111 Brighton lst Place. Brooklyn, Ne w York 
Seed. Milton, 320 E~st 50th Street. New York, New York . 
Segall. Irving J .. 595 1 Alma Stree t, Philadelphia, Pennsylvama 
Seipp. Clay, 5447 Woodlawn Avenue , Clucago. Illmms 
Seiver, Clyde F., 416 S. Cedar Street. Owatonna. Mmnesot:J 
Seivert. Richard L., Osceola. lowa 
Seiser, James C .. 2218 Peachtree Road, N. W .. Atlanta, Georgia 
Sender, Stanley F .. 39 Sowden Street, Binghamton, New York 
Sessoms, Roher! H .. 1206 Kenilworth Avenue, Charlotte, North Carolina 
Setzer, Malcolm J .. 555 Pine Street. Monterey, California 
Severino, Frank N .. 1347 44th Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Severinsen, Roy N., 4974 Ohio Street, Omaha, Nebraska 
Seymour, Edward M .. 45 Highland Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 
Shabuia, Francis A., P.O. Box 8, East Lynn, Connecticut 
Shackelford, Edwin, 1418 35th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 
Shaler, Wilbert F., 420 N. 6th Street, Allentown, Pennsylvania 
Shahuck, Andrew E., 34 Front Street, Bellows Falls, Massachusetts 
Shane, Arthur C., Route I. Box 183. Woodburn, Oregon 
Shanfelt, Harry W ., l030 N. Street, E. Mauch Chunk, Pennsylvania 
Shapiro, Jack, 482 Manhattan Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 
Sharp. La!e W .. 301 West 3rd Street, Frankfort, Kentucky 
Shasteen, Glen A .. Route 3. Salem, Ohio 
Shattls, George, 402 Broad Street, Lebanon, Pennsylvania 
Shaughnessy. Daniel J .. 25 E. 13th Street, Troy·Benns, New York 
Shaw, Edgar C .. Route 3, Independence, Kansas 
Shaw, John F .. Jr., 17 Charles Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 
Sheehan, Frank A., Russells Mills, Portmouth, Massachusetts 
Sheesley, Kenneth M., 422 Greenough Street, Sunbury, Pennsylvania 
Sheets. Walter R., 329 South 6th Street, Alhambra, California 
Shelden, Harold J .. Jr., 338 Sterling Avenue, Lafayette, Louisiana 
Sheffield, Jesse L., Caruthers, California 
Shepard, Fred L .. Route 2, Terry, Mississippi 
Sherherd, Richard M., Jackson, Montana 
Sherman, Elder F., Box 26, Wallisville. Texas 
Sherman, Harold S., 427 Carrington Avenue, Woonsocket, Rhode Island 
Sherman, Thomas E .. 2129 Sarah Street, pitts, Pennsylvania 
Sherwood, Anx. B., 9964 Tujunga Canyon Blvd .. Tujunga, California 
Sherrill. Richard B., 2024 N.W. lith Street, Miami, Florida 
Shidlaskas. Joseph J .. RFD, Bedford, Massachusetts 
Shields, John F., 28 Green Street, Monson, Massachusetts 
Shields, Thomas L .. 114 Bucknell Road, Valley Stream, New York 
Shimp, Edmond H .. 80 Chestnut Street, Salem, New Jersey 
Shirley. Harry E .. 420 South Fairmont Street. Pittsburgh 6, Pennsylvania 
Shoaf, Junius F., 1014 West Trinity Avenue, Durham, North Carolina 
Shoals, Robert N .. 56 Walker Road, Swampscott, Massachusetts 
Shoenig, Harold, 701 Greenwood Avenue, Chattanooga, Tennessee 
· Shoemaker, Richard, Route I. Bedford. Michigan 
Shoulders, Herbert D., Route 2, Jefferson, Township, Kentucky 
Showers, Harold L., 370 Hawkinson Avenue, Galesburg. Illinois 
Shultz, James R., Route 2, Glenmont, Ohio 
Sidaway, Harvey S .. 4649 Blythin Road, Garfield Heights, Ohio 
Sidders. Richard M .. Doinpham, Nebraska 
Siebert, Earl M .. 310 lsi Street, Hutchinson, Kansas 
Siefert, Frederic J .. General Delivery, Yerba Linda, California 
Siegal. Henry M., 3101 Chelsea Terrace, Baltimore, Maryland 
Siemers, Raymond C .. Bowbells, North Dakota 
Sigafus, D., RFD #I. Apple River, Illinois 
Sigmond, Guy F., R.D. # 2, Box 179, E. Akron, Ohio 
Sikora, John M .. 101 Huron Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Silorske, Delmore D .. 122 lOth Street, Fargo. North Dakota 
Silvasi, Joseph A. , Free Land, Pennsylvania 
Silver, Irwin L .. 1841 Hunt Avenue, Bronx, New York 
Silverman, Henry K .. 2014 McGraw Avenue, Bronx, New York 
Silvia, James H., 452 Decis ion Street, Fall Rivers, Massachusetts 
Simmons. Robert A., 399 South Street, Marengo, Iowa 
Simon, Louis, 529 Warwick Street. Brooklyn, New York 
Simon, Regis S., 357 W . lst Street, Columbus, Ohio 
Simone, Peter P .. 552 State Street, Bridgeport Connecticut 
Simons. Stanley. 505 West End Avenue, New York, New York 
Simpson, Edgar C .. Monlevalu. Alabama 
Singleton, Raymond V .. 1003 Albany Street. Utica, New York 
Sinno, Anthony M .. 513 Garden Street, Hoboken, New Jersey 
Sinsabaugh, Robert M .. 2508 E. Street. San Bernardino. California 
Siodmak, Theodore C .. c/o Lone Birch, Hasborough Road, Eastern Division, 
Goshen, New York 
Sirianni, Paul, 15 Seymour Street, Hartford, Connecticut 
Sizemore, Orville, Big Creek, West Virginia 
Skinner, Richard A., 1133 Brill Street, Phoenix, Arizona 
Skrzpek. Richard. 225 Nevins Street, Dunkirk, New York 
Sladisky, Andrew F .. Box 166, Fairbank, Pennsylvania 
Slater, Marvin G., 239 51st Street, New York, New York 
Slaughter, Elwood, 120 Broad Street. Central City, Kentucky 
Slayback. Jonas M .. Box 135, Moore Hill, Indiana 
Sloan, Matthew, 86·23 l07th Street. Richmond Hill, New York 
Slowatycki, Henry R., 100 Ward Street, Worcester, Massachusetts 
Slusser, Luther E .. RFD # I. Nescopeck. Pennsylvania 
Smallwood, Rufus B., Bessemer City. North Carolina 
Smiley. Robert S .. q Amherst Street, Augusta, Maine 
Smith, Argus, Route 2, Bonnerdale, Arkansas 
Smith, Bernard T .. Lake Placid, New York 
Smith, Charles A., Jr., 291 East !46th Street, New York, New York 
Smith, Charles K .. Sr .. Washington Street, New Richmond, Ohio 
Smith, Charles W., 451 Second Street. Pitcairn, Pennsylvania 
Smith, Clyde W .. R.D. #2, Alliance, Ohio 
Smith, Emmet C .. Route L Box 507. Lake Worth, Florida 
Smith, Ford. Box 25, Robuta Village, Monaco, Pennsylvania 
Smith, Frank S .. Box 162, Cibolo, Texas 
Smith, Gilbert E .. 4 Broad Street, Carthage, New York 
Smith. Harold F., Hopewell. Kansas 
Smith, Harold 0., 2429 Forrest Street, Easton, Pennsylvania 
Smith, Herman F .. Port Matilda, Pennsylvania 
Smith, Horace E .. 2645 Roselle Street, Jacksonville, Florida 
Smith, James T., Pelham, South Carolina 
Smith, Jasper L., Jr .. 4209 Knarr Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Smith, Melvin L., 119 Baldwin Avenue, Connellsville, Pennsylvania 
Smith, Murray D., West Norwalk Road, Darien, Connecticut 
Smith, Orlo G., Grenchton, West Virginia 
Smith, Ray S .. Jr .. 303 Quadaw Avenue, Hot Springs. Arkansas 
Smith, Paul A., 35 Tucker Street, Lynn. Massachusetts 
Smith, Selas F., RFD 3, Quincy, Florida 
Smith, Thomas B .. 72 Maynard Street, Springfield, Massachusetts 
Sm:th, Vayl F .. 405 Cave Northeast, Watertown, South Dakota 
Smith, Weldon L., 802 N. W. Street, Pampa, Texas 
Smith, William E .. Jr., 8 South Ogden, Denver, Colorado 
Smith, William R., Route 2, Randolph, Wisconsin 
Smithson, Robert A., 2527 Felix Street, St. Joseph, Missouri 
Snapp. Kenneth M., 3l0 West Michigan Avenue, Urbana. Illinois 
Snodgrass, William F., Hazelgreen, West Virginia 
Snyder, Harold C., R.D. #2, Muncy, Pennsylvania 
Snyder, Robert H., Grand Rapids, Minnesota 
Sahers, James D .. Huntsburg, Ohio 
Sakol. Melvins, 2835 Beraick Road, Birmingham, Alabama 
Solecki, George C., 33 Barbera Road, Birmingham, Alabama 
Sollid, Kjell, Route 3, Conrad, Montana 
Soloman, Harry C., 4009 Merceington Street, Kansas City, Missouri 
Sommers, Henry L .. Jr .. 119 Lathrop Street, Madison, Wisconsin 
Songer, Jack D .. 33 West Vermillion, Catlin, Illinois 
Sopher, Karl F .. 814 "G" Avenue West, Oskaloosa, Iowa 
Sorense, Clarence A., 421 Wainlow Avenue, Waukegan, Illinois 
Souder, Harold N .. 243 N. Reno Street, Los Angeles, Calilornia 
Soulis, Nick J .. 314 3rd Avenue S. W .. Jamestown, North Dakota 
Spady, Robert A .. 852 Broadway, Elmira, New York 
Spannuolo, Ernest, 523\fa E. Grand River, Lansing, Michigan 
Spahn, Hohn G., Jr., 3706 Taylor Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
Spargo, Douglas W .. New Milford, Connecticut 
Sparrow, Howard G., Lavaca, Alabama 
Spearman, Cliff, 7005 Logna Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Spencer, Carl E .. 1304 North Washington, Roswell, New Mexico 
Spencer, John R .. 3032 Park Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 
Spengler, Walter F.. 101 Post Avenue, New York, New York 
Speno, Cormen T., I Madison Avenue, Auburn, New York 
Spero, Joseph F., 369 18th Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Spino, Joe N., 209 Brooklyn, Kansas City, Missouri 
Springer, Rollin K .. 112 Otsege Avenue, Englewood, New York 
Sprouse, Herman W., 165 Seax Street, Spartanburg, South Carolina 
Spurlock, William B., 160 Claire Drive, Atlanta, Georgia 
Stadnicki, Adolph S .. Yorkville, Oneida, New York 
Stambaugh, Edgar, Box 343, Celina, Texas 
Stanea, Peter S., 8ll Loomis Street, Rockford, Illinois 
Stanek, Stanley J.. 187 Wheatland Avenue, Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts 
Stanfa , Peter J .. 811 Loomis Street, Rockford, Illinois 
Stanley, John C., Jr .. RFD #3, Beaverdam, Virginia 
Stanley, Leonard, Brainard, Kentucky 
Stecz, John, Jr., 11534 Gill. Sugar Creek, Missouri 
Steed, Frank W .. Jr., East Pritchard Street, Ashboro, North Carolina 
Stein, louis, 1330 Wick Avenue, Youngstown, Ohio 
Steinert, Gilbert E., 804 5th Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
Steinfeld, Raymond 1., 98 Tiffany Street, New York, New York 
Steinhoff, Spencer, 540 East Sixth Avenue, Lancaster, Ohio 
Steiger, John R .. 802 East Colonia Drive, Orlando, Florida 
Stelmaszyk, Henry R., 60 Lathrop Street, Buffalo, New York 
Stepanek, Harry A., 3718 Henritze Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 
Stephan, Norman J .. 15 S. Rumsen Avenue, Margate, New Jersey 
Stephen, Lawrence, Halletsville, Texas 
Stephens, John, Jr .. 1056 Merchant Street, Mt. Pleasant, Tennessee 
Stephens, Richard W., 3612 Live Oak Street, Huntington Park, California 
Stephens, Willard L .. General Delivery, Temple, Louisiana 
Sterger, Martin A., 3764 E. 77th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 
Stetson, Alvin E., 1418 Ivy Street, Denver, Colorado 
Stevens. Alfonse A .. 535 Third Avenue, New York. New York 
Stevens, Charles A., 1801 East 8th Street, Long Beach, California 
Stevens, Harlie, 191 Ruthledge Avenue, Charleston, South Carolina 
Stevens, James E., 242 Wilson Street, Petaluma, California 
Stevens, Maurice H .. Jr .. 8628 San Antonio Street, South Gate, California 
Stevens. Milton L., Route 3, Gordon, Georgia 
Stevens, Robert B .. 5603 Southeast 94th, Portland, Oregon 
Stevens, Robert, 66 Church Street, Gonic, New Hampshire 
Stevenson, Raymond, 2358 West Pleasant Street, Davenport, Iowa 
Stewart, Harold, RFD, Fairgrove, Missouri 
Stewart, Owen H .. Jr .. Brentshire Village, Apt. 13, Blvd C, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Stewart, Owen H., Jr., Box 492, Patton, Pennsylvania 
Stewart, Virgil R., 2808 Main Street, Parsons, Kansas 
Stiles, Clifton R., RFD #2, Dexeter, New York 
Stiles, Leslie E .. 28 William Street, Nutley, New Jersey 
Stinson, Claude M., Dunn, Louisiana 
Stinnett, James Warren, c/o C. A. Southwick, Del Monte, Colorado 
Stiver, James, 18 West 33rd Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Stock, Albert G .. Port Orchard, Washington 
Stofko, Larry, 34 River Avenue, Johnstown. Pennsylvania 
Stella, Raymond E .. 13413 Chapelside Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 
Stoltz, Charles J .. Jr., 515 Front Avenue, Salamanca, New York 
Stone, Arthur A .. 417 Main Street, Childs, Pennsylvania 
Stone, Edward F., 4012 West Nichols Street, Sacramento, California 
Stone, Frederick C .. Jr., RFD #3, Bryan, Ohio 
Stone, Gordon L., 48 Dalona Street, Battle Creek, Michigan 
Stone, Knowlton D., 23 Orchard Street, Greenfield, Massachusetts 
Stoner. Arnold H .. MI. Prospect Avenue, Daver, New Jersey 
Story, Glynson W., General Delivery, Forbus, Tennessee 
Stotler, Thomas M .. 741 E. Mound Street, Columbus, Ohio 
Stout, Sterling W., Tomkins Cove, New York, New York 
Stover, Donald B .. North Lawrence, Ohio 
Stoyka, John, 8818 Louis Street, Detroit, Michigan 
Stratton, Gerald D., 115 Homer Road, Minden, Louisiana 
Strelecki, John C .. 346 Stanford Avenue, Newark, New Jersey 
Stricos, Stelle Peter, 570 Myrtle, Albany, New York 
Stringer, Ansel D .. City Mail Route 105, Peoria. Illinois 
Stroble, Joseph L., 221 North Lafayette Street. Shelby. North Carolina 
Strollo, Anthony. 225 South Liberty Street, Batavia, New York 
Stubas, Edward L., RFD ;:2, Richman Mills, Missouri 
Sturtevant, Donald B., Route I. Box 523, Yucaipa. California 
Stutheit, Richard L .. Box 484, Parma, Idaho 
Suchcicki, Casmir A .. 18 Selley Street, Bridgeport, Connecticut 
Suchy, Louis )., 209 Washburne, Chicago, Illinois 
Suden, Melvin W., 106 South First Street, Council Bluff, Iowa 
Sueck, Robert) .. 125 York Street, Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin 
Sullivan, Edmund B., 2525 Morris Avenue, New York, New York 
Sullivan, Eugene R .. Box 54, Media, Illinois 
Sullivan, Henry R., 512 West Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Sullivan, )ames B., 5833 S. Artesian Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Sullivan, John P., Utica, New York 
Sullivan, Paul F., (No address available) 
Sulton, Hugh S .. 5201 Watson Street, Washington, D. C. 
Summerhill, Herm:::m, 225 E. Iowa, Memphis, Tennessee 
Summers, Leonard, Ovapa, West Virginia 
Superneau, Kenneth E .. 111 Bracewell Avenue, North Adams, Massachusetts 
Survant, Billy G., Route 2, Thorndale, Texas 
Sutcliffe, Ralph H .. 232 E. Kline Street, Girard, Ohio 
Sutliff, Earney E., 318 West Kraskaskia, Pinckneyville, Illinois 
Sutphin, Frear R., Galva, Kansas 
Suto, Joseph F .. 226 O'Connell Avenue, Buffalo, New York 
Swafford, Floyd R., Ozawkie, Kansas 
Swarner. James B., 907 South Avenue, Kinsburg, Pennsylvania 
Swan, Joseph D., Route 3, Fairfax, Missouri 
Swanson, Ted, Wanda Lane, Box 200, White Plains, New York 
Swanson, Walter E., 469 South Broadway, Dayton, Ohio 
Sward, Willard L., RFD #2, Marengo, Illinois 
Swatowski, Leon)., 19414 Packard Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 
Sweet, George P .. 801 North Spruce Street, Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Sweet, James W., 2246 12 Whitney Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York 
Sweeting, Gerald E .. 436 Ellis Street, Sarasota, Florida 
Swintek, Carl W., 33 Spring Street, Korn Kresl, Wilkes-Borre, Pennsylvania 
Swiontek, Walter ) .. 799 lOth Street, Ambridge, Pennsylvania 
Synicky, Walter, 2508 Ohio Avenue, Sau:h Gate, California 
Szlasa, Anthony A .. 178 Orient Street, Bayonne, New Jersey 
Szczepanski, )ames )., 715 Bloomfield Avenue, Lyndhurst, New Jersey 
Tadlock, Hugh B .. 2234 Putnam Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 
Taglienti, Orlando R., 1804 William Street, Buffalo, New York 
Tallevast, William D., Palmetto Street, Florence, South Carolina 
Tanner, Joseph A., Pelnhatchie, Mississippi 
Torr, Howard W .. 424 Houghet Court, Orlando, Florida 
Torres, Raymond, 275 Willow Street, Oakland, California 
Tatum, Charles G., )r., 908 East 22nd Street, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Taylor, Albert M., Linden Avenue, Cheswick, Pennsylvania 
Taylor, )ames H., 240 Fauna Street, Houston, Texas 
Taylor, )ames E., RFD #2, Green Bay, Virginia 
Taylor, Daniel D .. )r., 108 North 13th Street, Centerville, Ohio 
Taylor, Freeman M., 212 North Madison Street, Camden, Arkansas 
Taylor, Robert B .. 1837 Palm Street, San Mateo, California 
Taylor, Wayne R .. 5103 43 Avenue, Hyattsville, Maryland · 
Teague, Lemuel A., General Delivery, Madisonville, Tennessee 
Tegiel. Stanley, 1614 lOth, Waukegan, Illinois 
Teelin, Daniel) .. 126 Haley Street, Watertown, New York . . 
Teitelbaum, Fred, 654 South Dunsmury Avenue, Hollywood, Cahforma 
Temple, Benjamin W., RFD l/ 4, Circleville, Ohio 
Templeman, Kenneth F .. Route 4, Box 761. Santa Cruz, California 
Tenkin, Matthews B .. 1323 Morris Avenue, Union, New Jersey 
Teubner, Harold C., 1107 East 11th Street, Dallas, Texas 
Teuber!. Wyatt E., 525 Winthrop Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut 
Terry, Dal W .. 311 North Pleasant Street, Jackson, Michigan 
Thaddus, Kauffelt, 1329 6th Avenue, Huntington, West Vugm10 
Thatcher, Robert H .. Route 2, Russiaville, Indiana . 
Therrien, Joseph A., 41 Water Street, Lebanon, New Hampshue 
Thomas, Charles ) .. Phoenix, Arizona 
Thomas, Floyd, Box 186, Coleman, Texas • . 
Thomas, George A., 150-38 Coolidge Avenue, )ammca,L. 1., New York 
Thom::ts, Melvin A., Route L Meadows of Dan, Vugmta 
Thomas, Paul A .. Thompson, Iowa 
Thomas, Thomas ) .. Star Route, Buffalo, Kentucky 
Thompson, Alden H., Route 2, Jackson, Minnesota 
Thompson, Eugene R., Route 4, Kansas City, Kansas 
Thompson, Lester H., Joliet, Pennsylvania 
Thompson, Kenneth I., 533 Ann Avenue, Kansas Ci_ty, ~ansas 
Thompson, John M .. 414 East Hill, Long Beach, Cahforma 
Thompson, Ralph E., Route l. Box 298, Salem, Oregon 
Thompson, Joseph R., Burkes Garden, Virginia . 
Thomason, Thomas S .. 211 Gloucester Street, Annapolis, Maryland 
Thorne, Chester M .. Routa l. Everett, Washington . 
Thornhill, John )., 205 Kampmann Avenue, San Antomo, Texas 
Thurston, Mack L., Route l. Grandview, Texas 
Tierney, Robert E., 7 Lock Street, Fort Edward, New York . 
Tierney, Edward)., 194 West Champlost Street. Philadelphia, Pennsylvama 
Tietelbourn, Fred T .. 6540 Dunsmuir Street, Hollywood, Cahforma 
Timmons, William E., Stanley, Wisconsin 
Tilman, William R .. Jr .. 620 E. 41st Street, Baltimore, Maryland 
Tillman, Frederick S., Box 5, Branchport, N9-N York 
Tilly. A. L., Route l. Byars, Oklahoma . 
Tisane, Peter, 5 Hyde Street, Stamford, Connecticut 
Tissot, Richard L., RFD :; 5, Massillon, Ohio 
Tissot, Wesley H., 4624 North H:.1son, Tacoma, Washington 
Tobey, Edward E., 201 East Park Avenue, Freeport, Texas 
Todd, Edwin H., 220 West lOth Street, New York, New York 
Toland, Wilburn R .. P.O. Box 147, Vanndale, Arkansas 
Tompkins, Calvin R .. 75 South Ocean Avenue, South Oran~e, New Jersey 
Toney, Anthony P .. 123 Union Street, Littleton, New Hampshue 
Top. Lambert, Orange City, Iowa 
Toris, Michael)., 584 Charles Street, Perth Amboy, New Jersey 
Townsend, John C., Interlaoken. Tacoma, Washington 
Traina, Sal W., 137 South 14th Avenue, Hopewell, Virginia 
Tredup. Harvey C., 6711 28th Avenue, Kenosha, Wisconsin' . 
Tregan, Edgar, 119 Diamond Street, Swoyeville, Pennsyh ama 
Tregan, Edgar, 219 Main Street. Luzerne, Pennsylvama . 
Tremaine, Elliott S .. 1289 Arlington A venue, Columbus, Oh10 . 
Trentman, Howard)., 3111 W. Eighth Street, Cincinnah, Ohio 
Trevino, Andrew, 1011 Chihuahua Street, San A~tomo, Texas 
Trevino, Andrew J.. 708 Rivas Street, San Antomo, Texas 
Trevino, Manuel, Calle Abasolo, 942, Monterey, N. L .. Mexico 
Tracton, Harry Y .. 2402 North 54th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Trahey, Richard D .. 114 Highview Road, Buffalo 21. New York 
Trask, Harry E .. Jr .. East Wilton, Maine 
Trippel. Alfred R., 43-11 Farley Street, Elmhurst, Queens, New York 
Tripolitis, Nick P .. 4451 Pershing, St. Louis, Missouri 
Tucker, Arthur G .. 1912 State Street. Boise, Idaho 
Tucker, Edward ) .. Ferry Road, Grand Island, New York 
Tucker, George D .. (No address available) 
Tucker, Lloyd L., 1982 Grand Avenue, Galesburg, Illinois 
Tucker, Robert M .. 1194 Melville Street, Petersburg, Virginia 
Tuffenstamer, Wayne, 245 West Adams Street, Morton, Illinois 
Tumlin, William N., 515 Pine Avenue, Albony, Georgia 
Tuberville, Sanford H .. Route L Box 507, Weslaco, Texas 
Turnbull, Robert W .. Box 35, Lafayette, Colorado 
Turner, Joseph D., Route 1. Eastman, Wisconsin 
Turpin, Homer, Jr .. General Delivery, Weatherford. Texas 
Tutis, Charlie, Omar, West Virginia 
Tuttle, Wallace S .. Duparquet, Quebec, Canada 
Twarog, Eugene E .. Route 2, Standish, Michigan 
Twedt, Leonard E .. Volga, South Dakota 
Ungvarsky, David ) .. R.D. #3, Horseheads, New York 
Uniglicht, Harold, 709 Adams Avenue, Woodbine, New Jersey 
Uriuli, Joseph A .. 68 Pike Street, New York, New York 
Vader Harr, Robert E .. 1517 West lst Street, Sioux City, Iowa 
Vail, Charles E .. What Cheer, Iowa 
Volden, Benjamin L., Park View, New Mexico 
Van Asdale, Arthur A .. Box 313, Monroe, New York 
Vance, Deward W .. 151 East 2nd Street, Lexington, Kentucky 
Vancil. Harley W., General Delivery, Enid, Oklahoma 
Vandroff, Stanley, 261 Clinton Avenue, New Rochelle, New York 
Van Nostrand, Townsend S., 132 Washington Avenue, Roosevelt, New York 
Van Orman, Fred L., Monroeton, Pennsylvania 
Van Leur, Gary, 712 Oakland Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michigan . 
Van Sambeek, William G .. 214 South Main Street, Kimberly, W1sconsm 
Van Wingerden, Nicolas, 1408 Cass Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michi5Jan 
Van Winkle, Giles, 1640 South Park Avenue, North Chicago, Illmms 
Varrone, Dominick, 215 North 6th Street. Brooklyn, New York 
Varacky. Albert ) .. 3532 East 9lst Street, Cleveland, Ohio 
Varandakis, Nick L., Box 143, Hanna, Wyoming 
Vasbinder, James E., Bryan, Texas 
Vasey, John W .. )r., Route 2, Austin, Minnesota 
Vasko, John )., 484 Devitt Avenue, Campbell, Ohio 
Veal. Clyde A., Route 3, Sandersville, Georgia 
Vecchio, Francis E., 315 Fourth Street, Brooklyn. New York 
Vella, john F .. 92 Adams Street. Rochester, New York 
Venable, Richard N., 825 West !87th Street, New York, New York 
Vergens, Ervin L., Route l. Helenville, Wisconsin 
Vernick, Milton M .. 1603 Quentin Road, Brooklyn, New York 
Vernon, Everett F., 1243 Penn Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri 
Verril, Earl E., 246 Water Street. Hallowell, Maine 
Vertre, Oliver E., 233 Sullivan Avenue, Zanesville, Ohio 
Vertriest, Alfons C .. 9436 Mack Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 
Ventura, Michael G .. 1700 E. Lafayette Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
Verdeschi, Anthony, 2110 Hone Avenue, Bronx, New York 
Vickers, Darrel C .. 54 East 2nd South, Newpem, Utah 
Victor Leo 1523 East 96th Street, Brooklyn, New York Vierr~. fra~k A., 645 Main Street, Santa Clara. California 
Vihstadt, Edward A .. 5034 South Aldrich, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Vining, Thomas W., 115 Williams Street, Columb1a. South Carolma 
Vipperman, Charley E .. Gooring, Idaho 
Vodhanel, Albert ) .. 8255 Asbury Park, Detroit, Michigan 
Voss, )ames S .. 193 Elmwood Street, Irvington, New Jersey 
Vukelic, Mele N .. 338 Bates Street, Steubenville, Ohio . . 
Waclawski, Stanley J,, 2917 Erdman Avenue, Baltimore, M1ssoun 
Wade, Ira H .. 217 Wood Avenue, Schoolfield,_ Virginia . 
Wager, Jay. 9909 Grayson Avenue, Silver Spnng. M1ssoun. 
Wagoner, Joseph W., 3-10-6 3rd North Street, Longootu, Indwna 
Wailes, Chris A., RFD, Bennett, Colorado 
Walden, Leonard K.. 66 Timson Street, E. Lynn, Massachusetts 
Waldrom, Arthur F .. Route 2, Three Rivers, Michigan 
Walker, Lee G .. Route l. Pleasant Row, Utah 
Walker, Robert W .. Jr .. 350 Fifth Avenue, New York. New York 
Wallace, John L .. 1031 Warden Street. Baltimore, Maryland . 
Wallace, Thomas W., 220 Eighteenth Avenue, North, Seattle, Washmgton 
Walls, Owen P., 110 Pelly Avenue, Renton, Washington 
Walls, Fletcher E., Crumpton, Maryland 
Walsh, Gerard T .. 1206 40th Street. Brooklyn, New York 
Walsh, Richard john, 220 Plant Avenue, Tampa. Florida 
Walter, Eugene L., Jr., 4075 Shevy Chase Drive, Route l. Box 90: Pasadena, Cal. 
Waltermire. Donald B .. 645 Maple Street, Indiana, Pe~nsylv<;~ma 
Walters, Chester B .. RFD 5, Greensburg. Pennsylvama 
Walters. Thomas J .. Box 9. Willington. Texas 
Walthall. Charles David, 1233 Bessie, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
Walthers, Robert, 1941 North Drake Avenue, Chicago. Illmais 
Wantuch, Edward)., 1206 Stock Street. Utica. New York 
Waranch, Myer, 2845 Boarman Avenue, Baltimore, Maryl.an?. 
Ward, Aubrey P .. Sr .. 408 North 23rd Street, Richmond, VugmiCI 
Ward, Bartholomew, 2227 Kanpalii Avenue, Terntory of Hawau, Honolulu 
Ward, George J .. 71 Washington Avenue, Cohoes, New York 
Ward, joe B .. Jr .. Box 417, Whitney, Texas . . 
Ward, john C., 113 Dasadena Avenue, Highland Park, Michigan 
Ward, john F .. )r., 735 Union Street, Springfield, Massachusetts 
Ward. Samuel E .. Route 2, Piqua. Ohio . . 
Ward William R 4 Morrison Avenue. Thomasv1lle. North Carolma Ward~n. Clifford ·v .. 8 Lynden Place, Totoma Borough, Peterson. New Jersey 
Wardone Salvatore J.. 298 Medford Street, Malden, Massachus~tt~ . Wareha~. Robert E., 3124 Pleasant Avenue, Wellsburg. West ~1rgm10 
Warfel Robert R., 714 S. Queen Street, Lancaster. Pennsylvam? . 
Warno;k, William T., 2282 Cambridge Street, Los Angele~, C<:thforma 
Warm, Frank C .. 13)1 South Hill Stre~t. Los Angeles, Cahforma 
Warren, Thomas P., 6D9 N. Main Street, Carlsbad. New Mex1co 
I 
.,. 
~ 
Wasilewski, Vincent T., Cantrall. Illinois 
Watkins, Paul M .. Route S, Box 158, Fayetteville, North Carolina 
Watkins, Walter A., 71 North Bridge Avenue, Red Bank, New York 
Watson, Benjamin, General Delivery, Zephry Hills, Florida 
Watson, Harold C., 791 Madison Street, Denver. Colorado 
Watson, John T .. 1416 North Wanamaker, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Watts, Donald T., 1417 Carroll Street. Saginaw, Michigan 
Weaver, Ernest E., Box 115, Arthur City, Texas 
Weaver, Robert C .. 157 Figueroa Street, Ventura, California 
Webb, Edon E .. 503 South Cedar Street, Centralia, Illinois 
Webb, Edwin N., RFD #5, Towanda, Pennsylvania 
Webb, Raymond B., Route 4, Harrodsburg, Kentucky 
Weber, Dean H., 51 West Boylston, Watertown, Massachusetts 
Webez, George E .. 2362 A. N. 64th Street, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
Weeks, William L., Shawsville, Virginia 
Wehr, Henry F., 311 Hooker Street, Washington, Missouri 
Weigiel, Pius T .. 322 13th Street, Bismarck, North Dakota 
Weigner, Edwin, West Point. Pennsylvania 
Weishaar, Harold C .. 5105 West School Street, Chicago, Illinois 
Welch, Thomas H., 303 East Street, Minerva, Ohio 
Weldon, )ames W .. Box 131. Lenders, Texas 
Weldon, Thomas F., 591 7th Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Wellinger, Billy) .. Albion, Nebraska 
Wells, Edgar R., Jr .. Prosser, Wisconsin 
Wells, Frank, Jr., 2027 North Chestnut, Colorado Springs, El Paso, Colorado 
Wells, Jack D .. 1823 y, South Redondo Blvd .. Los Angeles 35, California 
Wells, james) .. Jr .. 4510 N. Ashland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Wells, John K., 429 Beechwood Avenue, Haddonfield, Pennsylvania 
Wells, Phillips C .. 24 West Grant Avenue, Roselle Park, New Jersey 
Wepsala, Alex, Route l. Winlock, Washington 
Wesolowsky, Anthony M., RD #78, Masontown, Pennsylvania 
. West, Clyde A., IS Longitude Lane, Charleston, South Carolina 
West, )ames T .. Route 7, Box 165, Fort Worth, Texas 
Wester, Dale V., Cleghorn, Iowa 
Wetter, Clarence G .. 365 Riley Street, Buffalo, New York 
Whalgren, John H., 9430 Mesa Vista Avenue, La Mesa, California 
Wharton, Orville L .. 3304 North Main Street, Dayton, Ohio 
Wheaton, john)., Highway Village #l. East Peoria, Illinois 
White, Bennie E., Route 1, Harville, Missouri 
White, Charles E., 307 11th Street, Corbin, Kentucky 
White, Ernest C., St. James, Missouri 
White, Harry F .. Steele, Maryland 
White, Jake, General Delivery, Decaturville, Tennessee 
White, Mark H., Whiteacres, Springfield, Virginia 
White, Richard F .. 2648 Federal Blvd., Denver, Colorado 
White, Robert B .. 394 A Street, Hillside P<:zrk, Milwaukee, Oregon 
White, Robert M .. 208 E. Euclid Avenue, Monmouth, Illinois 
Whitley, Robert C., 301 Klumac Street, S<:zlisbury, North Carolina 
Whittington, George E., 2593 Wet! Pico Blvd .. Los Angeles, California 
Whittle, Ralph S .. 540 Meadwon Street, Roselle, New Jersey 
Wicks, PhilipS., 927 Colvin East Street, Syracuse, New York 
Widney, Vernice D .. Fay, Oklahoma 
Wiechers, Robert)., 4127 Superior Avenue, Deer Park, Ohio 
Wielebski, Eugene V .. 907 South 31st Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Wilcox, Vernon D., 1526 Lincoln Blvd., Santa Monica, California 
Wilcoxon, Roderick G., Hamburg, Arkansas 
Wilkerson, Stanford K .. 583 Central Avenue, S.W .. Atlanta, Georgia 
Wilkins, Curtis, Alexandria, Alabama 
Wilkins, Lamar R., 2735 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 
Wilkins, Sherman W., RFD #l. Bridgeport, Connecticut 
Wilkinson, Robert M .. 74 South Main Street, Medford, New Jersey 
Willard, Thomas H., 4927 Erskine, Omaha, Nebraska 
Williams, Chester L .. RFD #l. Paris, Missouri 
Williams, Harold B., 5912 Theodosia Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 
Williams, James F., Siesta Key, Sarasota, Florida 
Williams, john M., 66 Broad Street, Pittston, Pennsylvania 
Williams, Gene, Route l. Gruley, Alabama 
Williams, Warren T., 3824 Zuni Street, Denver, Colorado 
Williamson, D. W .. 416 Axetell Street, Clovis, New Mexico 
Williamson, Leland R., Denison, Kansas 
Willitts, Rodney E., 17 Greenwood Avenue, Battle Creek, Michigan 
Wilmers, Roderick A., 347 Tamarack Street, Laurium, Michigan 
Wilson, Adam, 1870 Pierre Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York 
Wilson, Arnold)., )r., 135 Marqueette Street, La Salle, llinois 
Wilson, David L .. Route l. Littletown, North Carolina 
Zabrowski, George S .. 1132 Harrison Street, Gary, Indiana 
Zachary, William A .. 28 Williams Circle, Lexington, North Carolina 
Zaganas, Peter) .. 715 W. 172 Street, New York, New York 
Zahniser, Ralph W .. 2335 Bookman Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Zolman, Willie)., Route l. Box ll. Axtell, Texas 
Zalud, Robert L .. 3006 Keswick Road, Cleveland, Ohio 
Zander, Max P., 5512 St. Charles Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana 
Zarske, Reuben, 415 Clark Street, Reedsburg, Wisconsin 
Zavataky, Robert E., 1002 W. Crawford Avenue, Connellsville, Pennsylvania 
Wilson, Donald N .. Route 2, Ashland, Oregon 
Wilson, Jerald B., 3501 Divisadero, Apr. # 17, San Francisco 23, California 
Wilson, Joseph H., 385 N. Green Street, Gainesville, Georgia 
Wilson, john M., RFD # !. Plain City, Ohio 
Wilson, Robert R., Route 6, Defiance, Ohio 
Wilson, Scott )., 324 South Campbell, Chicago, Illinois 
Wilson, William!., 4215 Cottman Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Wilson, William M .. 411 North Cedar Street, Greensboro, North Carolina 
Winberg, Harold L., 2719 4th Avenue, Hibbing, Minnesota 
Winder, Cecil T .. 908 South 14th Street, Chickasha, Oklahoma 
Wing, Gordon D., RFD # l. Box 832, Rahway, New Jersey 
Wing, Lyle D., 315 South Plum, Northfield, Minnesota 
Wing, Norman S .. 104 South Fulton Street, Mobile, Alabama 
Wing, Robert A .. 1914 Sunset Avenue, Utica, New York 
Wingard, Reid S .. Jr., Box 87, Lexington, South Carolina 
Winkleman, Edward H., IISV2 Brighton Drive, Menasha, Wisconsin 
Winkler, Anton S., Jackson, Missouri 
Winkley, Anton J., 636 Greens Ferry Road. Jackson, Missouri 
Winn, Norman, Tooele, Utah 
Winner, Henry R .. 215 Garden Street, Mount Holly, New Jersey 
Winston, Arthur D .. 1138 East 26th Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Winter, Kerwin P., 9221 Ladve Road, St. Louis, Missouri 
Wirth, Robert, 437 North Linwood Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
Wise, Nathan L .. 728Y, Boyd Street, jackson, Mississippi 
Wiseman, Harold, Route l. Eppeing, North Dakota 
Wish, Jacob M., 3929 Gladys Avenue, Chicaqo, Illinois 
Wisniewski, Walter, 1316 Complete Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Wittmsyer, Cyril K .. Box 379, Eden, New York 
Wolley, john R .. Route S, Paleotine, Texas 
Wolter, Howard H .. 34 McRoth Road, Little Terry, New Jersey 
Womack, Merlin E., Box 192, Shelly, Idaho 
Wood, Charles )., 20 Elm Street. Stenington, Connecticut 
Wood, Delmore P ., 63rd Sqdn., Davis Monthan, Tucson, Arizona 
Wood, Herbert A .. Jr .. 506 Van Ness Street, Son Antonio, Texas 
Wood, Kenneth, Ivy Depot, Virginia 
Wood, Otha L .. Route 2, Richland Spring, Texas 
Wood, Wilbur A., 514 Topeka Blvd., San Antonio, Texas 
Woodcock, Milton E .. Jr .. 140 North Sth Street, Corvallis, Oregon 
Woods, Thomas J .. 1920 Harrison Avenue, Bronx, New York 
Woodward, Chester, Damariscotta, Maine 
Woodward, James )., 237 S. Elk Street. Sandusky, Michigan 
Wooley, ). W .. 630 W. California Avenue, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Wortman, Kenneth, 659 East Walnut Street. Hillsboro, Oregon 
Wotring, Samuel L .. 1606 North Calvert Street, Baltimore, Maryland 
Wright, Edwin R., 642 Cedar Street, Madison, Wisconsin 
Wright, john R., Cliff Place, Pelham, New York 
Wright, Thomas A .. 1704 DuPont Avenue, Johnstown, Pennsylvania 
Wright, Wesley M., Route l. Blossom, Texas 
Wrightson, Harold L., 3228 )ones Street, Omaha, Nebraska 
Wrzala, Leonard F., 8029 Smart Street, Detroit, Michigan 
Wrzask, Melvin C., 642 Ellwood Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
Wuest, Ray H., 18 East 13th Street. Covington, Kentucky 
Wylie, JohnS., 407 Allen Avenue, Hopewell, Virginia 
Wysocki, julian S., 1339 Wicker Park, Chicago, Illinois 
Yagoda, Burton, 1610 Penn Avenue, Miami Beach, Florida 
Yancey, Jack G . ." 3119 Fairoaks Avenue, Tampa, Florida 
Yandell, Edgar L., 824 Camden Street, Jackson, Tennessee 
Yannantuono, Anthony D., 127 Terrace Avenue, Mt. Vernon, New York 
Yanoski, James, 828 Wilson Avenue, Youngstown, Ohio 
Yates, James E., 138 Habersham Street, Savannah, Georgia 
Yales, Shelton, Big Stone Gap, Virginia 
Yeakley, James E., 1300 Roy, Gainesville, Texas 
Yearian, George W., 2330 Central Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Yeatm:m, John C .. )r., RFD "4, Box 13, Tuscalousa, Alabama 
Yockey, Willard W .. 702 N. Batterson, Angola, Indiana 
York, Randal W., Trimble, Illinois 
Yost, Roy A .. 1275 Funston Street, Stockton, California 
Young, Frederick H .. Jr., Brandon Road, Midland Park, New Jersey 
Young, Henry T., 32 Demopokis, Greensboro. Alabama 
Young, Oscar E., 2645 Stavnton Avenue, Roanoke, Virginia 
Young, Robert A., 19 South El Molino, Alhambra, California 
Youngs, Delbert R., 33 Forest Street, Gloversville, New York 
Yuska, Donald E., Route l. Buchingham, Iowa 
Zellerman, Robert, Route 4, Quincy, Illinois 
Zerbe, Donald E., Route 2, Delaware, Ohio 
Ziegler, Clarence, Route l, Royersford, Pennsylvania 
Zika, Richard, 1209 Bundy, Des Moines, Iowa 
Zimmer, Marshall 0 .. Route l. Slingerlands, New York 
Zilg, Adolph, 38 Hancock Street, Boston, Massachusetts 
Zink, Charles G .. Jr .. 141 Pratt Street, Fitchburg, Massachusetts 
Zuccarello, John, 22 Perrine Avenue, Trenton, New Jersey 
APOLOGY 
The editors of this book regret any omissions or descrepancies in this roster, but in a 
work of this sort, completed so long after the return of the Group from overseas, numerous 
mistakes are inevitable. We originally planned to include pictures of all personnel but be-
cause of loss of Group Photo files this was an impossibility and the album of necessity 
was composed of pictures sent in by former Group members. It is our humble wish that 
this album does justice to the enviable history of the 444th Group. 
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I. INACTIVATION OF UNITS6--l. Pursuant to instructions contained in 
AG 322 (:27 °ep 46) AOai-AFCOR (277e)-M, War Department,lO October 1946, 
subject: "Inactivation of the Headquarters 40th Bombardment Group, Very 
Heavy; Redesignation, Activation and Inactivation of ce~tain other Army 
Air Forces Units,"andlst Indorse~nts, Headquarters Strategic Air Command, 
15 October 1946, announcement is made of the inactivation of the following 
listed units effective 1 October 1946 as indicated: 
· Station 
Hq 40th Bombardment Group, Very Heavy Davis-Monthan Field, Tu~son,Ar~zona 
25th Bombardment Squadron, Very Heavy " " 
44th Bombardment Squadron; Very Heavy 
" " " " 45th Bombardment Squadron. Very Heavy 
" " " " 
Hq 444th Bombardment Group, Very Heavy 
" " " " 676th Bombardment Squadron; Very Heavy 
" " " " 677th Bombardment Squadron; Very Heavy 
" " " " 409th Bombardment Squadron. Very Heavy 
" " " " 
II. Activation of Units.--8. Pursuant to authority contained in AG 
322 (27 Sept 46) AO-I-AFCOR (277e)-M,War Department, 10 October 1946,subject 
"Inactivation of the -Headquarters 40th Bombardment Group, Very Heavy;Rede-
signation,Activation,an4·Inactivation of Certain Other Army Air Forces 
Units," and 1st Indorsement, Headquarters Srategic Air Command, 15 October 
1946, announcement is made of the activation of the following units, 
effective 1 uctober 1946, as indicated: 
Unit T/O&E Com:e Strenth Station of J , 
Off WO EM Activation 
Hq 43d Bombardment l-112R, 5Mar la X Colm 39 2 57 Davis•Montha . 
Group,Very Heavy 45, W/1 c 4 Field, Tucson, 
18 Jul 45 Ariz 
Hq 7th Bombardment l-112R, 5Mar la X Colm 39 2 57 Fort Worth 
Group,Very Heavy 45, w/lC 4 AAFLd,Fort 
18 Jul 45 Worth, Texas 
63d, 64th,and 65th l-167R, 5 Mar lb X Colrn 81 0 492 Davis•Montha11 
Bomb~rdment Squad- 45, w/lC 4 plus (ea) Field. Tucson 
rons, ery Heavy 12 Apr 45 1 x Colm 20 Ariz 



